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PETITION FOR REVIEW
Petitioners hereby petition the Court to review and set aside as arbitrary,
capricious and contrary to law, the Nuclear Regulatory Commission's July 22, 1999,

decision, see 64 Fed. Reg. 29393, to implement a regulation governing compliance with
the Sunshine Act, 5 U.S.C. § 552b, as well as the underlying regulation, which was first
promulgated in 1985 but not previously implemented. 10 C.F.R. § 9.101(c). Copies of
the Federal Register notices and underlying regulation are attached.
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Defendants.

December 30, 2009

COMPLAINT FOR DECLARATORY JUDGMENT ANND INJUNCTIVE RELIEF
INTRODUCTION
1. This is an action for adjudication, annulment, declaratory judgment and/or, for injunctive
relief. This actionarises under the Constitution and statutes of the United States, including, but
not limited to the Atomic Energ-y Act 42 U.S.C. § 2011 et seq. ("AEA"), the Administrative
Procedures Act 5 U.S.C. § 1001 et seq.. ("APA"), and the National Environmental.Policy Act 42
U.S.C. § 4321 et seq. ("NEPA"), the regulations oftheCouncil on Environmental Quality
("CEQ"), and regulations promulgated pursuant to powers grantedby those statutes.
2. This matter arises from a set of illegal acts by the Nuclear Regulatory' Commission ("NRC")
which permit Entergy Nuclear Operations, Inc., ("Entergy") the owner. operator, and licensee of
Indian Point Energyenter (C"IPEC")
to evade critical safety requirements in violation of law

and of the ten-rs and conditions of its license. The NRC has for decades required commercial
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reactor operators to provide physical insulation against fire for electric cables that control
reactor shutdown in an emergency and thereby protect against a meltdown of the reactor core
and the consequent massive release of radiation. The insulation is required to last for at least one
hour. On September 28, 2007 the NRC, illegally and in complete secrecy permitted IPEC to
permanently operate with.physical insulation that lasts only 24 minutes. That permission took
the form of an "exemption" from the one hour requirement. The laws governing the N-RC,
notably the AEA, do not mention or grant to the NRC the power to issue an ."exemption," to
such a license condition, or safety and/or regulatory standard. The "exemption" was illegally
granted in complete secrecy with no public notice, no opportunity for public comment, no
opportunity to offer or question evidence, -no public hearing, in violation of the NRC's- own
procedural requirements, and in violation of the AEA, APA, NEPA and their duly promulgated
regulations. As a result of these actions, IPEC is not in compliance with the terms and
conditions of its license and the laws and regulations governing commercial nuclear reactors and
is now operating with a greatly enhanced danger to the public. Furthermore, the NRC currently
has before it dozens of requests for additional illegal "exemptions" from important health and
safety requirements at IPEC and elsewhere, which have the same legal and public. health and
safety defects as the September 28, 2007 "exemption."
3. On or about October 4, 2007, without any prior public notification, public hearings, or any
opportunity for public participation, the NRC, via a final order, granted to Entergy the licensee
of the nuclear reactor Unit 3 at IPEC an "exemption" from a binding, duly promulgated NRC
fire safety regulation 10 C.F.R. pt. 50, App. R, III-(G)(2)(a),(c) ("Appendix R") concerning
insulation on critical electrical safetyl cables, which control reactor shutdown in an emergency,
thereby avoiding a core meltdown and massive public release of radiation. Upon discovering
this, on December 3,_2007 Plaintiffs filed a petition with the NRC Objecting to the "exemption,"

and to the secretive and arbitrary process used by the NRC to grant it. On January 30, 2008 the
NRC rejected that Petitio.n, which constituted a final order of the Commission.
4. On March 27, 2008 Plaintiffs filed a petition with the United States Court of Appeals, which
possesses original jurisdiction over final orders of the NRC pursuant to the Hobbs Act 28 U.S.C.
§ 2342(4), appealing from the NRC's rejection of their objection and asserting a variety of
factual and legal grounds for judicial annulment of the "exemption."

On August 27, 2009, the

Second Circuit dismissed the Petition on the grounds that the Hobbs Act did not impart
jurisdiction to that court. The ruling also stated that Petitioners were free to seek review of the
NRC's "exemption" in federal district court, under jurisdiction granted by the APA. "Petitioners
are free to seek review in the district court of the NRC's actions pursuant to the APA" Brodskly.v
NRC August 27, 2009, 08-1454.
5. Plaintiffs now seek such judicial review in this district court. Plaintiffs seek judgment ruling
that the "exemption" itself, the procedures used and the substance of the NRC's decision. violate
the Constitution and laws of the United States and regulations promulgated thereto, and
injunctive relief with respect to similar, pending NRC "exemption."
JURISDICTION AND VENIRE
6. This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over the claims asserted herein un'der the statutes
violated by the NRTC including the ABA 42 U.S.C.

§ 20t1 et seq., the APA 5 U.S.C. § 1001 et

seq., and the NEPA 42 U.S.C. § 4321 et seq. and C.F.R. § 50.12..
7. Venue is proper because the administrative decision giving rise to these claims affects a
nuclear facility located in Buchanan, New York, which is within the geographic boundaries of
the Southern District of New York, and because the parties challenging that administrative
decision are domiciled within the geographic boundaries of the Southern District of New York.
Venue is proper because the administrative decision giving rise to these claims affects a nuclear

facility located in Buchanan, New York, which is within the geographic boundaries of the
Southern District of New York, and because the parties challenging that administrative decision
are domiciled within the geographic boundaries of the Southern District of New York.
8. Petitioners have standing under U.S.C.A. Const. Art. HI, §2, cl. 1. Persons and/or landowners
in close proximity to the nuclear power facility in question have alleged sufficient injury to
establish standing. See Kelly v.. Selin, 42 F.3 d 1501, 1508-1510 (6 Cir. 1995). The NRC's
"rule of thumb" is that "persons who reside or frequent the area within a 50-mile radius of the
facility" are presumed to have standing. See Sequoyah Fuels Corp., 40 N.R.C. 64, 75 n. 22,
CLI-01-02 (1994).

PARTIES
9. Plaintiff Brodsky, represents the

9 2nd

Assembly District of New .York State, which

encompasses communities lockted within 50 miles of IPEC. Plaintiff Brodsky also maintains
his primary residence at 2121 Saw MillRiver Road, White Plains, NY 10607, which is within
fifty miles of IPEC.
10. Plaintiff, Westchester Citizens Awareness Network ("AWESTCAN"), is a chapter of the
Citizen's Awareness Network, a national organization dedicated to environmental issues. The
Westchester County chapter is located at 2AAdrian Court, Cortlandt Manor, NY 10567, which
is within fift, miles of IPEC.
11. Plaintiff, Sierra Club Atlantic Chapter, is a chapter of the Sierra Club, a national
organization dedicated to environmental issues. The group m'aintains a national office at 1350.
Broadway, Suite 201, New York, NY 10018, Which is within fifty miles of IPEC.
12. Plaintiff, Public Health and Sustainable Enery ("PUSH") is a Rockland County, NY
organization dedicated to envirornmental issues. It maintains an address at 21 Perlman Drive,
4

Spring •Valley, NY 10977, which is within 50 miles of IPEC.
13. Defendant, the United States NT-,RC, is a United States G6venment Agency established by
the 1974 Energy Reorganization Act. The NRC Oversees aspects of commercial nuclear
operations in the United States including nuclear reactor safety and the operation of the Indian
Point facilities,
FACTS.
History of Fire Safety Actions Bv The NRC
14. The NRC operates-under a broad grant of authority from the Congress requiring it to
regulate commercial nuclear reactors by the issuance of licenses and rules and regulations which
a licensee is required to observe. The broad purpose of the statutes is to protect the health and
safety.of the public and to permit the effective operation of commercial reactors. The right of
the public to participate in NRC processes and decisions, especially when public health and
safety is involved, is woven throughout the authorizing statutes.
15. Fire safety, and the particular. danget of fire damage to electric cables that control reactor
shutdown and prevent a consequential meltdown of the reactor's radioactive core have been
problems at American nuclear facilities for decades and subject to repeated NRC actions.
Following a major fire in 1975 at the Browns Ferry nuclear facility in Alabama which came
close to causing a catastrophic loss of reactor control and a core meltdown, the NRC undertook
a sweeping review of fire safety problems at all of the nation's nuclear facilities, and determined
that among other major public health and safety problems, the lack of adequate fire insulation
on electric control cables presented a clear threat to public. health and safety. It then
implemented a number of stringent requirements regarding fire safety and operating procedures
by promulgating a series of regulations contained in Appendix R, which requires, among other
things, that critical electrical cables that control nuclear reactor shutdownmust be physically
5

sulated sufficient to withstand a fire for three hours, or for one hour if additional mitigating
steps are taken. Such a regulatory requirement is a condition of operation and a condition of the
license and has the force of law.
16. Pursuant to these regulatory requirements, cable insulation known as Hemyc, was accepted
by the NRC as acceptable insulation pursuant to Appendix R.
17. It was initially believed by the NRC.that Hemyc would meet the one hour insulation
requirement, if additional protective steps are taken. It is now undisputed that Hemyc does not
meet the one hour regulatory standard, the NRC itself having concluded it insulates against fire..
for only 27 minutes. "The test results indicated that Hemyc did not-achieve the fire endurance
consistent with its rating for the configurations tested." http://vww.nrc.gov/reactors/operating/
ops-experience/fire-protection/firebarriers/fire-barriers-overview. html
18. In the face of the failure of Hemyc to meet the one hour requirement, Entergy requested
and the NRC granted IPEC the "exemption" at issue in this case, requiring the insulation to last
only 24 minutes. Upon information and belief, the 24 minute standard was chosen only because
test results indicated Hemyc lasts for only 27 minutes, not because of any reason related. to
•safety or the public interest. Although the NRC's governing statutes do not authorize or mention
an "exemption" from the regulatory and safety requirements of a license, the NRC issued this
"exemption" pursuant to 10 C.F.R.- § 50.12 a regulation that sets forth a process by which such
"exemptions" are issued.
19. The AEA does not empower the NRC to grant such an "exemption." It does empower the
NRC to take a specific and limited set of actions. "The terms and conditions of all licenses shall
be subject to amendment, revision, or modification, by reason of amendments of this Act or by.
reason of rules and regulations issued in accordance with the terms of this Act."' 42 U.S.C. §
2237.
6
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20. When the NRC undertakes any of its authorized actions the Congress has protected and
explicated the public's constitutional and statutory rights to know of and participate. in
significant decisions including changes in operating standards, especially when they affect the
public health and safety. The AEA requires public participation in these decisions, including the
right to a hearing under 42 U.S.C. § 2239. The APA has similar requirements
21. NEPA, as part of consideration of the environmental'impacts of matters affecting the public
health and safety, similarly grants a right of public participaiion in matters of "substantial
controversy." "Exemptions," at IPEC, including the September 28th "exemption" to significant
public health and safety requirements, have been a matter of concern and controversy for the
public, environmental groups, and elected officials for years. Criteria to be considered in
Whether a NEPA hearing should be held include "Substantial environmental controversy
concerning the proposed action or substantial interest in holding the hearing." 42 U.S.C. §
1506.6(c)(1).
22. The NRC may take only those actions authorized by law. It is required to follow its own
regulations under the provisions of the APA which sets. forth the required procedures and legal
standards that a federal agency must observe. 5 U.S.C. § 706(2).
23. Moreover, the APA guarantees the right to a hearing under 5 U.S.C. § 554, governing
adjudications. The APA defines an "adjudication" .as a process that results in the issuing of a
final order. The "exemption" itself was a final order. The public has a right to a hearing as
mandated by the AEA, NEPA and the ARA.
24. The NRC's current fire safetr, regulations as contained in Appendix R still require a
minimum of sixty minutes of fire insulation on electrical cables. The "exemption" at issue in
this case is the sole legal basis for current operations at IPEC which continue to violate that
re.ulatory standard by requiring the insulation to last only 24 minutes.
7

History of the 2007 IPEC "Exemption"
25. In the context of these long-standing controversies about fire safety, electric control cable
insulation, and Hemyc's failure to meet regulatory requirements, Entergy, on or about July 24,
2006, asked the NRC to permit it to violate-the Appendix.R requirement that cable fire safety
insulation last for one hour and instead permit the permanent and continuing use of insulation
that lasts only 30 minutes, one half of the one hour requirement. It sought permanent relief from
a significant public health and safety requirement. Entergy characterized this request as an
"exemption" from fire safety rules. There is. no mention in the.AEA, or any other governing
statutes, of "exemptions" from NRC health and safety requirements and/or the conditions of a
license.
26. No public notice, of any kind, of the Entergy "exemption" request was provided by either
Entergy or the NRC. No notice was published in the Federal Register or elsewhere, nor was
there any opportunity for public comment or participation in the ensuing NRC process.
27. On or about August 16, 2007, 13 months after its initial 30 minute.request and after tests.of
the insulation showed it would not last 30 minutes, Entergy made a second "exemption" request,
asking that its fire insulation standard be reduced to 24 minutes, an additional 6 minute or 20%
violation of the 60 minute requirement. There was no public notice of the second request nor
was any opportunity for public comment or participation given by Entergy or the NRC.
28. Because of the lack of notice, disclosure or public participation, and the absolute wall of
secrecy that surrounded the decision, little is known about the process used by the NRC as it
tonsidered and decided the "exemption" request. However, it is undisputed that the NRC
possessed a significant number of documents that were relevant and probative with respect to
the issues raised in the "exemption." The N\TRC has admitted that it chose to ignore man), of the
most probative documents. and instead collected a small number of documents as a basis for the

decision. The NRC has sworn that this small number of documents were the only documents
considered and included in the administrative record, even though the Supreme Court has
required that an agency consider and produce all relevant and probative documents in its
possession at the -time the decision was made, on the grounds that an agency may not arbitrarily.
ignore evidence in its possession. On information and belief, the NRC, using this truncated and
arbitrary list of documents and evidence, entered into extended secret negotiations with Entergy
on the "exemption" requests, failed and refused to consider other evidence in its possession, and
summarily, secretly and against the weight of evidence approved the second request on
September 28, 2007,constituting a final order. That final order was issued only 42 days after
the second request was received. It is notable that the the 24 minute standard conforms to test
results showing that Hemnyc only lasts 27 minutes. Conforming the regulatory standard to the
test results rather than establishing public health and safety validity is an example of egregious
illegal, arbitrary and capricious behavior by the NRC. It is also notable that the text of the
"exemption" itself states that it relies on a document entitled "the licensee's Fire Hazards
Analysis,'.'•which is not on the list of documents the INTRC says it considered, and is not known
to exist.
29. On September 28, 2007 the public, for the first time, was made aware of the existence of
the request and the amended request when a Federal Register notice was published concerning a
NE.PA Finding of No Significant Impact ("FONSI") regarding the "exemption." On.or about
October 4, 2007, the NRC published in the Federal Register its final approval of the 24-minute
"exemption," which had actually been granted on or about September 28, 2007.
30. Upon information and belief, the NRC issued the "exemption" without an Environmental
Impact Statement ("EIS") as required by NEPA, without addressing facts presented and
availabt-leto it. and without consideration or analysis of documents, studies. safety information
9

and impact data and other relevant and probative evidence in its possession.
31. Uponinfomation and belief, the NRC made the decision to grant the "exemption" in an
amount of time that did not allow for adequate review of the materials. It could not have
conducted a legally adequate review of the 24 minute "exemption" from the promulgated I hour
safety standard since.it only had the request for that specific "exemption" under review for 42
days, while it considered the previously requested30 minute "exemption" from the promulgated
1 hour safety standard for 13 months.
32. On or about December 3, 2007, Plaintiffs filed a formal petition with the NRC objecting to
its grant of the "exemption" atIPEC and asking the agency to reopen the matter. Among other
requests for relief, the. petition sought a public hearing on the issue.
33. On or about January 30, 2008, the NRC rejected Plaintiff's petition, refusing to conduct a
public hearing, constitutinga final action and thereby exhausting all of Plaintiffs' adminis'ative
remedies.
34. The NRC's granting of the "exemption" on September 28, 2007 was only one of many.
repeated failures to deal openly and effectively with respect to fire safety standards. The fire
insulation known as Hemyc has been the subject of Congressional and NRC Inspector General's
Office investigations, including a June 2008 Report of the Government Accounting Office that
criticized the NRC's inaction regmrding deficiencies in Hemyc as well as other fire resistant
wrappings.
35. Upon information and belief, due to its proximity to the New York City Metropolitan Area,
and particular defects in!the construction and operation of the facilities, IPEC is considered
especially susceptible to a terrorist threat, although the NRC did not consider or give any weight
to the consequences of the "exemption" on IPECs ability to withstand a terrorist attack without
catastrophic radiation releases as a result of fire affecting the cables that control reactor
10

shutdown.
36. The "exemption" now allows the nuclear reactor to operate wuith greatly reduced fire
protection thereby putting the public at heightened risk of the consequences of a loss of reactor
control resulting from a fire, catastrophic event, terrorist attadk, or a combination of those
events.
37. After consultation with officials at the New York State Energy Research ahd Development
Authority ("WYSERDA") and the Office of the Governor, of the State of New York, and the
review of Entergy documents, Plaintiffs have evidence that Entergy and the NRC are engaged in
ongoing attempts to issue a massive number of additional "exemptions" to public health and
safety requirements. Upon information and belief, the NRC is now secretly and without public
notice or participation considering or processing at least 54 other illegal "exemption" requests at
IPEC's nuclear facilities and elsewhere. Without judicial intervention, the NRC may approve
those "exemptions" in the same secretive, unlawful, and arbitrary and capricious manner as the
specific "exemption" at issue in this case.
38. Any further secret, illegal, arbitrary and capricious "exemption" approvals by the NRC at
IPEC will put the public at continuing and increased risk of fire damage to essential electrical
cables that control reactor shutdown in an emergency and protect against a core meltdown and
the consequent release of radiation and will violate the public's right of participation under
applicable statutes.
39. As a result of the N-RC's granting of the illegal "exemption" on September 28, 2007, which
is now in effect, the insulation at EPEC protects electrical cables for only 24 minutes.
Accordingly, a fire in remote cable locations must be detected, responded to by a fire brigade,
and fully extinguished in less than 24 minutes or loss of reactor control will occur- Such

complete -Fi'e suppression is a physical impossibility in most IPEC electric control cable..
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locations. Indian Point is-now more vulnerable to catastrophic fire damage and loss of reactor
shutdown capability than any time after the Brown's Ferry accident of 1975.
40. As a result of the decision by the NRC to grant the fire safety "exemption" hereinof
complained, Entergy's license to operate IPEC is not in compliance with the requirements of
law set forth by the NRC and the AEA, and now operates in violation of long-standing public
health and, safety requirements.
41. Because of the lack of legal authority to issue the "exemption," and because of the failure
by the NRC to provide any public notice, information, ability to comment, question or present
evidence, public hearing or any form of public participation, and because the NRC violated its
own procedural requirements, and because the decision was arbitrary and capricious in its
failure to consider relevant and probative material and because the decision was not supported
by the weight of available evidence, the Plaintiffs' statutory and constitutional rights have been
violated.
History of Federal Court Proceedinas
42. On or about March 27, 2008, Plaintiffs filed a petition in the Second Circuit, which
maintains original jurisdiction to consider challenges to final actions byregulatory agencies
under the Hobbs Act, for review of NRC's final decision regarding the "exemption." The
petition included claims that the NRC violated the AEA, NEPA, CEQ and APA in ganting the
fire safety "exemption" to IPEC.
43. Plaintiffs argued that the "exemption" was invalid because the NRC had no statutory
authority to issue the "exemption," that even if an "exemption" may be issued, public
participation is required, that the NTRC failed to observe the requirements of its own § 50.12
regulations, that the NRC failed to consider relevant and probative materials and documents in
its possession and failed to include such documents in the Certified Record, that it failed to
12

follow the requirements of NEPA, that the issuance of the "exemption" was arbitrary and
capricious and raised other issues as well.
44. Entergy, which owns and operates IPEC, was.accepted as an intervenor on May 1, 2008.
On May 5, 2008, the NRC filed a motion to dismiss the Petition and moved for summary denial
of the Petition on the grounds that Petitioner's request to the NRC for a hearing had been
properly denied under the law. Petitioners opposed the NRC's motion, as did the Office of the
New York State Attorney General via an amicus brief. The motion to dismiss-was referred to the
merits panel.
45. On December 15, 2008 Petitioners filed a Motion to Supplement and Correctt he Record on
.Review under Federal Rule of Appellate. Procedure (FRAP) 16 on grounds that the Certified
Record submitted to the court by the NRC was incomplete and omitted specific documents in
the possession of the NRC which were material and relevant. Petitioner specifically named a
series of such documents directly related to the issues before the NRC. The motion also was
referred to the m'erits panel, but was not addressed in the final decision of the court.
46. On May 11, 2009, after some additional motion practice, oral argument was heard before. a
panel of three judges, including now Supreme Court of the United States Justice Sonya
Sotomayor. The Court heard from Petitioners, the NRC, Entergy, and the Office of the New
York State Attorney General. Following Justice Sotomayor's accession to the Supreme Court, a
final decision was issued on August 27, 2009 by former Chief Judge of the Second Circuit John
M. Walker and Honorable J. Clifford Wallace, of the United States Court ofAppeals for the
Ninth Circuit, sitting by designation.
47. The Second Circuit. dismissed the Petition on the sole grounds of lack of jurisdiction. The
Court offered no opinion on whether the NRC's denial of a.hearing was proper, whether the
C.exemption" at issue was arbitrary and capricious, or whether statutory authority for an
13

"exemption" exists at all. The Second Circuit specifically stated that "because we lack
jurisdiction, we also express no opinion as to whether the NRC's hearing denial was proper,
whether the "exemption" at issue isarbitrary and capricious, or the other issues raised by
Petitioners." Brodsky v. NRCAugust 27, 2009, 08-1454, p. 19.
48. The Court of Appeals instructed Petitioners that the district court was the proper venue in
which to bring the raised issues.- "We note that our holding does not necessarily shut off every
avenue Petitioners may have at their disposal for relief Petitioners are free to seek review in the
district court of the NRC's actions pursuant to the APA." Brodsky v. VRC August 27, 2009, 081454, fn 6.
49. Following the Second Circuit's ruling, the NRC-filed a Petition for Rehearing and
Rehearing En Banc. Plaintiffs were not invited to respond and the Second Circuit issued an
order denying the NRC's petition on December 1, 2009.
0. In light of the ruling of the Second Circuit, Plaintiffs now appear before this district court
and seek relief from the NRC's unlawful actions and the consequences thereof.
First Cause of Action
AEA
The NRC Violated The AEA By The Issuance Of The Putative "Exemption" Without Statutory
Authority To Do So

.51. Plaintiff repeats and re-allegyes each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 1 through
50 with the same force and effect as if set forth in full herein.
52. The NRC may take only those actions authorized by its governing statutes, specifically the
AEA. The AEA authorizes the NRC to take specified actions .with respect to the operations of a
crommercial reactor. These specified actions are the power to grant, suspend, revoke or amend a
license 24 U.S.C. § 2235 and to issue or modify rules and i-egulations. A reactor operator must
14

scrupulously conform to the conditions and terms of such licenses, rules, and regulations. The
AEA contains no mention. of and does.not authorize the NRC to issue an "exemption" to health
and safety standards, or regulatory requirements, or license conditions.
53. The September 28, 2007 "exemption," and the January 30, 2008.rejection of Plaintiffs'
.petition, and the processes used to issue those decisions were beyond the legal authority of the
NRC, arbitrary and capricious, illegal, violated the public's right to notice and participation, and
created an ongoing danger to public health and safety.
54. The NRC had no legal authority enabling it to issue the "exemption" described herein,
which "exemption" excuses IPEC from compliance with the duly promulgated and binding
requirements of.NRC 10 C.F.R. pt. 50, App. R, ff-(G)(2)(a},(c), ("Appendix R"), including the
60 minute fire insulation safety requirement. The issuance and continued operation of said
"exemption" therefore violates the AEA.
Second Cause of Action
APA
The NIRC Violated The APA By The Issuance Of The Putative "Exemption" Without Statutory
Authority To Do So
55. :Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 1 through 54
with the same force and effect as if set forth in full herein.
56. The NRC may take only those actions authorized by its governing statutes, specifically the
AEA. The AEA authorizes the NRC to take specified actions with respect to the operations of a
commercial reactor. These specified actions axe. the power to grant, suspend, revoke or amend a
license CITE and to issue or modify rules and regulations. A reactor operator must scrupulously
conform to the conditions and terms of such:licenses, rules, and regulations. The AEA contains
no mention of and does not authorize the NRC to issue an "exemption" to health and safety
15

standards, or regulatory requirements, or license conditions. The September 28, 2007
"exemptiorn," and the January 30, 2008 rejection of Plaintiffs' petition, and the processes used to
issue, those decisions were beyond the legal authority of the NRC, arbitrary and capricious,
illegal, violated the public's right to notice and participation, and created an ongoing danger to
public health and safety.I
57. The NRC had no legal authority enabling it to issue the "exemption" described herein,
which excuses IPEC from compliance with the duly promulgated and binding requirements of
NRC 10 C.F.R. pt. 50, App. R, Ill-(G)(2)(a),(c), ("Appendix R"), including the 60 minute fire
insulation safety requirement. The issuance and continued operation of said "exemption"
therefore violates the AEA.
58. The APA forbids agency actions that are "arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or
otherwise not in' accordance with law;" "contrary to constitutional right, power, privilege, or
immunity; "in excess of statutory jurisdiction, autliority, or limitations, or short of statutory
right; "without observance of procedure required, by law;" "unsupported by substantial
evidence;" or "unwarranted by the facts to the extent that the facts are subject to trial de novo by
the reviewing court." 5 U.S.C. § 706(2).
59. The "exemption" was issued in violation of the standards of 5 U.S.C. § 706(2) and is
therefore a violation of the APA.
Third Cause of Action
AEA
The NRC Is In Violation Of the A.EA By Its Ongoing Consideration and Approval Of Additional
"Exemptions."
60. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every alegation set forth in parao-raphs 1 t1rough 59
with the same. force and effect as if set forth in full herein.
i6

6 1. The NRC is currently secretly and illegally considering for approval dozens, if not
hundreds, of requests for additional "exemptions" including "exemptions" from compliance
with mandatory health and safety requirements at IPEC.
62. Upon information and belief, the NRC is using the same illegal, arbitrary and capricious
procedures in the consideration of these requested "exemptions" as it did in the consideration
and issuance of the September 28', 2007 "exemption," including a lack of public participation.
63. The NRC may take only those actions authorized by its governing statutes, specifically the
AEA. The AEA authorizes the NRC to take specified actions with respect to the operations of a
commercial reactor. These specified actions are the power to grant; suspend, revoke or amend, a
license and to issue or modify rules and regulations. A reactor operator must scrupulously
conform to the conditions and terms of such licenses, rules, and regulations. The AEA contains
and does not authorize the NRC to issue an "exemption" to health and safety
no mention of
I
standards, or regulatory requirements, or license conditionls.
64. The NRC has no legal authority enabling it to issue "exemptions"' from compliance with
duly promulgated and binding operational requirements. The consideration, approval and
issuance of such "exemptions" constitute an ongoing violation of the AEA.
65. The "exemptions" are being considered "without procedure required by law" and constitute
an ongoing violation of the AEA.
Fourth Cause of Action
APA
The NRC Is In Violation Of the AIPA By Its Ongoing Consideration and Approval Of Additional
"Exemptions."'
66. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and ever, allegation set forth in paragraphs 1 through 65
with the same force and effect as if set forth in full herein.
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67. The NRC is currently secretly and illegally consideringfor approval dozens, if not
hundreds, of requests for additional "exemptions" including "exemptions" from compliance
with mandatory health and safety requirements at IPEC.
68. Upon information and belief, the NRC is using the same illegal, arbitrary and capricious
procedures in the consideration of these requested "exemptions" as it did in the consideration
and issuance of the. September 28, 2007 "exemption," including a lack of public participation.
69. The NRC may take only~those actions authorized by its governing statutes, specifically the
AEA. The AEA authorizes the NRC to take specified actions with respect to the operations of a
commercial reactor. These specified actions are the power to grant, suspend, revoke or amend a
license and to issue or modify rules and regulations. A reactor operator must scrupulously
conform to the conditions and terms of such licenses, rules, and.regulations. The AEA contains
no mention of and does not authorize the NRC to issue an "exemption" to health and safety
standards, or regulatory requirements, or license conditions.
70. The NRC has no legal authority enabling it to issue "exemptions" from compliance with
duly promulgated and binding operational requirements. The consideration, approval and
issuance of such "exemptions" constitute an ongoing violation of the AEA.
71. The APA forbids agency actions that are "arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or
otherwise- not in accordance with law," actions that are "in excess of statutory jurisdiction,
authority, or limitations, or short of statutory right," actions that are made "without observance
of the procedure required by law," and actions that are "unwarranted.by the facts." 5 U.S.C. §
706(2).
72. The "exemption" was issued in violation of the standards of 5 U.S.C. § 706(2) and is
therefore a violation of the APA.
Fifth Cause of Action
18.

AEA
The NRC Violated The AEA By Failing To Provide For Public Participation In The "Exemption"
Process
and
every allegation set forth in paragraphs
73. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each

through 72

with the same force and effect as if set forth in full herein.

74. The "exemption" granted to IPEC by the NRC with respect to fire safety standards was
issued .without any public notice, opportunity to comment or provide evidence and information,
and without a public hearing during the time when the NRC was considering the "exemption"
and subsequently when it refused undertake such public participation when formally requested
to do so by Plaintiffs.
75. § 187 and § 189(a)of the AEA provide the public with statutory rights to notice, an
opportunity to be heard, a public hearing and other. forms of public participation:
in any proceeding under this chapter, for the ranting, suspending,
revoking, or modification of an), license or construction permit, or
application to transfer control, and in any proceeding for the issuance or
modification of rules and regulations dealing with the activities of licensees,
and in any proceeding forthe payment of compensation, an award or

royalties under Sections 2183, 2187, 223 6(c) or 2238 of this title, the
Commission shall grant a hearing upon the request of any person whose
interest may be affected by the proceeding, and shall admit any such
person as a party to such proceeding.
Atomic Energy, Act of 1954 § 189(a), 42 U.S.C. § -2239(a)

76. The N-RC's failure to provide for such public participation is a violation of the AEA.

Sixth Cause of Action
APA
The NRC Violated The APA By Failing To Provide For Public Participation In The ."Exemption"
Process
77. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in paragraphls 1 through 76
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with the same force and effect as if set forth in full herein.
78. The "exemption" granted to IPEC by the NRC.with respect to fire safety standards was
issued without any public notice, opportunity to comment or provide evidence and information,
and .without.a public hearing during the time when the NRC was considering the "exemption"
and subsequently when it refused undertake such public participation.when formally requested
to do so by Plaintiffs.
79. § 187 and § 189(a) of the AEA provide the public with statutory rights to notice, an
opportunity to be heard, a public hearing.and other forms of public participation:
in any proceeding under this chapter, for the granting, suspending,
revoking, or modification of any license or construction permit, or
application to transfer control, and in any proceeding for the issuance or
modification of rules and regulations dealing with the activities of licensees,
and in any proceeding for the payment of compensation, an award or
royalties under Sections 2183, 2187, 223,6(c) or -2.238 of this title, the
Commission shall grant a hearing upon the request of any person whose
interest may be affected by the proceeding, and shall admit any .such
person as a party to such proceeding.
Atomic Energy Act of 1954 § 189(a), 42 U.S.C. § 2239(a)
80. The APA forbids agency actions that are "arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or
otherwise not in accordance with law;" "in excess of statutory jurisdiction, authority, or
limitations, or short of statutory right;" or "without observance of procedure required by law." 5
U.S.C. § 706(2).
81. The N-RC's failure to undertake such public participation is a violation of the APA.
Seventh Cause of Action
APA
Failure to Provide Hearing
8.

Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 1 through 81

with the same force and effect as if set forth in full herein.
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83. The APA 5 U.S.C. § 554 requires a public hearing/notice of such hearing, and an
opportunity to present evidence "'in every case of adjudication." 5 U.S.C. §551(1)(7) defines an
"adjudication" as an "agency process for the formulation of an order."
84. The NRC's issuance of an "exemption" on September 28, 2007 was a final order.
85. The process by which the NRC decided to issue that "exemption" was an "adjudication."
86. The NRC did not provide the public or interested parties any notice, hearing or opportunity
to -submit evidence.
.87. The failure and refusal of the NRC to provide such public participation is a violation of the
APA.
Eighth Cause of Action
NEPA
The NRC Violated NEPA Because Of Its Failure to Provide Statutorily Required Public
Participation
88. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 1 through 87
with the same force and effect as if set forth in full herein.
89. The NRC violated NEPA by failing to provide for public participation as required by 42
U.S.C. § 1506.6(c)(1), which states that a hearing shall be held when there is "Substantial
environmental controversy concerning the proposed action or substantial interest in holding the
hearing."
90. IPEC operations have been a matter of "substantial environmental controversy" for several
years, prompting several administrative challenges and litigation spearheaded by both citizens
and environmental action groups. Am "exemption" to fire safety standard creates further
"substantial environmeintal controversy." due to the possibility of IPEC as a terrorist target and
general concerns of public health and welfare in the face of a catastrophic fire.
-)1

91. The failure and refusal of the NRC to provide such public participation is adviolation of the
NEPA § 1506.6(c)(1).
Ninth Cause of Action
NEPA
The NRC Violated NEPA By Its Failure to Provide Public Notice of NRC Actions With Respect To
The Putative "Exemption"
92. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 1 through 91
with the same force and effect as if set forth in full herein.
93. Under NEPA, federal agencies are required to provide public notice of "NEPA-related
hearings, public meetings, and the availability of environmental documents so as to inform
those persons and agencies who may be interested or affected." 42 U.S.C. § 1506.6(b).
•94. Upon information and belief, the only environmental document prepared in reference to the
"exemption" at issue is-a "Finding of No Significant Impact" ("FONSI").
95. The Federal Register of October 4, 2007 was the. first time that the public was made aware
of the FONSI regarding the ."exemption" issued to IPEC on September, 28, 2007, and. the'first
time the public was made aware that the "exemption" to fire safety standards had been issued.
96. The notice of both the FONSI and the fact that the "exemption" had been approved in the
same issue of the Federal Register demonstrates thatinterested parties were precluded from
requesting additional, information or the availability of environmental documents regarding the
decision to issue the "exemption" to IPEC prior to the approval of that "exemption."
97. The NRC failed to "provide public notice of NEPA-related hearings, public meetings, and
the availability of environmental documents so as to inform those persons and agencies who
may be interested or affected," as requlired by 42 U.S.C. § 1506.6(b).
98. The NRC's failure to provide such notice and opportunity constitutes a violation of NEPA.
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Tenth Cause of Action
NEPA
The NRC Violated NEPA By Its Failure to Prepare a Full Environmental Impact Statement
("EIS")
99. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs--

gh9

with the same force and effect as if set forth in fall herein.
100. NEPA requires federal agencies to prepare a "detailed statement" regarding the
environmental impacts of all "major federal actions significantly affecting the quality of the
human environment." 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)(c); 40 C.F.R. § 1501.4. This ",detailed statement,."
often referred to as an "environrmental impact statement" ("EIS"), must be prepared prior to
initiating any major federal action so that the environmental impacts of the proposed
government action can be disclosed to the public during the decision making process. 40 C.F.R.
§ 1501.2; 1501.5..
101. Through an EIS, a federal agency must analyze the direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts
of the proposed action, must consider alternative actions and their comparative impacts, and
must identify all irretrievable and irreversible commitments of resources associated with the
action. 42 U.S.C. § 4332(2)7
102. Pursuant to NEPA, the effects to be considered in an EIS also include "aesthetic, historical,
cultural, economic, social or health [effects], whether direct, indirect or cumulative." 40 C.F.R.

§ 1508.8.
103. 40 C.F.R. § 1502.2(c) requires that the EIS discusses how alternatives will advance the
policies set forth in N'EPA, such as assuring the citizens of the United States safe, healthful,
aesthetically and culturally pleasing surroundings. The EIS must serve as 'the means of
assessing the erivironmental impact of proposed agency actions, rather than justifying decisions

already made." 40 C.F.R. § 1502.2(c).
104. The NTRC failed to prepare an EIS before approving the September 28 t "exemption"
issued to IPEC. By failing to prepare an EIS, the NRC failed to fully analyze and evaluate all of
the direct, midirect and cumulative impacts of the "exemption," failed to identify alternatives to
issuing the "exemption," failed to identify all the irretrievable and irreversible commitment of
resources caused by issuing the "exemption," and failed to discuss how alternatives to the
"exemption".might better assure citizens of healthful surroundings.
105. The FONSI prepared by NRC as related to the September 28th "exemption," merely
"justified a decision already made," to issue an "exemption" to IPEC. A full EIS was required as
a "means of assessing the environmental impact" and cover the full extent of the health and
safety issues raised by the September 281h "exemption."
106. The NRC failed to prepare the "detailed statement" of the environmental effects of the
September 28)h "exemption" in the form of a full EIS in violation of NEPA.
Eleventh Cause of Action
NEPA
The NRC Violated NEPA Because The FONSI Prepared For The Putative "Exemption" Failed To
Consider a Terrorist Attack
107. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 1 through
106 with the same force and effect as if set forth in full herein.
108. IPEC's nuclear facilities are considered particularly vulnerable to a terrorist attack because
of its proxinmity to the New York City Metropolitan area and the events of September 11, 2001.
109. The catastrophic consequences of a terrorist attack at a nuclear facility would affect the
quality of the human environment.
110. NEPA requires that federal agencies provide a detailed assessment of all possibilities
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affecting the quality of the "human environment" 42 U.S.C. 4332(2)(C)(i) before issuing a final
decision on a matter before it.
111. The FONSI prepared as part of the NRC action to grant the "exemption" failed to consider
or address the environmental impacts of a terrorist attack on fire safety and other regulatory
requirements, thereby failing to provide a detailed assessment-of all possibilities.
112. The NRC's failure to consider and assess the consequences of a terrorist attack on IPEC
constitutes a violation of NEPA.
Twelfth Cause of Action
APA
The NRC Violated The APA When It Failed To Follow Its Own Regulatory, Requirement That It
Offer Evidence In Support Of The Required Finding That The "Exemption" Is "Authorized by
Law"
113. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 1 through
112 with the same force and effect as if set forth in full herein.
114. 10 C.F.R 50.12(a) states that the NRC may issue an '.'exemption" only upon a finding that
the "exemption" is "authorized, by law."
115. The "exemption" issued to IPEC by the NRC on September 28, 2008 contains an arbitrary
and conclusive statement that the "exemption" is "authorized by law." It offered no documents,
discussion, evidence or analysis in support of that conclusion.
116. The APAforbids agency actions that are "arbitrary, capricious, an abuse. of discretion. or
otherwise not in accordance with law," actions that are "in excess of statutory jurisdiction,
authority, or limitation's, or short of statutory right." actions that are made "without observance
of the procedure required by law," and actions that ate "unwarranted by the facts." 5 U.S.C. §
706(2).

117. The NRC's failure to offer any support for its conclusion is a violation of the APA.
Thirteenth Cause of Action

AEA
The NRC Violated The AEA When It Failed To Follow Its Qwn Regulatory Requirement That It
Offer Evidence In Support Of The Required Finding That The "Exemption" Is "Authorized by
Law"

118. Plaintiff-repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 1 through
117 with thesame. force and effect as if set forth in full herein.
119. 10 C.F.R 50.12(a) states that the NRC may issue an "exemption" only upon a finding that
the "exemption" is. "authorized by law."
120. The "exemption" issued to IPEC by the NRC on September 28, 2008 contains an arbitrary
and conclusive statement that the "exemption" is "authorized by law." It offered no documents,
discussion, evidence or analysis in support of that conclusion.
121. The NRC's failure to offer any evidence or support for its conclusion is a violation of the
AEA.
Fourteenth Cause of Action
APA
The NRC Violated The APA When It Failed To Offer Evidence In Support Of Its Required
Finding That The "Exemption" Will Not Present An "Undue Risk to Public Health and Safety"
122. Plaintiff repeats and.realleges each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 1 through
121 with the same force and effect as if set forth in full herein.
•123. 10 C.F.R 50.12(a) states that the NRC may issue an "exemption" only upon a finding that
the "exemption" does not present an "undue risk to public health and safety."
124. The "exemption" issued to IPEC by the NRTC on September 28, 2008 contains an arbitrary!
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and conclusive statement that the "exemption" will niot present an "undue risk to public health
and safety" It offered no documents, discussion, evidence or analysis in support of that
conclusion.
125. The APA forbids agency actions that are "arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or
otherwise not in accordance with law," actions that are "in excess of statutory jurisdiction,
authority, or limitations, or short of statutory right," actions that are made "without observance
of the procedure required by law," and actions that are "unwarranted by the facts." 5 U.S.C. §
706(2).
126. The NRC's failure to offer any evidence or support for its conclusion is a violation of the
APA.
Fifteenth Cause of Action
AEA
The NRC Violated The AEA When It Failed To Offer Evidence In Support Of Its Required
Finding That The "Exemption" Will Not Present An "Undue Risk to Public Health and Safety"
127. Plaintiff repeats and realle.ges each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 1 through
126.with the same force and effect as if set forth in full herein.
128. 10 C.F.R 50.12(a) states that the NRC may issue an "exemption" only upon a finding that
the "exemption" does not present an "undue risk to public health and safety."
129. 'The "exemption" issued to IPEC by the NRC on September 28, 2008 contains an arbitrary
and conclusive statement that the "exemption" does not "present an undue burden to public
health and safety." It offered no documents, discussion, evidence or analysis in support of that
conclusion.
130. The NRC's failure co offer any evidence or support for its conclusion is a violation of the
-AEA.
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Sixteenth Cause of Action
APA
The NRC Violated The APA Wrhen It Failed To Offer Evidence In Support Of Its Required
Finding That The "Exemption" is"Consistent With Common Defense and Security"
13 1. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs ] through
130 with the same force and effect as if set forth in full herein.
132. 10 C.F.R 50.12(a) states that the NRC may issue an "exemption" only upon a finding that
the "exemption" is "consistent with the common defense and security."
133. The "exemption" issued to IPEC by the NRC on September 28, 2008 contains an arbitrary
and conclusive statement that the "exemption" is "consistent with the common defense and
security." It offered no documents, discussion, evidence or analysis in support of that
conclusion.
134. The APA forbids agency.actions that are "arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or
otherwise not in accordance with law," actions that are "in excess of statutory jurisdiction,
authority, or limitations, or short of statutory right," actions that are made "without observance
of the procedure required bylaw," and actions that are "unwarranted by the facts." 5 U.S.C. §
706(2).
135. The N-RC's failure to offer any evidence or support for its conclusion is a violation ofthe
APA.

Seventeenth Cause of Action
kAEA
The NRC Violated The AEA When It Failed To Offer Evidence In Support Of Its Required
Finding That The "Exemption" is "Consistent With Common Defense and Security"
136..Plaintiffrepeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs I through
28

135 with the same force and effect as if set forth, in full herein.
137. 10 C.F.R 50.12(a) states that the NRC may issue an "exemption" only upon a finding that
the "exemption" is "consistent with the common defense and security."
138. The, "exemption" issued to IPEC by the NRC on September 28, 2008 contains an arbitrary
and conclusive statement that the "exemption" is "consistent with the common defense and
security." It offered no documents, discussion, evidenceor analysis in support of that
conclusion.
139. The NRC's failure to offer any evidence or support for its conclusion is a violation of the
AEA.
Eighteenth Cause of Action
APA
The NRC Violated the APA By Its Failure To Consider And Give Weight To Relevant And
Probative Evidence In Its Possession
140. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 1 through
13 9 with the same force and effect as if set forth in full herein.
.•141. Due to the NRC's knowing and conscious failure to comply with NEPA, Plaintiffs have
suffered legal wrongs because of an agency action, ie the issuance of the September 28th
"exemption" and are adversely affected and aggrieved by the N'RC's action within the meaning
of 5 U.S.C. § 702(2) which requires that an agency decision may not arbitrarily ignore relevant
and probative evidence in its possession and must consider and weigh all such relevant and
probative material:
142. The.NRC has provided a list of all documents it considered when it issued the
"-exemption."

That list intentionally and admittedly omits numerous documents in the

possession of the NRC which are relevant and probative, and which were specified by Plaintiffs
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in the course of litigation. The NRC has -stated that it is not required to consider or make part of
the administrative record all relevant and probative evidence in its possession, only those
documents it chose to consider.
143. The APA forbids agency actions that are "arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or
otherwise not in accordance with law," actions that are "in excess of statutory jurisdiction,
authority, or limitations, or short of statutory right," actions that are made "without observance
of the procedure required by law," "unsupported by substantial evidence" and actions that are
"unwarranted by the facts." 5 U.S.C. § 706(2).
.144. The NRC's refusal to consider and/or make part of the administrative record such material
violated the APA.
Nineteenth Cause of Action
APA
The NRC Violated the APA By Relying on a Document Not Contained in the Certified Record
145.. Plaintiff repeats and realieges each and every allegatidn set forth in paragraphs 1 through
144 with.the same ,force and effect as if set forth in full herein.
146.

The text of the September 28th "exemption" explicitly states that the "exemption" is

being granted
analysis

... "

"...

based upon.consideration of information in the licensee's Fire Hazards

No such document exists in the administrative record which the NTRC swears

contains all documents it considered, and no such document has been found to be in the
possession of the NRC, or to exist.
14T7. The NRC may not rely on a document which it does not possess, was not part of the
administrative record and was not actually considered, and which does not exist. The NRC may
not make a decision which relies which they do not possess, was not part of the administrative
record and may not exist.
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148. The APA forbids agency actions that are "arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or
otherwise not in accordance with law", actions that are "in excess of statutory jurisdiction,
authority, or limitations, or short of statutory right," actions that are made "without observance
of the procedure required by law," "unsupported by substantial evidence," and actions that are
"unwarranted by the facts." 5 U.S.C. § 706(2).
149. By issuing an "exemption" which explicitly relies on a document the NRC did not possess
,onsider, or include in the administrative record the NRC violated the APA.
Twentieth Cause of Action
A-PA
The NRC Violated the APA's Requirement That It Give Full and Appropriate Consideration To
Evidence Due to Inadequate Time to Review The 24 Minute Exemption Request.
150. Plaintiff repeats and realleges each and every allegation set forth in paragraphs 1 through
149 with the same force and effect as if set forth in full herein.
.151. Due to the NRC's knowing and conscious failure to comply with NEPA, Plaintiffs have
suffered legal wrongs because of an agency action, ie the issuance of the September 28"h
."exemption" and are adversely affected and aggrieved by the NRC's action within the
meaning
of 5 U.S.C. § 702 (2) which requires that an agency decision may not arbitrarily ignore relevant
and probative evidence in its possession and must consider, and weigh all such relevant and
probative material.
152. The NRC, after considering Enterny's original, request for an "exemption" reducing the
time the fire insulation had to remain effective from one hour to 30 minutes, received,
considered and granted. Entergy's request. for a 24 minute "exemption" in less than 30 days.
153. Given the wide range of issues raised by the "exemption" requests, and the over 13 months
the NRC considered the original 30 minute request, and gien the fact that NRC tests showed
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that Hemyc only lasts for 27 miniltes, it was not possible for the NRC to give rational and full
consideration to the 24 minute request in only 42 days.
154. The APA forbids agency actions that are "arbitrary, capricious, an abuse of discretion, or
otherwise not in, accordance with law," actions that are "in excess of statutory jurisdiction,
authority, or limitations, or short. of statutory right," actions that are made "without.observance
of the procedure required by law," "unsupported by substantial evidence," and actions that are
"unwarranted by the facts." 5 U.S.C. § 706(2).
155. The NRC's haste and secrecy in receiving, considering and granting the 24 minute
exemption in 42 days, a time insufficient to gve full.and appropriate consideration to the
evidence before it, violates the APA.
Twenty First Cause of Action
APA
The Evidence Before The NRC Was Insufficient To Justify The Decision To Grant The
"Exemption."
156. Plaintiff repeats and realleges eachand every allegation set forth in paragraphs 1 through
155 with,the same force and effect as if set forth in full herein.
15 7. Due to the NRC's knowing and conscious failure to comply with NEPA, Plaintiffs have
suffered legal wrongs because of an agency action, ie tle issuance of the September 28•
"exemption" and are adversely affected and aggrieved by the NRC's action within the meaning
of 5 U.S.C. § 702 (2) which requires that an agency decision may not arbitrarily igore relevant
and probative evidence in its possession and must consider and weigh all such relevant and
probative material.
158.The APA requires that the, NTRC make only those decisions that are supported by sufficient
evidence, and only after that evidence has been appropriately weighed, analy.zed and discussed.
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The decision to issue the September 28th "exemption" was illegal, arbitrary and capricious in
that it was not supported by the evidence, that there was insufficient evidence to justify the
decision, that evidence was ignored or excluded from the deliberations and the administrative
record, that it relied on evidence not in the administrative record,. that the consideration and
decision were done in secrecy and without public notice or participation and in violation of the
NRC's own requirements. These individ~ually and collectively constitute illegal, arbitrary and
capricious actions which violate the APA.
PRAYER FOR RELIEF
WHEREFORE Plaintiffs request that this court:
1. Declare that Defendants. have violated the AEA, APA, NEPA and CEQ. Annul and render
void the September 28, 2007 "exemption" and the NRC rejection of Plaintiffs' petition.
2.

Enjoin the Defendant from any present, continuing and/or future violations of said laws and
any and all unlawful acts and practices complained of herein:

3. Require the Defendant provide to Plantiffs' and the public notice and participation, including
but not limited to a public hearing, with respect to the September 28, 2007 "exemption" and
all similar actions or request for actions.
4. Require the Defendant to conform to the requirements of NEPA with respect to the
requirement for an EIS and the required contents of a FONSI.
5. Require the NRC to conform to the requirements of its own.regulations and the
requirements of the AEA, APA and NEPA.
6. Award Plaintiffs reasonable attorneys fees and other litigation costs as permitted by 28

U.S.C. § 2412(a).
7. Order such other and further relief as this Court deems just and proper.

.DD

Respectfully submitted,

.7) //
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By Counsel for Plaintiff:
Richard Brodsky, Esq.
Member of Assembly
'92 dAssembly District
2121 Saw Mill Road
\Vhite Plains, NY 10607
Ph:

(914) 345-0432

richardbrodsky@msn.com

Susan Shapiro, Esq.
21 Perlman Drive
Spring Valley. NY 10977

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
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UNITED STATES
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)
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)

Case No.

)
)
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SERVE:
Edward L. Dowd, Jr., Esq.
United States Attorney for the
Eastern District of Missouri
401 U.S Court & Custom House
1114 Market Street
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Janet Reno, Esq.
)
Attorney General of the United States
)
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Washington, D.C. 20530
)

)

James Lieberman, Director
Office of Enforcement
United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, MD

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

COMPLAINT
For its Complaint against Defendant, the United States Nuclear Regulatory
Commission ("NRC"), Plaintiff Thermal Science, Inc. ("TSI"), states as follows:

Description Of Action
1.

This is an action for preliminary and permanent injunctive relief prohibiting

the NRC from unlawfully pursuing monetary penalty proceedings against TSI.
2.

The NRC's recently-commenced penalty proceeding violates TSI's

constitutional right against the threat of successive government prosecutions, as guaranteed
by the Double Jeopardy Clause of the Fifth Amendment to the United States Constitution.
TSI was already prosecuted for the same allegedly wrongful conduct in a lengthy criminal
trial which concluded in August 1995. The jury in that prior criminal action unanimously
acquitted TSI of all charges of wrongdoing.
3.

In addition, the NRC's current penalty proceeding exceeds the agency's

statutory authority to impose such penalties under the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, 42
U.S.C. §§ 2011, et seM,

and also improperly seeks to extend the NRC's jurisdiction to non-

licensee suppliers like TSI who are not within the scope of the NRC's lawful jurisdiction.
Jurisdiction And Venue
4.

This Court has subject matter jurisdiction over this controversy pursuant to 28

U.S.C. § 1331 because TSI's claims arise under the Constitution and laws of the United
States, and pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1337 because this is a civil action arising under an Act
of Congress regulating commerce, specifically, the Atomic Energy Act of 1954.
5.

Venue is proper in this District pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1391(e) because the

Defendant is an agency of the United States and the Plaintiff resides in this District.
The Parties
6.

TSI is a corporation organized under the laws of the State of Missouri with its

principal and only place of business in St. Louis, Missouri.
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7.

The NRC is a federal agency with offices in various locations nationwide.

The NRC's principal offices are located in Rockville, Maryland.
Factual Background
8.

The Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the "Act"), permits the private

development of nuclear energy under a Congressionally defined licensing regime and creates
an administrative agency, the NRC, to make and enforce rules governing licensees and their
activities.
9.

The Act requires nuclear power plants and others engaged in specified

activities to obtain licenses from the NRC in order to operate, and permits the NRC to issue
regulations that govern persons engaged in activities for which a license is required. The Act
does not generally permit the NRC to issue regulations governing persons who, like TSI, are
neither licensed nor engaged in activity for which a license is required.
10.

TSI is engaged in the manufacture and sale of a group of fire resistive

products known collectively as Thermo-Lag. Thermo-Lag has been safely used for more
than two decades in varied applications, including (a) the protection from fire of offshore and
on-shore chemical and petrochemical installations, railroad tank cars, and liquefied natural
gas storage containers, (b) the protection of missiles and rockets from the heat generated
upon reentry into the Earth's atmosphere, and (c) the protection of electrical cables in
nuclear power plants.
11.

In November, 1980, the NRC issued a regulation, codified at 10 C.F.R.

§ 50.48 and Appendix R ("Appendix R"), entitled "Fire Protection of Safe Shutdown
Capability." Appendix R required that each licensed nuclear power plant establish certain
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fire protection features, including the protection from fire of certain electrical cables used in
the plants.
12.

Beginning in 1979, TSI, along with various testing laboratories, conducted fire

tests of Thermo-Lag to determine whether it provided sufficient fire protection to qualify it
for use in nuclear power plants to protect electrical cables, and thereby satisfy the criteria of
Appendix R. Following these successful tests, the NRC approved the use of Thermo-Lag by
nuclear power plants to protect electrical cables as required by Appendix R. Beginning in
1982 and continuing through the present, TSI has sold Thermo-Lag to nuclear power plants
for use in protecting electrical cables from fire.

13.

In 1991, the NRC began parallel administrative and criminal investigations

pertaining to TSI and Thermo-Lag. The investigations concerned, among other things,
allegations that TSI had misrepresented to utilities, their agents, and the NRC the nature and
extent of the involvement of independent testing laboratories in fire tests of Thermo-Lag. On
numerous occasions beginning in 1991, the NRC requested and subpoenaed documents and
information from TSI, and TSI provided the documents and information requested.
The Criminal Proceedings
14.

As a result of the NRC's investigation, in September, 1994, TSI and its

President, Rubin Feldman, were charged in a seven count Indictment returned in the United
States District Court for the District of Maryland, Southern Division. The Indictment
charged TSI and Mr. Feldman with one count of conspiracy to make false statements and to
defraud the United States, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 371; three counts of making false
statements within the jurisdiction of the NRC, in violation of 18 U.S.C. § 1001; and three
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counts of making incomplete and inaccurate statements to the NRC, in violation of 42
U.S.C. §§ 2273(a) and 2201(b) and 10 C.F.R. § 50.5(a). A copy of the Indictment is
attached as Exhibit A. On or about May 4, 1995, a Superseding Indictment Was issued in
the same case. The Superseding Indictment is attached as Exhibit B.
15.

The Indictment and Superseding Indictment focused on charges that TSI, in

statements to the NRC and to utilities that operated nuclear power plants and their agents,
misrepresented the nature and extent of the involvement of independent testing laboratories in
tests of Thermo-Lag. The Indictment and Superseding Indictment also charged that TSI
made false statements to the NRC during its investigation concerning the role of independent
testing laboratories in the testing of Thermo-Lag.
16.

On August 1, 1995, following a trial lasting nearly three months, the jury

unanimously acquitted TSI and Mr. Feldman of all charges. The judgment of acquittal is
attached as Exhibit C.
The NRC's Second Attempt To Punish TSI
17.

Following TSI's acquittal, the NRC ordered a trial transcriptand instructed

certain NRC staff members to review the testimony in contemplation of pursuing further
punitive action against TSI.
18.

On October 1, 1996, -the NRC issued its "Notice of Violation and Proposed

Imposition of Civil Penalties" (the "Notice of Violation") against TSI, seeking to impose a
$900,000 penalty for alleged violations of 10 C.F.R. § 50.5. A copy of the NRC's letter to
TSI advising of the Notice of Violation is attached as Exhibit D; a copy of the Notice of
Violation is attached as Exhibit E.
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19.

As in the prior criminal proceeding, the NRC's Notice of Violation claims, as

the basis for levying the demanded $900,000 penalty, that TSI made alleged false
representations to the NRC concerning the nature and extent of the involvement of
independent testing laboratories in the testing of Thermo-Lag.
20.

The facts on which Charges A, B, C, and D in the Notice of Violation are

based are the same as the facts on which Counts I, II, III, and IV of the Superseding
Indictment were based. Similarly, all other charges in the Notice of Violation are part of, or
closely related to, the government's failed allegations in the Superseding Indictment and the
broad array of evidence the government unsuccessfully presented in the criminal trial.
21.

The Notice of Violation unlawfully attempts to punish TSI for the same alleged

conduct, acts, and wrongdoing that were at issue in the prior criminal proceedings, and to
prosecute TSI successively for the same offenses of which it was already acquitted.
The NRC's Attempt To Impose Penalties In Excess Of Its Statutory Authority
22.

Section 234 of the Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2282(a) ("Section 2282"),

the statute pursuant to which the NRC purports to levy its demanded $900,000 penalty
against TSI, provides in pertinent part as follows:
Any person who (1) violates any licensing provision of section 2073,
2077, 2092, 2093, 2111, 2112, 2131, 2133, 2134, 2137, or 2139 of this title
or any rule, regulation, or order issued thereunder, or any term, condition, or
limitation of any license issued thereunder, or (2) commits any violation for
which a license may be revoked under section 2236 of this title, shall be
subject to a civil penalty, to be imposed by the Commission, of not to exceed
$100,000 for each such violation. *** (emphasis added)
23.

Thus, by its express terms, Section 2282 only authorizes the NRC to impose

penalties for violation of the licensing provisions of certain specified statutes (and regulations
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issued thereunder), for violations of licenses, and for violations for which licenses may be
revoked.
24.

The Notice of Violation seeks to impose a $900,000 penalty against TSI

pursuant to § 2282 on the ground that TSI violated 10 C.F.R. § 50.5 ("Section 50.5"), a
regulation that provides in pertinent part:
Any licensee or any employee of a licensee; and any contractor
(including a supplier or consultant), subcontractor, or any employee of a
contractor or subcontractor, of any licensee, who knowingly provides to any
licensee, contractor, or subcontractor, components, equipment, materials, or
other goods or services, that relate to a licensee's activities subject to this part;
may not:
Deliberately submit to the NRC, a licensee, or a licensee's contractor
or subcontractor, information that the person submitting the information knows
to be incomplete or inaccurate in some respect material to the NRC.
25.

Section 50.5 purports to apply to suppliers, like TSI, who are not engaged in

activity for which an NRC license is required. Since Section 50.5 was not issued pursuant to
the licensing provisions of any of the statutes specified in § 2282, the NRC lacks statutory
authority to impose a penalty for alleged violations of § 50.5. Accordingly, the NRC's
attempt to impose a penalty on TSI for allegedly violating § 50.5 is unlawful and invalid.
26.

Likewise, insofar as § 50.5 purports to regulate the activities of non-licensee

suppliers like TSI, the regulation exceeds the NRC's statutory authority and is invalid.
Under the Atomic Energy Act, the NRC's regulatory jurisdiction is limited to the conduct
and activities of licensees, or those engaged in activity for which a license is required. TSI
is not a licensee and has never engaged in activity for which a license is required.
Consequently, the NRC has no statutory authority to regulate TSI's conduct, or to levy
penalties against TSI.
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COUNT I
(FOR A PRELIMINARY AND PERMANENT INJUNCTION)
(Violation Of Double Jeopardy Clause)
27.

TSI realleges and incorporates herein by reference as if set forth in full the

allegations set forth. in paragraphs 1 through 26.
28.

The proceeding initiated by the Notice of Violation is a successive prosecution

for the same offense, within the meaning of and in violation of the Double Jeopardy Clause
of the Fifth Amendment, because, among other reasons:

29.

A.

The allegations in the Notice of Violation were the subject of a prior
criminal proceeding.

B.

The alleged conduct on .which the penalty is based--the deliberate
submission of allegedly false statements to the NRC--would, if proven,
already be a crime.

C.

The penalty the NRC seeks to impose requires a finding of scienter.

D.

The purpose of the proposed penalty is to promote the traditional aims
of punishment: retribution and deterrence.

E.

There is no alternative non-punitive purpose that may rationally be
attributed to the proposed penalty.

F.

The proposed penalty is excessive in light of any conceivable nonpunitive purpose.

The issuance of the Notice of Violation is a second attempt to punish TSI for

the same offense, in violation of the Double Jeopardy Clause.
30.

By reason of the foregoing, TSI is suffering immediate and irreparable injury

as a result of the violation of its constitutional rights caused by the second criminal
proceeding. It is also suffering immediate and irreparable injury to its business as a result of
the Notice of Violation and resulting proceedings. These losses include damage to its
reputation and harm to its goodwill, permanent loss of customers, orders, revenues, profits,
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and employees, and the losses associated with having to expend additional substantial
company resources to defend the NRC's latest meritless punitive proceedings. Unless the
requested injunctive relief is granted, TSI will continue to suffer immediate and irreparable
injury. TSI has no adequate remedy at law.
31.

TSI has alleged specific and definite facts showing a definite right to the relief

which it ultimately seeks, and has alleged specific and definite facts that show a definite
probability of prevailing on the merits.
COUNT II
(FOR PRELIMINARY AND PERMANENT INJUNCTIVE RELIEF)
(Violation Of Atomic Energy Act)
32.

TSI realleges and incorporates herein by reference as if set forth in full the

allegations set forth in paragraphs 1 through 31.
33.

The proceeding initiated by the Notice of Violation exceeds the statutory

authority of the' NRC because, among other reasons:

34.

A.

The NRC lacks the statutory authority to impose monetary penalties on
suppliers such as TSI for violation of § 50.5, because that regulation
was not issued pursuant to the licensing provisions of the statutes
enumerated in § 2282;

B.

The NRC has exceeded its statutory authority by attempting to apply
§ 50.5 to TSI, which is not engaged in activities for which a license is
required and is not otherwise subject to the NRC's regulatory authority
pursuant to the Atomic Energy Act.

By reason of the foregoing, TSI is suffering immediate and irreparable injury

as a result of the NRC's initiation of an enforcement proceeding beyond its statutory
authority. This immediate and irreparable injury includes damage to its reputation and harm
to its goodwill, permanent loss of customers, orders, revenues, profits, and employees, and
the losses associated with having to expend additional substantial company resources to
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defend the NRC's latest meritless punitive proceedings. Unless the requested preliminary
injunctive relief is granted, TSI will continue to suffer immediate and irreparable injury. TSI
has no adequate remedy at law.
35.

TSI has alleged specific and definite facts showing a definite right to the relief

which it ultimately seeks, and has alleged specific and definite facts that show a definite
probability of prevailing on the merits.
WHEREFORE, Plaintiff Thermal Science, Inc. requests that this Court grant the
following relief:
A.

A preliminary and permanent injunction directing the NRC to dismiss
its "Notice of Violation and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties"
and to end all further similar proceedings against TSI; and

B.

Such other relief as the Court may deem just and proper

Respectfully submitted,
THOMPSON COBURN

Michael J.

MS#f

One Mercantile Center
St. Louis, Missouri 63101
Telephone: (314) 552-6000
Facsimile: (314) 552-7000

ZUCKERMAN, SPAEDER, GOLDSTEIN,
TAYLOR & BETTER, L.L.P.

Martin S. himeles, Jr.
Sheryl B. Goldstein
100 E. Pratt Street, Suite 2240
Baltimore, Maryland 21202
Telephone: (410) 332-0444
Facsimile: (410) 659-0436

Attorneys for Defendant Thermal Science, Inc.
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Law 9401=
IN T=E UNIaED STXTES DISTRICT COURT
FOR TIM DISTRICT OF MAR!LND
SOUTHERN DIVSIO

WIIThD STLTLES OF A)EERCA

*

CRXTIMnL NO.

*

Ye

*

TMMMA- $ciMWCZ,

I=.,

a/k/a T91
a/kf a Tharmal Systmwsv Inc.
a/k/a T.8*I. Thermal
SstARSP InC.
a/IL/a T.S.I. , 1nc.
a/k/a Feldocien, Inc.
and
RUBlE FInDIAK

(Conspiracy to Conceal
Material Facts and Make raise
Statments Within Juridliction
OE United States Agency and to
Defraud United States,
18 U.S.C. f 371; Concealing
Material Facts and Raking

*
*
*

*
*
*

*t

*t

False Statements, IS U.S.C.
§ 1001; Willful Violation of
Atomic Energy Act. 42 U.S.C.

*

*

Def endants.

1 2273(a) and I 2201(b) and
10 C.F.R. I 50.5(a)(2);
Aiding and Abetting,

-

ft

1.8 U.S.C. 5 2)

ft

(

The Grand Jury for the District of Maryland charges that:
I.
At all times =atert-al to this indictment:

A.

Dfeudauts and Coqgp nirators

I.

T0M"L SCIEIvCE,

("TSn)

III.

was a privately-owned

corporation organized under the laws of the State of Missouri with

headquarters and manufacturing facilities in St. Louis, Missourl.
T=S

was

the corporate

successor

to an entity incorporated on

August 1i, 1967 as Thermal Systems,
under the names T.S.I.
Thermal Science, Inc.

Inc.,

Thermal Systems,

which later operated
inc.,

T.S.I.,

Inc.

and

The corporate successor was incorporated on

August 28, 1985 as Feldchem, Inc. and changed itz name to Thermal
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Inc. on December 31,

1986.

As used herein,

to all of these corporate entities.
development,.-

manufacture,

PPGE.OM/o2B

"TS31"

refers

Defendant TSI engaged in the

promotion,

sale

and

interstate

distribution of fire barrier products.
2.

Defendant RUBIN FELDMAN was president, director and

an owner of defendant T33: and a licensed professional engineer

( -PEW ).
3.

(" M

InAnatrial Testing Laboratories# In.

"L•) was a

privately-owned corporation organized under the laws of Missouri
with headquarters and testing facilities in St. Louis,
ITL engaged

in

chemical analysis,

metallurgical,

Missouri.

pollution and

flammability testing, product certification and products liability
investigations.

M did not own or operate a test furnace and had

no significant experience in fire endurance or electrical testing.
Prior to 1982,

defendants TS8

and RUIIEX

rLDU3

engaged

M

to

nerform a variety of chemical and other tests which did not include
fire endurance or electrical testing.
Allan iX. Siegel was president, director and an owner

4.

of ITL and a licensed--professional engineer.

agency

of

8.

.ire.

5.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission

fet-y_ Reaulatioa

-the United

States

vhich

of

was

uelear Pover Plants
(1="RC)

responsible

was an
for

the

regulation of nuclear power plants and protecting the health and
safety of the public from nclear-related incidents.
and beginning

in April

1988 NRC headquarters,

montgomery County, Maryland.
2

NRC offices,

were located in

SEP291

A

I
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..-
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6.

MO13143421515--

The NRC administered and enforced the Atomic Energy

Act, Title 42, United States Code, §1 2011 It
issued thereunder,
Regulations.
licenses

PA M. 009 /

=.,

and regulations

contained in Title 10 of the Code of Federal

The Atomic Energy Act authorized the NRC to issue

to operate

nuclear

power plants

operation of any such plant,

and

to prohibLt

the

except in accordance with a valid

license and any conditions to the license established by the NRC.
All licenses issued by the NRC were issued subject to the express
condition, among others,

that the licensee would comply with all

rules and regulations of the NRC then or thereafter in effect.
7.

In

a

nuclear

power

plant,

a controlled

nuclear

reaction of radioactive fuel is maintained to generate the heat
necessary to make electricity.

If control of the nuclear reactor

is lost, sufficient heat may be generated to cause a reactor core
meltdovn, which could result in the release of radioactive material
into the environment and endanger public health, life and property.
a.

To minimize the likelihood of a loss of control of

the nuclear reactor, NRC regulations required thbat safety systems
in

nuclear power plants be built and operated with redundancy.

Redundancy

required that each plant have two of each piece of

equipment or component, called safe shutdown components, needed to
maintain control of or safely shut down the nuclear reactor.

In

the event one safe shutdown component were to fail, the redundant
component would be available
shutdown components

include

to perform
electrical

enclosed in cable trays or conduits.
3

its

cables,

functions-.

Safe

which are often
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To ensure that at least one means of achieving and

9.

safe

maintaining

shutdown

available in- the event of
nuclear

PA

a

reactor

nuclear

would

remain

the NRC's design criteria

fire,

required

plants

power

of

that

structures,

-.istems,

for
and

components important to safety be designed and located to minimize,
safety

consistent vith other

requirements,

the probability

and

effect of fires and explosions.
On November 19,

10.

1980,

the NRC issued a regulation,

1981, entitled 'Fire Protection

which took effect on February 17,

of Safe Shutdown Capability," which vas codified at Title 10 of the
Code

of

'Federal

Section

50.48

Appendix

and

R

Section IZI.G of Appendix R was made applicable to

('Appendix RW).

all nuclear

Regulations,

power plants

which had received

or were

seeking

operating licenses.
11.

Section

III.G of Appendix R required

that each

licensed nuclear power plant establish certain fire protection
features

to ensure

that at

least one means of

achieving and

maintaining safe shutdown conditions would remain available during
and after a

fire

in the

plant.

It

provided

that for each

designated fire area in a nuclear power plant which contained safe
shutdown componentse one of three methods had to be used to provide
the required fire

protection unless the NRC granted an exemption.

Two methods involved installation of fire barriers:

(1)

Separation of redundant safe shutdown components by
a fire barrier having a three-hour fire rating, or

4

M0
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(2)

of

Enclosure

one of

A-2A-)

redundant

the

safe

shutdown

conponents by a fire barrier having a one-hour fire

rating,

fire

with

suppression

detection

and automatic

in the designated

installed

systems

fire

fire area.
12.

The NRC

could receive

instructed

a one-hour

licensees

or three-hour

that

fire barriers

rating"

'fire

for fire

resistance by withstanding a "standard test fire" conducted in
accordance

with

technical

criteria

Society for Testing and Materials

ASTM E-119,

set

forth

('ASTM,)

in

by the

American

its publication

OStandard for Fire Resistance of Building Materials."

Fire barriers achieving these fire ratings were known as "one-hour
barriers" and Othree-hour barriers."
13.

N= regulations

also required that fire barrier

systems be installed so as to ensure that enclosed electrical
cables survive the 40-year anticipated life of a nuclear pover
plant.

When cables are placed into cable trays or conduits and

wrapped in fire barrier, the barrier retains heat generated by the
electric current and the cable insulation temperature increases,
causing premature deterioration of the cable.

The preferred method

of protecting cables from the insulating effect of the fire barrier
material was "dorating" (lowering) the

ampacityf (current-carrying

capacity) of enclosed cables.
14.

Alfter the NRC issued Appendix R, utilities began

considering the installation of fire barriers in their nuclear
power plants.

To protect cables while maintaining current at the
5
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highest possible level, utilities sought to purchase barriers that
achieved one-hour and three-hour fire ratings while requiring the
smallest possible amount of "ampacity derating."
15.

In

designing

plants and modifications

and

constructing new nuclear power

to existing plants and in

purchasing and installing fire barriers,
services

of

architectural,

engineering

evaluating,

utilities employed the
and -construction

(hereinafter referred to as the utilities' "agents-).
included

Bechtel

("Bechtelo)

Paver

Corporation

and NUS Corporation

and

("NNUS-),

affiliated

These firms
companies

which both maintained

offices in Gaithersburg, Maryland; Burns and Roe,
Roew1; Sargent & Lundy Engineering

firms

(-Sargent

Inc. ("Burns and

& Lundy'i;

Stone &

Webster Engineering Corporation (mStone & Webster`); and ABS Impell
Corporation (OImpellV).

These firms were employed by utilities to

participate in selecting fire barriers for nuclear power plants.

C.

i=hinrianm Nunlear InsurerS

16.

American

Nuclear

Insurers

("ANI")

was

an

unincorporated joint underwriting association of approximately 140
insurance companies which provided property and liability insurance
to utilities that owned and operated nuclear power plants.

Located

in Farmington, Connecticut, ANI was a "nuclear insurance pool" in
which member companies pledged assets to amass the large amounts of
Insurance capacity needed

to insure the risks associated with

nuclear power plants and to spread the risk among a large number of
insurance companies.

A similar nuclear insurance pool of mutual

6

2
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was

known

17..

ANI maintained a department which was responsible

as

Mutual

Atomic

Energy

Reinsurance

Pool

f "AERP").

for identifying, monitoring and reducing potential hazards Ln the
design, construction and operation of facilities insured by ANI and
MAERP.

In 1976,

ANI and MAERP established basic acceptance and

test parameters for a fire barrier system.

In 1979,

ANI issued a

standard fire endurance test method for fire barriers in nuclear
power plants which required successful passage of fire tests and
-submittal of necessary test documentation as prepared by
a
recognized testing laboratory or consultant..
18.

Under the 1979 standard, ANI examined fire tests of

fire barriers to determine whether ANI would accept the barriers
-for insurance purposes only.0 If satisfied with the test results
and test documentation, ANI

would issue an 'Acceptance of Testing

(for insurance purposes)* form.

Utilities that installed approved

fire barriers could obtain more favorable insurance rates.
D.
There~p-aa 330
.19.

During the 1970s, defendants TSI and RUBIN rELDUM

manufactured and sold a line of patented and trademarked products
known as "Thermo-Laq,"
sometimes

referred

including Thermo-Lag 330.

to as

330-1,

was

a fire

Thermo-Lag 330,
resistive coating

utilized to protect road and railroad tank cars, missiles, rockets
and other installations.
20.

As the NRC began requiring

installation of

barriers in nuclear power plants, defendants TS8
7

fire

and RUBIN FELMUM
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developed a version of Thermo-Lag 330 for use in nuclear power
plants.

On or about August 9,

by letter that

it

1979, defendant TSI advised the NRC

intended to conduct tests to qualify Thermo-

Lag 330 for use at nuclear power plants.

In the letter, defendant

TSI acknowledged the need to conduct tests under the ASTM E-119
standard 'at a fully qualified fire test facility."
21.

In

1981,

as

part

of

efforts

to

qualify

Thermo-Lag 330 for use in nuclear power plants, defendants TSZ and
RUBIN FELDMAN conducted fire endurance

tests at the premises of

defendant TSI and issued test reports in the name of defendant TSI
signed by defendant RM

L,"YfA:lIMN.

When these test reports were

presented to the NRC, the NRC stated that Thermo-Lag 330 could only
be qualified for installation at a nuclear power plant by having an
ASTM E-119 test of an as-installed configuration conducted at an
approved testing laboratory.
22.

On or about January 7, 1982,

in connection vith the

Washington Public Power Supply System (1WPPSSw)

WNP Unit 2 power

plant, Burns and Roe, an agenzt of WPPSS, arked defendants TS1 and
RUIN FZDMX=

to submit a price quotation for fire endurance and

ampacity derating

testing

of

Thermo-Lag

330.

Burns

and Roe

required that a third party, mutually acceptable to WPPSS, ANI and
defendant TEl,

"record,

document and prepare

reports' and that

[t) he test results shall be documented in a report prepared and PE
stamped

by the

defendants TSI

third party.'
and RUB

On or

FELDMAN

request by offering to procure

about January 21,

1982,

responded to Burns and Roe's

-participation of a third party
8
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mutually acceptable too TSI,
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Burns and Roe and ANI 'in the

wPPSS,

witnessing,

recording,

documentation,

reports."

Defendants

TSI

RU3IN

and

P

and preparation
FELDK1N

further

of

test

stated:

'Reports and test results will be released and PE stamped by such
third party.'
CX

II..
23.

From in or about January 1982 and continuing through

at least in or about April 1992,
elsewhere,

Z

in the District of Maryland and

the defendants
TSI
and
RUSIN FELDXMA

did

willfully

unlawfully,

combine,

knowingly

and

conspire,

confederate and agree together, with Allan H. Siegel and ITL, and
with others known and unknown to the Grand Jury,
(1)
is,

to commit an offense against the United States, that
in matters within the jurisdiction of the N1RC,

agency of the United States,

to falsify,

conceal

an
and

cover up by trick, scheme, and device material facts, and
to make and cause

to be made

false,

fictitious

and

fraudulent statements and representations as to material
facts,

in violation of Title 18,

United States Code.

Sections 1001 and 2; and

(2)

to defraud the United States by impeding, impairing,

obstructing

and

defeating

the

lavful

governmental

functions of the NRC in its administration of the Atomic
Energy Act and related regulations.
9
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TO 13143421515-

was an object of the conspiracy for defendants

TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN and coconspirators to enrich themselves by
causing utilities and their agents to purchase millions of dollars
worth of Thermo-Lag 330 for installation in nuclear power plants.
25.
defendants

It

TSZ

was

a

further

and RUSIN

FELDMKN

utilities and their agents,
independent

object

of

the

conspiracy

and coconspirators

to

for
cause

the NRC and ANI to believe that an

testing laboratory

had prepared and published

test

reports and supervised all phases of a test program to- qualify
Thermo-Lag 330 for installation in nuclear power plants.
26.
defendants

It

TSI

was
and

a

further

URMI

utilities and their agents,

object of

P=M"

:and

the

coconspirators

manuals

in

Appendix R regulations

nuclear

power

and ANU's

plants

acceptance

on the

that installing

accordance vith defendant TSI's

would. permit

for

to cause

the NRC and ANI to believe,

basis of the test reports and other documents,
Thermo-Lag 330

conspiracy

Lnstallation

to meet

the NRC's

criteria

for

fire

barriers.
27.

It

was

a further object of

defendants TSI and RIMI33 rELDWM
fraudulent

nature

of

the

the conspiracy for

and coconspirators to conceal the

test

program

and

test

reports

for

Thermo-Lag 330 from utilities and their agents. the NRC and ANI.

10
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28.

It

and

witness,

ANI

MDS OF TEZ CONSPI-RAC

was part of the conspiracy that defendants TSI

and RUBIN FLULM
agents

aMD M

PAGE. 017,/M

represented
that

supervise,

an

to the NRC,

Independent

monitor,

utilities

testing

and their

laboratory

vould

record and document all phases of a

test program for Thermo-Lag 330 and prepare, PE stamp, publish and
release test reports relating to the tests.
29.

It

was

a

further

part

defendants TSI and RUBIN FEEMUM
solely to (a)
endurance

of

the

conspiracy

hired Allan K.

that

Siegel and ITL

furnish witnesses for one-hour and three-hour fire

and ampacity derating -tests of Thermo-Lag 330

to be

conducted by defendant TS1 at the premises of defendant TSZ and
(b) sign test reports written by defendants TSI and RUiN PILUM.
30.
defendants

It

T81

and

Thermo-Lag 330
procedures

was

a

further

RUBIN

in

of

the

caused

!'ZLDMWA

to be assembled

not disclosed

part

conspiracy

test

utilizing enhanced

that

articles

of

construction

any test report text or sketch or

required by any TSM install-ition manual.

In fire endurance test

articles, these enhancements included "prebuttering- (coating the
edges of) Thermo-Lag 330 prefabricated panels with trovel grade
Thermo-Lag 330 before joining them; using metal tie

wire stitching,

machine screws and wire staples to tightly secure Thermo-Lag 330
prefabricated panels to one another; and coating the test articles
with additional Thermo-Lag 330.
31.
defendants

It

TSI

was
and

a

further

RUBIN

part

FELDIW
11

of

caused

tre

conspiracy

test

articles

that
of

SEP 29 '94
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Thermo-Lag 330 to be manufactured and assembled without supervision
by any ITL representative,
It

32.-

a

was

utilities and their agents or ANI.

defendants TSI and RUSIN FELDMAZ,
create

fraudulently

sheets

on

to

purported

what

that

fictitiously

and

that

supervised

the

MTL

prepared daily work

and assembly of test articles,

manufacture

conspiracy

to falsely,

impression

the

the

of

part

further

be

and

forms

ITL

IML

caused

representatives to sign and backdate the sheets.
33.

was

It

part

further

a

the

of

conspiracy

that

defendants TSZ and RUSIN FELDMAN wrote test reports relating to
fire

endurance

ampacity derating

and

by defendant TSI

conducted

premises of defendant

at the

330

of Thermo-Laq

tests

TSI,

fictitiously and

prepared the reports in a format that falsely,

fraudulently made the reports appear to have been prepared and
published by XTL, and caused the cover pages of test reports to be
typed onto blank ITM letterhead stationery obtained from ITL.
34.

It

was

a

of

part

further

conspiracy

the

that

wrote and prepared test reports

defendants TSI and RUDII rLDMN

which falsely, fictitiously and fraudulently stated that the tests
were

industrial

the

"under

conducted

Testing

and

supervision

Laboratories

of

St.

total

Louis,

control

Missouri,

of
an

independent testing laboratory.0
35.

It

was

a

further

of

the

conspiracy

that

wrote and prepared test reports

defendants TEX and RUMN rELDWM
which falsely,

part

fictitiously and fraudulently stated that the test

program was conducted in accordance vith the methods and standards
12
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in an ANt-approved engineering test plan, and in

other representations made by defendants and relied upon by ANI..
36. - It

was

a

further

part

defendants TSI and RUBIN WADNM

of

the

conspiracy

that

wrote and prepared test rp--,rts

whose text and sketches (a) did not accurately describe the test
articles,

(b)

falsely,

fictitiously and fraudulently represented

that the test articles and construction techniques were typical of
the

articles

and

installation
information

techniques

manuals
that

in

Thermo-Lag 330,

for

the

prescribed

test

articles

defendant
and

TSI"s

(c) concealed

contained

construction

enhancements not required by the installation manuals.
37.
defendants TS3

which

included

It

was

a

further

part

and RUBIN mDIM

as

appendices

of

the

conspiracy

wrote and prepared test

false,

fictitious

and

that

reports

fraudulent

backdated daily work sheets.
38.

It

was

a

further

part

of

the

conspiracy

that

defendants TS1 and RM31N FILDIN wrote and prepared test reports
which falsely,

fictitiously and fraudulently represented that all

instrumentation used in the test program was calibrated and that
calibration records were on file at defendant T2I, when in fact the
thermocouples

that

onitored

furnace

temperatures

were

not

conspiracy

that

calibrated.
39.

It

was

a

further

defendants T'SI and RM31M flLIUJ

part

of

the

wrote and prepared test reports

which falsely, fictitiously and fraudulently represented that the

zTm witnesses at tests were professional engineers.
13
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was

a

further

defendants TSI and RUS3I3
test

reports- typed

fictitiously

part

of

the

PAGE. 02 0420

conspiracy

that

FELDEAN caused Allan M. Siegel to sign

in

part

and fraudulently

on

ITL stationery

purported

to be

which

falsely,

independent

ITL

reports.

41.

It

was

a

further

part

defendants TSX and REJN FfLDAM
test reports,

knoving

of

the

conspiracy

that

caused Allan X. Sieqel to sign

that Siegel

had not read the reports or

reviewed the underlying test data.
42..

It

was

a

further

part

of

the

conspiracy

that

defendants TSI and RUB= FEDM1.N caused Allan K. Siegel to sign
cover sheets to test reports that had not been provided to him.
43.

It

was

a further

defendants TSI and RUBN FUM

44.
defendants

It

TS1

was
and

a

part
paid ITM

further

M33IN

of

FXLDMAN

part

the

conspiracy

that

more than $80,000.

of

the

conspiracy

wrote and prepared

that

a falset

fictitious and fraudulent ITL test report which related to a test
that InL had not attended, participated in4 supervised or reviewed
in any manner.
45.

It

was

a

further

part

of

the

conspiracy

that

defendants Tim and iUam V!LDUM wrote and prepared an ampacity
derating test

report that

contained significant

mathematical errors

and,. after being advised of the errors, did not disclose the errors
to potential purchasers of Thermo-Lag 330 to whom the report had
been sent.

14
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46.

It

was

a

further

part

of

instances caused Allan K.

the

conspiracy

that

in

some

and

prepared,

and RIMIN FELDMAN wrote,

T=I

defendants
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Siegel and ITL to sign and PE stamp

letters which contained false, fictitious and fraudulent statements

and renresentations and concealed material facts about tests and
test reports relating to Thermo-Lag 330.
It

47.

was

further

a

part

of

the

and distributed

defendants TSX and RU33M FELDMN wrote, prepared,

fictitious and fraudulent

sales brochures which contained false,
and

representations

and

statements

relating to Thermo-Lag 330,

that

conspiracy

facts

material

concealed

including a representation that tests

of Thermo-Lag 330 owere conducted at TSI, Incorporated, St. Louis,
Missouri

by Industrial

Testing Laboratories

third

(independent

party), St. Louis, Missouri."
48.

It

installation

a

further

part

of

and RUUIN FELDMAN wrote,

T31

defendants

was

manuals

which

contained

the

that

conspiracy

prepared,
false,

and

issued

fictitious

and

fraudulent statements and representations and concealed material
facts relating to Thermo-Lag 330.
49.

It was a further part of the conspiracy that between

in or about March 1982 and in or about April 1992,
and RUIN rZLDKRN issued and sent to the NRC,
agents

and

ANI

alleged

ITL

test

reports

defendants T91

utilities and their
which

were

fictitious and fraudulent or concealed material facts
more of the ways described above.

is

false,

In one or

S P29 '94
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F

It

vas

a

further

part

of

the

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDxAN caused ANI,

F0.1

conspiracy

that

acting in reliance on

false, fictitious and fraudulent statements and representations and
acting without material facts about the Thermo-Lag 330 test program
that were intentionally concealed from it,
Testing

(for

insurance

configurations

purposes)-

of Thermo-Lag 330

to issue 'Acceptance of

forms

allegedly

relating

to

the

the

test

conspiracy

that

tested

in

reports submitted to ANI.
S1.

vas

It

a

further

part

of

the

defendants TSX and RUBIN FELD=MM sent fraudulently-obtained

ANI

"Acceptance of Testing (for insurance purposes)" forms to the k=C
and to utilities

and their agents.

It

52.

was

defendants TS and
in

acting
reports,
forms,

further

on

false,

'AA.ceptance

(for

installation manuals,

letters,

the Thermo-Lag 330

concealed

of

fictitious

of Testing

statements and representations,
about

part

from

the

conspiracy

that

MIN FELD=AN caused utilities and their agents,

reliance
ANI

a

them,

fraudulent

insurance

test

purposes)

sales brochures and other

and acting without material facts

test program

to

and

purchase

that were

more

than

intentionally

$58

million

of

Thermo-Lag 330 products and install them as fire barriers in more
than 70 nuclear power plants.
53.
defendants

It was

T=Z

purchasers with

and

a

further

RUBIN

part

FZXMKAN

of

the

shipped

-Certificates of Conformance"

16

conspiracy

Thermo-Lag 330

that
to

which represented
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that the materials were identical to materials Otested by' ITL or
used in tests -performed by- ITL.
54..
defendants

It

installing

a

further

part

of

the

conspiracy

and RUEIN FTLDNAK caused utilities

TSI

fictitiously

was

and

fraudulently

Thermo-Lag

330

in

represent
nuclear

to

the

power

that

to falsely,

NRC

pLants,

that,

by

they

had

complied or would comply with Appendix R requirements.
55.
defendants

it

TSI

was

and

a

further

RUhIN

FELD=

part

of

made

the

false,

conspiracy

that

fictitious

and

fraudulent statements and took numerous other steps to conceal the
true facts about the Thermo-Lag 330 test program from the NRC.

the

Duringa
conspiracy,

course

of

and

in

furtherance

of

the.

the defendants. and their coconspirators performed the

following acts in the District of Maryland and elsewhere:
1.

In or about January 1982, defendants TSI and RUBIN

MUM hired Allan K. Sieqel and r= to send witnesses to fire
endurance

tests of Thermo-Lag 330

and ampacity derating

to be

conducted at the premises of TSI and to sign test reports to be
prepared by TSZI.
2.
RUBIN

FELDKM

On or about February 4,
conducted

a

three-hour

1912,

defendants TSI and

fire

endurance

test

of

Thermo-Lag 330.
3.
ALDMAN wrote,

On or about March 1, 1982, defendants TS9
prepared,

and RUBIN

caused Allan K. Siegel and ITL to sign,

17
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and issued ITL Report

82-3-2

relating to the February 4,

1982

three-hour fire endurance tests.
4.
FELDMAN,

in

On or about March 8,
connection

with

1982, defendants TSI and RUa36I

proposed

tests

of

Thermo-Lag 330

relating to the WPPSS nuclear power plant, prepared and submitted
the second revision of a Proposed Engineering Test Plan which
represented that
reported

by

an

E[tihese tests will be witnessed and the results
independent

testing

laboratoryo

and

that

the

laboratory would be hired to "participate in the testing as needed,
witnessing and publishing the report of the test results."5.
VZLDN

caused

On or about March 16, 1982, defendants TSI and RUBIN
ANI

to

issue

a letter

finding

defendant

TSI's

Engineering Test Plan acceptable to ANI for insurance purposes.
6.
01

It

FELDA

On or about May 17-28,
conducted

one-hour

1982,
fire

defendants ?SI and
endurance

tests

of

Thermo-Lag 330 for WPPSS.
7.

In or about May-June 1982, defendants TSI and IM3IN

FELDMAN caused an ITM representative to sign, initial and backdate
daily work sheets, prepared by defendant TSI, which recorded steps
in

the manufacture

and assembly of

test articles

used

in

the

one-hour Eire endurance tests of Thermo-Lag 330 for WPPSS that the
ITL representative had not witnessed.
8.
FELDMAN wrote,

1982,

In or about June
prepared,

defendants Trs

and RUDIN

caused Allan K. Siegel and IT= to sign,

and issued ITL Report 82-S-355A relating to the May L962 one-hour

fire endurance tests for WPPSS.
18
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On or about June 26,

9.

PRGE. G06,z~

1982, defendants TSI and RUtfiN

FELDMAN sent copies of TTL Report 82-5-355A to ANI and WPPSS-s
agent Burns & Roe.

10.

On or about July 1, 1982,

defendants TSI and RuOIN

FELDMAN sent a copy of ITL Report 82-5-355A,

described as 'a copy

of the test report issued by industrial Testing Laboratories," to
WPPSS.
1i.
FELDMAN

caused

insurance

On or about July 20,
ANI

to

purposes)"

issue
form

an

1982, defendants TSZ and RMUSIN
NAcceptance

relating

to

of

Testing

(for

configurations

of

Thermo-Lag 330 allegedly tested in tests described in ITL Report
82-5 -355A.
12.
RuSIM

FELDMKA

On or about June 18-25,
conducted

three-hour

1982,
fire

defendants TSI and
endurance

tests

of

Tnermo-Lag 330 for WPPSS.
13.

In or about June-July 1982, defendants TSI and IWBIN

rMMKAN caused an

M!L representative to sign, initial and backdate

daily work sheets, prepared by defendant TSI, which recorded steps
in

the manufacture

and assembly of test articles

used

in

the

three-hour fire endurance tests of Thermo-Lag 330 for WPPSS that
the IL

representative had not witnessed.
14.

FELM

On or about July 16, 1982, defendants

MSE and RUUEN

wrote and sent to ANI a letter stating that

t[tlhe 3 hour

report should be available from I.T.L. soon . . .m

19
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In or about July 1982,
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issued- ITL

Report
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defendants TS1 and RBINM

caused Allan K. Siegel and ITL to sign,
82-5-355B

relating

to

the

July

1982

three-hour fire endurance tests for WPPSS.
16.

On or about April

29,

1982 and July

13,

1982,

deEendants TSI and RUBIN FELMAN conducted an ampacity derating

test for 1000-volt power cables protected with a three-hour rated
version of Thermo-Lag 330 for WPPSS.
17.
rELDMAN wrote,

In or about July 1982,
prepared,

defendants TSI and RUBIN

caused Allan K. Siegel and ITL to sign,

and issued ITL Reports 82-5-355C and 82-5-355F relating

to the

1000-volt ampacity derating test for WPPSS.
18.
FELDMAN

issued as

82-5-355-F-I)
F

In or about July 1982,
ITL Report

defendants TSI and RIBIK

82-355-F-I

(also referred

to as

a test report written by defendants TSI and RUBIN

,LDMN
and never reviewed or approved by ITL,

relating to a

600-volt ampacity derating test that had been conducted in October
1981 without any participation by ITL.
19.

On or about August 26,

L982,

defendants TSI and

RUBIN FE.DMAM sent a copy of ITL Report 82-5-355B to ANI.
20.

On or about September 16,

1982,

in connection with

the WPPSS project, defendants TSI and RUBIN PFELDM

sent Burns &

Roe a letter which described enclosed documents written by TSI as
-pages,

which

Laboratories,

were

just

received

from

industrial

Testing

that comprise Revision I0 to ITL Report 82-5-3558.

20
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1982, defendants TSI and

On or about September 30,

of Testing (for

RUBIN FELDMAN caused ANI to issue an 'Acceptance
purposes)"

insurance

form

relating

Thermo-Lag 330 allegedly tested in

PAGE.008/031

configurations

to

tests described in

of

ITL P?_ort

82-5-355B.
22.

defendants TSI and

1982,

On or about October 4,

R=IH FILDKIN wrote, prepared, signed and PE stamped, caused Allan
H. Siegel to co-sign and PE stamp, and sent to the NRC in Bethesda,
Maryland

a letter

which

represented

facts

specific

about

the

manufacture and assembly of test articles referenced in ITL Reports
82-5-35SA and 82-5-355B that had been manufactured and assembled
representative present.

without an X

On or about August 2, 1982, defendants TSI and RUBIN

23.

r-LDRAN wrote and sent to ANI a letter concerning generic one-hour
and three-hour fire endurance tests which they planned to conduct
pursuant to the Engineering Test Plan previously approved for the

WPPSS tests.

"We have contracted Industrial

The letter stated:

Testing Laboratories in St. Louis, Missouri to supervise, monitor,
formally report and authenticate all phases of this test program.On or about August 6, 1982, defendants TSI and RUBIN

24.
FELDMA

caused

Engineering

ANI to

Test

Plan

issue
for

a letter
the

finding defendant

generic

fire

endurance

TSI's
tests

acceptable to ANI for insurance purposes.
25.
RUBIN r=DXN
one-hour

On or about September 3,

1982,

defendants TSI and

wrote and sent to ANI a letter representing that the

and three-hour

generic
21

fire endurance

tests

"will be
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oerformed in accordance with the ANI approved test plan including

the participation of Industrial Testing Laboratories of St. Louis,
Mo.'
26.

On or about September 9-28, 1982, defendants TSI and

RIhIN FELtMUN conducted generic one-hour fire endurance tests of
Thermo-Lag 330.
27.

In or about September-November 1982, defendants TSI

and RUBIR FELDMAN caused an ITL representative to sign, initial and
backdate

daily work

sheets,

prepared

by defendant

TSZ,

which

recorded steps in the manufacture and assembly of test articles
used in the one-hour generic fire endurance tests of Thermo-Lag 330
that the ITL representative had not witnessed.
28.
October 12,

From
1982,

on

or

about

defendants

TS9

September

10,

and "

FELDM•A

l

1982

through
conducted

generic three-hour fire endurance tests of Thermo-Lag 330.
29.

In or about September-November 1982, defendants TS1

and RUBli FELDUMA
backdate

daily

caused an IM
work

recorded steps in
used

in

the

sheets,

representative to sign, initial and
prepared

by

defendant

'SI,

which

the manufacture and assembly of test articles

three-hour

generic

fire

endurance

tests

of

Thermo-Lag 330 that the XTL representative had not witnessed.
30.
rE=DKAU wrote,

In or about November 1982, defendants TS1 and RMD3I
prepared,

and issued ITL Report

caused Allan K. Siegel and IMa to sign,
relating

82-11-80

.generic one-hour fire-endurance tests.

22
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or about November 1982,

defendants TSI and RUBINI

and issued ITL Report

M

to sign,

to the September-October

82-11-81 relating

1982 generic three-hour fire-endurance

tests.
1982,

On or about November 20,

32.

Siegel and

caused Allan X.

prepared,

wrote,

PAGE. 010/31

defendants TSI and

N sent copies of ITL Reports 82-11-80 and 82-11-81 to

RUIN F=
ANI.

RUBIN

caused

PZIDXM

insurance

ANI

to

forms

purposes)"

1982,

2,

On or about December

33.

and

Testing

(for

of

"Acceptance

issue

relating

Thermo-Lag 330 allegedly tested in'

defendants TS5

to

the

configurations

described in

tests

of

ITL Reports

82-11-80 and 82-11-81.
On or about March 7,

34.
!RLDM

sent copies

1983,

of ITL Reports 82-11-80 and 82-11-81 and ANI

acceptance of testing

forms to Bechtel in

On or about September 13,

35.

defendants TS1 and RUMI

Gaithersburg,
1983,

RUBIN FELDXAN sent a copy of ITL Report 83-5-472,
along

with

incorporates

36.

a

cover

letter

which

revisions which I.T.L.

claimed

Maryland.

defendants T=: and
Revision I to ANI
that

the

-report

made at your request."

On or about January 23,

1984, defendants TS9

and

RUBIN FELDKAN sent copies of ITL Reports 82-11-80 and 82-11-81 and
ANI acceptance of testing forms to N•tS in Gaithersburg, Maryland.
37.
RmBIN F=MA

On or about January 23,
caused a letter typed on ITM

the signature of Allan K. Siegel,

23

1984,

defendants TSM and

stationery, stamped with

and containing representations
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about Thermo-Lag 330 and ITL Report 82-3-2 to be sent to Carolina
Power & Light Company.
On or about October 23,

38,
RUBIN FZLDMAK

wrote

and sent

1984,

Impell

defendants TSI and

a letter

which

presented

information relating to "(tihe one and three hour fire resistance
tests performed by Industrial Testing Laboratories.
39.
mIDNAH

and

In or about December 1984, defendants TSI and RUM3I

wrote,

issued

. .

prepared,

ITL

representative,

caused Allan M. Siegel and ITM

Report

84-12-181,

which

identified

who was not a professional engineer,

to sign,
the

ITL

as 'Cameron

Duncan, P.E.ý
40.

On or about December 14,

1984,

defendants TSI and

gRMIN FELDMAN wrote and sent to AN! a letter which represented that
with respect to an uLpc•ming fire endurance test:

"The test agency

performing the test and preparing the report will be Industrial
Testing Laboratories of St. Louis,
41.
RDBIN FELDKA
represented

On or about

Missouri."

Tanuary 4,

1985,

defendants TS1 and

wrote and sent a letter to Sargent & Lundy which
that

I=T.

Report

84-3-275

recorded

-results

of

a

carefully designed and instrumented test program conducted by an
independent test laboratory" and that the written test plan had
been

implement[ed] by the test laboratory.m
42.

RUNIN

LDnu

On or about January 11,

1985,

defendants TSi and

wrote and sent a letter to Stone & Webster which

represented that a recent fire endurance test had been 'performed
under the auspices of Industrial Testing Laboratories of St. Louis,
24
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the Laboratory and will be issued shortly.On or about January

43.

26,

1985,

TSI and

defendants

RUSIN rXLDlU• wrote and sent a letter to the Tennessee Valley
Authority which set forth information relating to a fire endurance
test and stated:

OA

formal test report is expected shortly from
As soon as received, a copy will

Industrial Testing Laboratories.
be transmitted to you.'

In or about January 1985, defendants TSI and RmNIN

44.

a test

FZLDKAU caused the first revision of ITL Report 82-355-F-i,

report they wrote that was never reviewed or approved by ITL,
relating

to

a

600-volt

ampacity

derating

test

that

had been

conducted in October 1981 without any participation by ITM,

to be

prepared in part on ITL stationery and issued.

prepared,

PELDKAN wrote,
and

issued

Report

ITL

caused Allan U. Siegel and ITL to sign,
85-5-314,

which

identified

who was not a professional engineer,

representative,

the
as

ITL
"Mike

P.E.'

White,

In

46.
FEjDm
and

defendants TSI and RIJIN

In or about June 1985,

45.

prepared,

wrote,

issued

or about June 1985,

ITL

representative,

Report
vho.vas

defendants

T8I and RUBIN

caused Allan N. Siegel and ITL to sign,
85-6-283,
not

which

a professional

Siegel, P.E.'

25

identified
engineer,

the
as

ITL
"Dave
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or about July 1985,

defendants TSI and RUBIN

FKLDKAN wrote and sent a letter to Stone & Webster which responded
to comments by Stone & Webster concerning an ITL test report by
stating:

-I.T.L.

has been advised of your request to effect the

referenced corrections."

sent copies of ITL Reports 82-11-80 and 82-11-81

RAMIN FIAK
ANI

defendants TSI and

On or about September 20, 1985,

48.

acceptance

of

testing

in

to Bechtel

forms

and

Gaithersburg,

Maryland.
On or about November 4,

49.
RIUBIx FLDKM

defendants-TSI and

1985,

wrote and sent a letter to GPU Nuclear Corporation in

New Jersey which represented that with respect to an upcoming fire
endurance test,

0(ilt is contemplated that"

ITI

Owill supervise,

monitor and othervise be in total control of the test program.

It

will also undertake the responsibility of reporting the results and
submitting its conclusions.'
50.
EZLDEAN wrote,

On or about July 14, 1986, defendants TSI and RUSIN
prepared,

and sent a letter on ITM
Connecticut whickh stated:

Siegel and

caused Allan K.

stationery to Northeast

M

to sign,

Utilities in

"We confirm that the following fire

tests were performed under the auspices, control and supervision of
Industrial Testing Laboratories82-11-81,

and listed ITL Reports 82-11-80,

85-6-263, .85-5-314 and 85-2-392.
S1.

On or about January 15,

1987,

defendants T= and

RuSIN FELDMAN responded to a request for test data from Arizona
Public Service Company by writing and sending a letter to the
26
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-Thermal Science,

ich stated:

utility and
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Inc.

has

rmation Erom Industrial Testing Laboratories

and will forward the information as soon as possible."
On or about April 13, 1987, defendants TSI and RUBIN

52.

rZLDKAX sent copies of ITL Reports 82-35S-F-i and 84-3-275A to the

NRC in Bethesda, Maryland.
On or about April 14,

53.

1987, defendants TSI and RUBIN

sent copies of ITL Reports 82-355-F-I and 84-10-5 to the

F~rAM

NRC in Bethesda, Maryland.
On or about January 12,

54.
RUBIN

sent

rLDRN

of

copies

ZTL

1989,

Reports

defendants TSI and
82-11-81,

82-11-80,

82-3-2, 87-5-77 and 84-12-181 and ANI acceptance of testing forms
Maryland.

to Bechtel in Gaithersburg,

On or &bout February 27,

55.
RUBDIN rELDRA

1989, defendants TSx and

sent copies of-ITL Reports 82-11-80 and 82-11-81 and

TSI Technical Note 20684,

Revision V, an installation procedures

manual for Thermo-Lag 330 that included ANI acceptance of testing
forms, to the NRC in Rockville, Maryland.
56.

On or about October 31,

1989,

defendants TSI and

RIBBIN FELIM sent a copy of TSr Technical Note 20584, Revision V,
to the NRC in Bethesda, Maryland.
57.
2DRIN rZLDK

On or about January 12,

1990,

defendants TS1 and

sent a copy of ITL Report 86-1-143 to The Toledo

Edison Company in Ohio.
58.
PZLDEI

wrote

On or about March 12, 1990, defendants TS
and

sent

a

letter
27
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and RUOIN

Utilities

in
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Louisiana which represented that with respect to upcoming
relating

to the Thermo-Lag 330

Installations at the River Bend

nuclear power plant, 'recognized
the analyses.

tests

third party experts will perform

Industrial Testing Laboratories of St. L~uis will be

responsible for conducting the tests and reporting the results.59.

On or about June 14,

1990, defendants TSI and RUBIN

FELDMAN wrote and sent a letter to Texas Utilities Electric which

represented that the Thermo-Lag

330 one-hour rated fire barrier

system had been "extensively tested (over 50 independent tests) by
Industrial Testing Laboratories under the auspices of the American
Nuclear Insurers and others, with very successful results.60.

On or about June 20,

1990, defendants TSI and RUBMN

FZJDXAN sent a copy of ITL Report 82-11-80 and an ANI acceptance of
testing form to Zion Nuclear Power Station in Illinois.
61.
RUBIN FZDNEHA
84-5-387

and

On or about September 14,

1990, defendants TSI and

sent copies of ITL Reports 82-11-80,
85-2-382

and

ANI

acceptance

of

testing

82-11-241,
forms

to

Wisconsin Electric Light & Power Co.
62.
RUaIn

On or about December 22,

FLMA N wrote,

1990,

defendants TSI and

prepared, caused Allan K. siegel and ITL to

sign, and sent a letter on ITM

stationery to Gulf States Utilities

which represented that certain fire endurance tests conducted in
1990

-were

performed

at

ITSI]

.

.

under

our

direction"

and

represented facts about test articles that had been manufactured
and assembled without an ITh representative present.

28
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uBfIx

82-11-81 and 86-1-43

sent copies of ITL Reports 82-11-80,

and ANI acceptance of testing forms to Arizona Public Service.
defendants

1991,

On or about October 5,

64.

relating to

sent ANI acceptance of testing forms

RUBIN FELnUE

82-11-81,

ITL Reoorts 82-11-80,

82-11-241,

TS1 and

84-12-294,

83-5-472A,

85-2-382, 85-5-314, and 85-6-283 to the NRC in Rockville, Maryland.

RUBIN

sent

PTLDMAN

copies

of

defendants TSI and

1991,

On or about October 5,

65.

for

manuals

installation

Thermo-Lag 330, including all versions of TSI Technical Note 20684,
to the NRC in Rockville, Maryland.
On or about October 5,

66.
mUIN

submitted

F=MAN

a

written

1991,

defendants TSI and
to

statement

the

HRC

in

Rockville, Maryland which represented the following information for
ITL Report 82-5-355-F-1:
Laboratories,

industrial Testing

"Test Laboratory:

Inc.0
On or about October 17,

67.

1991,

defendants TSI and

RUBIN FELMN orally stated to the NRC in Rockville, Maryland, that
representatives
testing.

of

That's

I=
how

"officiated
the

reports

during
were

the

phases

published,'

of

the

that

ITL

representatives at tests were licensed professional engineers, and
that ITM representatives at tests described in
very independent.
the data.

It

They reviewed all

test reports

the data.

was as independent as you can make

29

fvere

They analyzed all
it.-
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68.

On or about October 28,

RUBIN YZLDKAV
85-6-283,

sent

82-11-80,

copies

of

1991,

ITL Reports

PAGE. 017/031

defendants TSI and
85-2-382,

85-5-314,

82-11-81, 82-11-241, 83-5-472A and 84-12-294,

ANI acceptance of testing forms and TSI Technical Note 20684 to
Georgia Pover Company.
69.
RXBEI

FLDKM

On or about November 12,

sent copies of ITL Reports 82-355-F-I and 84-10-5 to

the NRC in Rockville,
70.
RUBIN FZLDKM
ANI

1991, defendants TSI and

Maryland.

On or about December 3,

1991,

defendants TSI and

sent copies of ITL Reports 82-11-80 and 82-11-81 and

acceptance

of

testing

forms

to

the

NRC

in

Rockville,

Maryland.
71.
rELDKIN sent

On or about March 6, 1992, defendants TSI and RUBZI
copies

of

ITL Reports

Florida Power & Light.

18 U.S.C. § 371

30
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The Grand Jury for

the

PPI:IE.

18/03I

District of Maryland further

charges:
All

1.

the

in

contained

allegations

paragraphs

1

through 22 and 24 through 55 of Count One of this Indictment. are
incorporated

reference

by

as

fully set

though

forth

in

this

paragraph.
On or about September

2.

10,

letter to defendants TSI and RUBIN FELlWI

the NRC sent a

1991,

stating that because of

the failure of Themo-Lag 330 in a three-hour fire endurance test
oerformed for the River Bend Station at an independent testing
NRC

the

laboratory,

Thermo-Lag 330
a

"developed

to

had

perform

number

of

concerns
as

a

fire

tachnical

the

regarding
rated

ability
and

had

concerning

the

barrier"

questions

Thermo-Lag material and installation and test procedures."
reauested that defendants TS1 and RUBIN
to an attached list
3.

of

The NRC

rELD3W provide responses

of questions about Thermo-Lag 330.

In response to the NRC's letter,

defendants TSI and

=UMIN FELDXAN submitted written and oral statements and copies of
alleged ITL test reports,

ANI acceptance of testing forms,

TSl

installation manuals, and other documents to the NRC in Rockville,
Maryland.

31
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4.

On or about December

.Maryland and elsewhere,

3,

1991,

in

PPGE. 019./

the District cf

the defendants
*TSI
and

RUM FELDUM
in matters within the jurisdiction of the NRC,
United States,

an agency of the

knowingly and willfully falsified, concealed and

covered up by trick,

scheme and device material facts and made

false, fictitious and fraudulent statements and representations as
to material

facts,

in

that they sent ITL Reports
Maryland which

82-11-81 to the NRC in Rockville,
t i) purport

'~

82-11-80 and

be
-A

reports prepared and issue

by

Allan K. Siegel and ITL;
(2)
had

represented that the tests described in the reports
been performed

"under

the

supervision

and

total

control of industrial Testing Laboratories of St. Louis,
Missouri, an independent testing laboratory";
(3)

represented

that

the

test

program

utilized

the

methods and standards set forth by ANI;
(4)

represented

that

the

test

program

had

been

-conducted in accordance with all applicable sections of
TSZ"'s

Enqineering

March 8,

1982,

Test

Plan,

second

revision

dated

and as supplemented by Minutes of the

Meeting dated 2 June 1982 and TSI's letters to ANI dated
August

2

and

September

3,

19B92

and

'wrevieved

and

approved by the American Nuclear Insurers prior to the
comencement of the test program";
32
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(5)

represented that "Ia1ll instrumentation used in this

test

program was calibrated

Nuclear

Quality Assurance

in accordance with TSz's

Program Manual

Control Operating Procedures Manual.

and Quality

Calibration records

for this test instrumentation are on file at TSI,
(6)

Inc.';

represented that -the protective envelope and the

manner in which it was applied can be considered typical
of

those

prescribed by TSI,

Inc.

for nuclear

plant

installationw; and
(7)

represented that an ITL representative had reviewed

and

approved

daily

work

sheets

relating

to

the

manufacture and assembly of test articles on the same day
that the work had been performed by defendant TS1.
Whereas in truth and in fact, as the defendants TSI and
U

FXLDHAH well knev,
(1) the test reports were not prepared and issued by
Allan K. Siegel and ITL;
(2)

the tests described

in the reports had not been

performed under the supervision and total control of iT!.;
(3)

the test program had not utilized the methods and

standards set forth by ANI,
documentation

had

not been

in that the necessary test
prepared

by a

recognized

testing laboratory or consultant;
(4)

the

accordance

test
with

program
all

had

not

applicable

been

sections

Engineering Test Plan, as accepted by ANI,
33

conducted
of

in that

in

TSI' s
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Test

Plan,

the

test results were not reported by an independent
testing laboratory;
(b)

contrary

reports

to the

were

not

Engineering Test Plan,

published

by

an

2,

1982

the

independent

testing laboratory;
(c)

contrary

defendants

to

TSI

supervise,

the

August

and R=IN

monitor,

flLDM,

formally

letter by

ITL did

not

report

and

authenticate all phases of the test program; and
(d)

contrary

to

the Engineering

Test Plan,

the

calibration status of all test instrumentation vas
not checked prior to each test;
(5)

the

furnace

thermocouples

that

measured

furnace

temperatatures had never been calibrated and defendant
TSI did not possess any calibration records;
(6)

the

manner

Thermo-Lag
in

which

330

protective

Thermo-Lag

330

envelope

was

and

applied

the

during

construction of the test article were not typical of
construction and installation techniques prescribed by
defendant TSI for nuclear plant installation; and
(7)

an IT=

representative

had not been present when

defendant TSI manufactured and assembled test articles
and did not review and approve daily work sheets relatinq
to the manufacture and assembly on the same day that the

(,.

34
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work was .performed, but rather had signed and backdated
the daily work sheets at a later time.
18 U.S.C.
18 U.S.C.

1 1001
§ 2

35
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The Grand Jury for the District of Maryland

further

charges:
1. All the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through
22

and

24

through

55

of

Count

One

of

Indictment

this

and

Paragraphs 2 and 3 of Count Two of this Indictment are incorporated
by reference as though fully set forth in this paragraph.
2.

On or about November 12,

1991,

in the District of

the defendants

Maryland and elsewhere,

TSI
and
RUSIN FrEKAN

in matters within the jurisdiction of the NRC,
United States,

an agency of the

knowingly and willfully falsified,

concealed and

scheme and device material facts and made

covered up by trick,

false, fictitious and fraudulent statements and representations as
to material Eacts,

in

that they sent to the NRC In Rockville,

Maryland a copy of ITL Report 82-355-F-I which purported to be a
test report prepared and issued by ITL.
Whereas in truth and in fact, as the defendants TS1 and
RUUIN Pmna

well knew,

ITL Report 82-355-F-I was not prepared

and issued by ITL and ITL did not participate in any manner in the
test described in the test report or in the preparation of the test
report.

18 U.S.C.
18 U.S.C.

f 1001
* 2
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COUNT FOUR
The Grand Jury

for

the District of Maryland

further

charges:
1. All the allegations contained in paragraphs I through
22

and

24

through

55

of

Count

One

of

this

Indictment

and

Paragraphs 2 and 3 of Count Two of this Indictment are incorporated
by reference as though fully set forth in this paragraph.
2.

On or about October 17,

Maryland and elsewhere,

1991,

in the District of

the defendants
TSI
RUEIN and
FEDA

in matters within the jurisdiction of the NRC,
*.United States,

an agency of the

knowingly and willfully falsified, concealed and

covered up by trick,

schmm and device material facts and made

false, fictitious and fraudulent statements and representations as
to material facts,

In that defendants T21 and RUDI= FrMhMZW

made

oral statements to the NRC In Rockville, Maryland which
(1)

represented that representatives of ITL Oofficiated

during the phases of the testing.

That's how the reports

vere published'w; and
(2)

represented

that

M% representatives

at

tests

described in test reports -were very independent.

They

reviewed all the data.

They analyzed all the data.

was as independent as you can make it.'

37
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Whereas in truth and in fact, as the defendants TSI and
RuBI

F=LDKAN well knew,

(1

while ITL representatives attended tests, the test

reports

were

prepared

written,

and

published

by

defendants TSZ and RUBIN FZLDIU*; and
(2)

IM

representatives

did

not

know. how

the

test

articles had been manufactured and assembled and did not

review and analyze "all the data- relating to the tests,
and ITL did not function as an independent laboratory in

connection with the tests.

LB U.S.C.

§ 1001

L8 U.S.C. 1 2
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The Grand Jury for the
charges:

District

PAME.026/031

of Maryland further

-

1. All the allegations contained in paragraphs I through
22

and

24

through

incorporated

by

55

of

Count

reference

as

One

though

of

this

fully

Indictment

set

forth

are

in

this

paragraph.
2.

On or about September 16,

1991, the NRC implemented

regulations relating to willful misconduct by persons not licensed
by the NRC who are otherwise subject to the NRC*s jurisdiction.
Under Title 50,

Code of Federal Regulations,

Section 50.5,

any

supplier of any licensee who knowingly provides to any licensee,
contractor or subcontractor,

components,

equipment, materials or

other goods and services that relate to the licensee's activities
regulated

by

the

NRC may not deliberately

submit to

the NRC

information that the person submitting the information knows to be
incomplete or inaccurate in some respect material to the NRC.
3.

On or about December 3,

Maryland and elsewhere,

1991,

in the District of

the defendants
TSI

and
knowingly

willfully

and

violated

and

to

attempted

violate

regulation promulgated by the NRC pursuant to Title 42,
States Code,
]rF 5K=,

Section 2201(b),

while

serving

as

a

United

in that defendants TSI and RMI1N
suppliers

of

nuclear

licensees and knowingly providing to licensees,
39

power

plant

contractors

and
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materials and othe.r goods and services

that related to the licensees'

activities, deliberately submitted

to the NRC in Rockville, Maryland information that defendants Tsx
and RUBIN FELDEAN knew to be incomplete and inaccurate
respect material to the NRC,
82-12-80

and

82-11-81

1:

some

in the form of copies of ITL Reports

which

(1) purported

to be test

prepared and issued by Allan K. Siegel and ITL;

(2)

reports

represented

that the tests described in the reports had been performed -under
the

supervision

and

total

control

of

Industrial

Testing

Missouri,

an

independent

testing

Laboratories

of

St.

laborator;

(3)

represented that the test program utilized the

Louis,

methods and standards set forth by ANI; (4) represented that the
test program had been "conducted in accordance with all applicable
sections of TSI's Engineering Test Plan,

second revision dated

March 8, 1982,

and as supplemented by Minutes of the Meeting dated

2

and

June

1982

September 3,

Tsr s

1982"

letters

and "reviewed

to

ANI

dated

and approved by

August

2

and

the American

Nuclear Insurers prior to the comencement of the test programo;
(5)

represented

that "[a]ll

program was calibrated in

instrumentation

used

in

this

test

accordance with TSI's Nuclear Quality

Assurance Program Manual and Quality Control Operating Procedures
Manual.

Calibration records for this test instrumentation are on

file at TSI,

Inc."; 16) represented that -the protective envelope

and the manner in which it was applied can be considered typical of
those prescribed by TS1,
(7)

represented

that

Inc. for nuclear plant installationm; and
an

ITL

representative
40

had

reviewed

and
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approved daily vork sheets relating to test articles on the same
day that such sheets had been prepared by defendant TSI.
42 U.S.C. § 2273(a) and I 2201(b)
10 C.F.R. i 50.5(a)(2)
18 U.S.C. 1 2

K
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('.

The Grand Jury for the District of Maryland

Eurther

charges:
1.
22

and

24

All the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through
through

55

of

Count

One

of

this

Indictment

and

Paragraph 2 of Count Five of this Indictment are incorporated by
reference as though fully set forth in this paragraph.
2.

On or about November 5,

Maryland and elsewhere,

1991,

in

the District of

the defendants
TSX
and

RUBIN PELDKAN

knowingly, and

(

willfully

violated

and attempted

to

violate

regulation promulgated by the NRC pursuant to Title 42,
States Code,
Y LDKAM,

Section 2201(b),

while

serving

as

in

United

that defendants TSI and RUBIN

suppliers

of

nuclear

licensees and knowingly providing to licensees,
subcontractors equipment,

a

power

plant

contractors and

materials and other goods and services

that related to the licensees'

activities, deliberately submitted

to the NRC in Rockville, Maryland information that defendants =SI
and RUBIm FrLDNrA

knew to be incomplete and inaccurate

resDect material to the NRC,

in some

in the form of a copy of ITL Report

82-355-F-i, which purported to be a test report prepared and issued
by ITL.

42 U.S.C. j 2273(a) and I 2201(b)
10 C.F.R. j 50.5(a)(2)
18 U.S.C. 1 2
42
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TO 13143421515-

The

PAGE. 030.0I

Grand Jury for the District of Maryland

further

charges:

1. All the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through
22

and

24

through

55

of

Count

One

of

this

Indictment

and

Paragraph 2 of Count Five of this Indictment are incorporated by
reference as though fully set forth in this paragraph.
2.

On or about October 17,

Maryland and elsewhere,

1991,

in the District of

the defendants
TSI
and.
RUB3N FELDMAN

knowingly -and

willfully

violated

and

attempted

to

violate a

regulation promulgated by the NRC pursuant to Title 42,
States Code,
FKLDMANR,

Section 7201(b),

while

serving

as

in that defendants TSI and RUWIf
suppliers

of

nuclear

licensees and knowingly providing to licensees,
subcontractors equipment,

United

power

plant

contractors and

materials and other goods and services

that related to the licensee.s'

activities, deliberately submitted

to the NRC in Rockville, Maryland information that defendants TV.
and RuIN rZLVhN knew to be incomplete and inaccurate Ln sow
respect material to the NRC,
(1)

represented

in the form of oral statements which

that IML representatives

phases of the testing.

"officiated during the

That's how the reports were published-; and

(2) represented that IML representatives at tests described in test

43

SEP 29 194

15:17

To 131434215i5--

reports 'vere very independent.
analyzed all the data.

PAGE. 031-0•31

They reviewed all the data.

They

it was as independent as you can make it.,

42 U.S.C. 1 2273(a) and f 2201(b)
10 C.F.R. I 50,5(a)(2)
18 U.S.C. 1 2

LMWNE A. BATTAGLZA
United States Attorney
A TRUE BILL:

Foreperson
Date:

September 29, 1994
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IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF MARYLAND
SOUTHERN DIVISION
UNITED STATES 0 F AMERICA

*
,

V.

CRIMINAL NO.

DKC-94-0380

*

(Conspiracy,

18 U.S.C.

•

Concealing Ma terial Facts,

*
*
*
*
*

Making False Statements and
Using False Writings and
Documents, 18 U.S.C. 1 1-01;
Aidin-g and Ab etting,

*

THERMAL SCIENCE , INC.,
a/k/a TSI
a/k/a Thermal Systems,
a/k/a T.S.I. Thermal
Systems, In ic.
a/k/a T.S.I., Inc.
a/k/a Feldche hm, Inc.
and
RUBIN FELDMAN
Def endants

Inc.

18 U.S.C.

1 2

1 371;

)

*
*
*
*
*
*

SUPERSEDING INDICTMENT
COUNT ONE

The Grand Jury for the District of Maryland charges that:
I.

INTRODUCTION

At all times material to this Indictment:
A.

Defendants and Coconspirators

1.

THERMAL SCIENCE, INC.

("TSI") was a privately-owned

corporation organized under the laws of the State of Missouri with
headquarters and manufacturing facilities in St. Louis, Missouri.
TSI was

the

August 11,

corporate

1967

August 28,

to an entity

as Thermal Systems,

under the names T.S.I.
Thermal Science,

successor

Inc.

Inc.,

Thermal Systems,

incorporated

which
Inc.,

on

later operated

T.S.I.,

Inc.

and

The corporate successor was incorporated on

1985 as Feldchem, Inc. and changed its name to Thermal

Science,

Inc. on December 31,

1986.

As used herein,

to all of these corporate entities.
development,

manufacture,

"TSI" refers

Defendant TSI engaged in the

promotion,.

sale

and

interstate

distribution of fire barrier products.
2.

Defendant RUBIN FELDMAN was president, director and

an owner of defendant TSI and a licensed professional

('PET

engineer

).
3.

Industrial Testing Laboratories, Inc. ("ITL") was a

privately-owned corporation organized under the laws of Missouri
with headquarters and testing facilities in St. Louis, -Missouri.
ITL engaged

in

chemical

analysis,

metallurgical,

pollution and

flammability testing, product certification and products liability
investigations.

ITL did not own or operate a test furnace and had

no significant experience in fire endurance or electrical testing.
Prior to 1982,

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN engaged ITL to

perform a variety of chemical and other tests which did not include
fire

endurance or electrical

4.

testing.

Allan M. Siegel wis president, director and an owner

of ITL and a licensed professional engineer.

agency

of

B.

Fire Safety Recrulation of Nuclear Power Plants

5.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission
the

United

States

which

was

("NRC")

responsible

was an
for

the

regulation of nuclear power plants and protecting the health and
safety of the public from nuclear-related incidents.
and beginning

in

April

1988 NRC headquarters,

Montgomery County, Maryland.
2

were

NRC offices,
located

in

6.

The NRC administered and enforced the Atomic Energy

Act, Title 42, United States Code,
issued thereunder,
Regulations.
licenses

§§

2 011LIt

a=q., and regulations

contained in Title 10 of the Code of Federal

The Atomic Energy Act authorized the NRC to issue

to operate

nuclear

power

operation of any such plant,

plants and

except

to prohibit the

in accordance with a valid

license and any conditions to the license established by the NRC.
All licenses issued by the NRC were issued subject to the express
condition,

among others,

that the licensee would comply with all

rules and regulations of the NRC then or thereafter in effect.
7.

In a nuclear

powe.r 'plant,

reaction of radioactive fuel is
necessary to make electricity.
is

a controlled

nuclear

maintained to generate the heat
If

control of the nuclear reactor

lost, sufficient heat may be generated to cause a reactor core

meltdown, which could result in the release of radioactive material
into the environment and endanger public health, life and property.
8.

-

--

To minimize-the likelihood of a loss of control of

Eh-e-huclear reactor, NRC. regulations required that safety systems
in

nuclear power plants be built and operated with redundancy.

Redundancy

required that each plant have two of each piece of

equipment or component, called safe shutdown components,

needed to

maintain control of or safely shut down the nuclear reactor.

In

the event one safe shutdown component were to fail, the redundant
component
shutdown

would be available
components

to perform

its

include electrical cables,

enclosed in cable trays or conduits.
3

functions.

Safe

which are often

9.
maintaining
available
nuclear

To ensure that at least one means of achieving and
safe

shutdown

of

a

nuclear

in the event of fire,
power

plants

reactor

would

remain

the NRC's design criteria for.

required

that

structures,

systems,

and

components important to safety be designed and located to minimize,
consistent with other safety requirements,

the probability and

effect of fires and explosions.
On November 19,

10.

1980,

which took effect on February 17,

the NRC issued a regulation,

1981, entitled "Fire Protection

of Safe Shutdown Capability," which was codified at Title -10 of the
Code

of

Federal

("Appendix R").
all

nuclear

Regulations,

Section

50.48

and

Appendix

R

Section III.G of Appendix R was made applicable to

power

plants

which

had

received

or

were

seeking

operating licenses.
11.

-;-

--

Section

III.G of

Appendix R required

that

each

licensed nuclear power plant establish

certain fire protection

features

means

to

ensure

that

at

least

one

of

achieving

and

1ainitaining safe shutdown conditions would remain available during
and

after

a

fire

in

the

plant.

It

provided

that

for

each

designated fire area in a nuclear power plant which contained safe
shutdown components, one of three methods had to be used to provide
the required fire protection unless the NRC granted an exemption.
Two methods involved installation of fire barriers:
(1) Separation of redundant safe shutdown components by
a fire barrier having a three-hour fire rating, or

4

(2)

Enclosure of one of

the redundant

safe shutdown

components by a fire barrier having a one-hour fire
rating,
-

with

suppression

fire

detection

systems

installed

and
in

automatic

fire

the designated*

fire area.
12.
could

The NRC

receive

instructed licensees

a one-hour or three-hour

resistance by withstanding a "standard
accordance
Society

with

for

technical

criteria

Testing and Materials

set

that fire barriers

"fire rating" for fire
test fire" conducted
forth by

("ASTM")

in

the

in

American

its publication

ASTM E-119, "Standard for Fire Resistance of Building Materials."
Fire barriers-achieving these fire ratings were known as "one-hour
barriers" and "three-hour barriers."
13.
systems be

NRC regulations

installed so as

also required

to ensure

cables survive the 40-year anticipated
plant.

;
-

that

fire barrier

that enclosed electrical
life of a nuclear power

When cables are placed into cable trays or conduits and

9jied in fire barrier, the barrier retains heat. generated by the
electric current and the cable insulation temperature increases,
causing premature deterioration of the cable.

The preferred method

of protecting cables from the insulating effect of the fire barrier
material was "derating" (lowering) the "ampacity" (current-carrying
capacity) of enclosed cables.
14.
considering
power plants.

After the NRC issued Appendix R,
the

installation of fire barrie.rs

utilities began
in

their nuclear

To protect cables while maintaining current at the
5

highest possible level, utilities sought to purchase barriers that
achieved one-hour and three-hour fire ratings while requiring the
smallest possible amount of "ampacity derating."
15.-

In designing and constructing new nuclear

plants and modifications

to existing plants and

purchasing and installing fire barriers,
services

of

architectural,

engineering

in evaluating,

utilities employed the
and construction

(hereinafter referred to as the utilities' "agents").
included

Bechtel

("Bechtel")

Power

Corporation

and NUS Corporation

and

("NUS"),

power

affiliated

firms

These firms
companies

which both maintained

offices in Gaithersburg, Maryland; -Burns and Roe,

Inc.

("Burns and

Roe"); Sargent & Lundy Engineering ("Sargent & Lundy");

Stone &

Webster Engineering Corporation ("Stone & Webster"); and ABB Impell
Corporation ("Impell").

These firms were employed by utilities to

participate in selecting fire barriers for nuclear power plants.

--

C.

American Nuclear Insurers

16.

American

Nuclear

Insurers

("ANI")

was

an

irflrrcorporated joint underwriting association of approximately 140
insurance companies which provided property and liability insurance
to utilities that owned and operated nuclear power plants.
in Farmington, Connecticut,

Located

ANI was a "nuclear insurance pool". in

which member companies pledged assets to amass the large amounts of
insurance

capacity

needed- to

insure

the

risks

associated with

nuclear power plants and to spread the risk among a large number of
insurance companies.

A similar nuclear insurance pool of mutual

6.

insurers

was

known

as

Mutual

Atbmic

Energy

Reinsurance

Pool

(-MAERP-).
17.

ANI maintained a department which was responsible

for identifying, monitoring and reducing potential hazards in the
design, construction and operation of facilities insured by ANI and
MAERP.

In 1976,

ANI and MAERP established basic acceptance and

test parameters fora fire barrier system.

In 1979,

ANI issued a

standard fire endurance test method for fire barriers in nuclear
power plants which required successful passage of fire tests and
"submittal of necessary test documentation as prepared by a
recognized testing laboratory or consultant."
18.

Under the 1979 standard, ANI examined fire tests of

fire barriers to determine whether ANI would accept the barriers
"for insurance purposes only."
and test documentation,

If

satisfied with the test results

ANI would issue an "Acceptance of Testing

(for insurance purposes)" form.

Utilities that installed accepoted

fire barriers could obtain more favorable insurance rates.
D.

Thermo-Lag 330

19.

During the 1970s, defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN

manufactured and sold a line of patented and trademarked products
known as "Thermo-Lag,"
sometimes

referred

including Thermo-Lag 330.

to as

330-1,

was

a fire

Thermo-Lag 330,
resistive

coating

utilized to protect road and railroad tank cars, missiles, rockets
and other installations.
20.

As the NRC began requiring

installation

of fire

barriers in nuclear power plants, defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN
7

developed a version of Thermo-Lag 330 for use in nuclear power
plants.

On or about August 9, 1979, defendant TSI advised the NRC

by letter that

it

intended to conduct tests to qualify Thermo-

Lag 330 for use at nuclear power plants.

In the letter, defendant

TSI acknowledged the need to conduct tests under the ASTM E-119
standard "at a fully qualified fire test facility."
21.

In

1981,

as

part

of.

efforts

to

qualify

Thermo-Lag 330 for use in nuclear power plants, defendants TSI and
RUBIN FELDMAN conducted fire endurance tests at the premises oF
defendant TSI and issued test reports in the name of defendant TSI
signed by defendant RUBIN FELDMAN.

When these test reports were

presented to the NRC, the NRC stated that Thermo-Lag 330 could only
be qualified for installation at a nuclear power plant by having an
ASTM E-119 test of an as-installed configuration conducted at an
approved testing laboratory.
22.
-;"

On or about January 7, 1982,

in connection with the

Washington Public Power Supply System ("WPPSS")

-p-an-E,

Burns and Roe,

an agent of WPPSS,

WNP Unit 2 power

asked defendants TSI and

RUBIN FELDMAN to submit a price quotation for fire endurance and
ampacity

derating

testing of

Thermo-Lag

330.

Burns

and Roe

required that a third party, mutually acceptable to WPPSS,
defendant

TSI,

'record,

document and prepare

ANI and

reports" and that

-[t]he test results shall be documented in a report prepared and PE
stamped by
defendants

the
TSI

third party.."

On or

and RUBIN FELDMAN

request by offering to procure

about

January 21,

1982,

responded to Burns and Roe's

"participation of a third party
8

(.

mutually acceptable to" TSI, WPPSS,

Burns and Roe and ANI "in the

witnessing,

recording,

documentation,

and preparation

reports."

Defendants

TSI

FELDMAN

and

RUBIN

further

of

test

stated:

"Reports and test results will be released and PE stamped by such
third party."
II.
23.

THE CHARGE

From in or about January 1982 and continuing through

at least in or about April 1992,
elsewhere,

in the District of Maryland and

the defendants
TSI
•.and
RUBIN FELDMAN

did

(

unlawfully,

willfully

and

knowingly

combine,

conspire,

confederate and agree together, with Allan M. Siegel and ITL, and
with others known and unknown to the Grand Jury,
(1) to commit an offense against the United States, that
is,

in matters within the jurisdiction of the NRC,

agency

of

the

United

States,

to falsify,

conceal

an
and

cover up by trick, scheme, and device material facts, and
to make

and cause

to be made

false,

fictitious

and

fraudulent statements and representations as to material
facts, and to make and use false writings and documents
knowing

the

fraudulent

same

to

contain
and

statements

Title 18, United States Code,
(2)

K

false,

entries,

Lictitiou.q
in

violation

and
of

Sections 1001 and 2; and

to defraud the United States by impeding, impairing,

obstructing

and

defeating
9

the

lawful

governmental

functions of the NRC in its administration of the Atomic
Energy Act and related regulations.
III.
24.,

It

OBJECTS OF THE CONSPIRACY

was an object of the conspiracy for defendants

TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN and coconspirators to enrich themselves by
causing utilities and their agents to purchase millions of dollars
worth of Thermo-Lag 330 for installation in nuclear power plants.
25.
defendants

It

TSI

was

a

further

and RUBIN

FELDMAN

utilities and their agents,
independent

object
and

of

the

conspiracy

coconspirators

for

to cause

the NRC and ANI to believe

that an

testing laboratory had prepared and published test

reports and supervised all phases of a test program to qualify
Thermo-Lag 330 for installation in nuclear power plants.
26.
defendants

It

TSI

was

a

further

object

and RUBIN FELDMAN

utilities and their agents,

of

the

conspiracy

and coconspirators

The°hmo-Lag 330

in

manuals

permit

would

accordance with defendant

Appendix R regulations

to cause

the NRC and ANI to believe,

basis of the test reports and other documents,

nuclear

power

and ANI's

plants

that

TSI's

on the

installing

installation

to meet

acceptance

for

the

criteria

NRC's

for

fire

barriers.
27.

It

was

a

further

object

of

the

conspiracy

for

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN and coconspirators to conceal the
fraudulent

nature

of

the

test

program

and

Thermo-Lag 330 from utilities and their agents,

10

test

reports

for

the NRC and ANI.

IV.

28.

MEANS AND METHODS OF THE CONSPIRACY

It

was part of the conspiracy that defendants TSI

and RUBIN FELDMAN represented
agents

and

witness,

ANI

that

supervise,

an

to the NRC,

independent

monitor,

utilities

testing

and their

laboratory

would

record and document all phases of a

test program for Thermo-Lag 330 and prepare, PE stamp, publish and
release test reports relating to the tests.
29.

It

was

a

further

part

of

the

conspiracy

that

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN hired Allan M. Siegel and ITL
solely to (a)

furnish witnesses for one-hour and three-hour fire

.endurance and ampacity

derating

tests of Thermo-Lag 130

to be

conducted by defendant TSI at the premises of defendant TSI and
(b)

sign test reports written by defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN.
30.

defendants

It

TSI

Thermo-Lag 330

was
and

a

further

RUBIN

part

FELDMAN

of

the

caused

conspiracy

test

that

articles

of

to be assembled utilizing enhanced construction

procedures not qenerally disclosed in test report texts or sketches
or required by TSI installation manuals.

_ar-tigles,

In fire endurance test

these enhancements included "prebuttering" (coating the

edges of) Thermo-Lag 330 prefabricated panels with trowel grade
Thermo-Lag 330 before joining them; using metal tie wire'stitching,
machine screws and wire staples to tightly secure Thermo-Lag 330
prefabricated panels to one another; and coating the test articles
with additional Thermo-Lag 330.
31.
defendants

TSI

It

was
and

a

further

RUBIN

part

FELDMAN
11

of

caused

the

conspiracy

test

articles

that
of

Thermo-Lag 330 to be manufactured and assembled without supervision
by any ITL representative,
32.

It.

was

a

utilities and their agents or ANI.
further

part

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN,
fraudulently

create

manufacture
sheets

on

the

of

to

impression

the

falsely,

that

representatives
33.

purported

to

be

ITL

that.

fictitiously and

ITL

and assembly of test articles,
what

conspiracy

supervised

the

prepared daily work

forms

and

caused

ITL

to sign and backdate the sheets.
It

was

a

further

part

of

the

conspiracy

that

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN wrote test reports rerating to
fire

endurance

and

ampacity

conducted by defendant

TSI

derating
at the

tests

of Thermo-Lag

premises of defendant

prepared the reports in a format that falsely,
fraudulently made

the reports appear

330
TSI,

fictitiously and

to .have been prepared and

published by ITL, and caused the cover pages of test reports to be
typed onto blank ITL letterhead stationery obtained from ITL.
34.

It

was

a

further

part

of

the

conspiracy

that

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN wrote and prepared test reports
which falsely, fictitiously and fraudulently stated that the tests
were

conducted

Industrial

Ounder

Testing

the

supervision

Laboratories

of

and

St.

total

Louis,

control
Missouri,

of
an

independent testing laboratory."
35.

It

was

a

further

part

of

the

conspiracy

that

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN wrote and prepared test reports
which falsely, fictitiously and fraudulently stated that the test
program was conducted in accordance with the methods and standards
12

set forth by ANI,

in an ANI-approved engineering test plan, and in

other representations made by defendants and relied upon by ANI.
36.

It

was

a

further

part

of

the

conspiracy

that

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN wrote and prepared test reports
whose text and sketches
articles,

(b)

(a) did not accurately describe the test

falsely, fictitiously and fraudulently represented

that the test articles and construction techniques were typical of
the

articles

and

installation
information

techniques.

manuals
that

for

the

prescribed

Thermo-Lag 330,

test

articles

in

defendant
and

TSI's

(c) conce-agled

contained

construction

enhancements not required by the.installation manuals.
37.

It

was

a

further

part

of

the

conspiracy

that

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN wrote and prepared test reports
which

included

as

appendices

false,

fictitious

and

fraudulent

backdated daily work sheets.
38.
.:-

It

was

a

further

part

of

the

conspiracy

that

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN wrote and prepared test reports
W-h-ic--

falsely,

fictitiously and fraudulently represented that all

instrumentation used in the test program was calibrated and that
calibration records were on file. at defendant TSI, when in fact the
thermocouples

that

monitored

furnace

temperatures

were

not

conspiracy

that

calibrated.
39.

It

was

a

further

part

of

the

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN wrote and prepared test reports
which falsely, fictitiously and fraudulently -represented that the
ITL witnesses at tests were professional engineers.
13

40.

It

was

a

further

part

of

the

conspiracy

that

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN caused Allan M. Siegel to sign
test

reports

fictitiously

typed
and

in

part

fraudulently

on

ITL

stationery

purported

to be

which

falsely,

independent

ITL

reports.
41.

It

was

a. further

part

of

the

conspiracy

that

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN caused Allan H. Siegel to sign
test reports,

knowing

that Siegel had not read the reports

or

reviewed the underlying test data.
42.

It

was

a

further

part

of

the

conspiracy

that

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN *caused Allan M. Siegel to sign
cover sheets to test reports that had not been provided to him.
43.

It

was

a

further

part

of

the

conspiracy

that

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN paid ITL more than $80,000.
44.
defendants

It

TSI

was

a

further

and RUBIN FELDMAN

part
wrote

of

the

conspiracy

and prepared

a

that
false,

fictitious and fraudulent ITL test report which related to a test
that ITL had not attended, participated in, supervised or reviewed
in any manner.
45.

It

was

a

further

part

of

the

conspiracy

that

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN wrote and prepared an ampacity
derating test report that contained significant mathematical errors
-and, after being advised of the errors, did not..disclose the errors
to potential purchasers of Thermo-Lag 330 to whom the report had
been sent.

14

46.

It

was

a

further

part

of

the

conspiracy

and in some

prepared,

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN wrote,

that

instances caused Allan M. Siegel and ITL to sign and PE stamp
letters which-contained false, fictitious and fraudulent statements
and representations and concealed material facts about tests and
test reports relating to Thermo-Lag 330.
It

47.

was

a

part

further

of

the

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN wrote, prepared,

and

and

representations

concealed

Incorporated, St. Louis,

of Thermo-Lag 330 "were conducted at TSI,

party),

by Industrial

Testing

Laboratories

(independent

third

St. Louis, Missouri."
48.

defendants
->

facts

material

including a representation that tests

relating to Thermo-Lag 330,

Missouri

and distributed

fictitious and fraudulent

sales brochures which contained false,
statements

that

conspiracy

was

a

and RUBIN

TSI

installation
-Trazdulent

It

manuals

statements

further

part

of

FELDMAN wrote,

which

contained

and representations

the

that

conspiracy

prepared,
false,

and

issued

fictitious

and

and concealed material

facts relating to Thermo-Lag 330.
49.

It was a further part of the conspiracy. that between

in or about March 1982 and in or about April 1992,

defendants TSI

and RUBIN FELDMAN issued and sent to the NRC, utilities and their
agents and ANI alleged ITL test reports,
and

installation

manuals

which

were

letters,• sales brochures
false,

fictitious

and

fraudulent or concealed material facts in one or more of the ways
described above.
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50.

It

was

a

further

part

of

the

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN caused ANI,

conspiracy

that

acting in reliance on

false, fictitious and fraudulent statements and representations and
acting without material facts about the Thermo-Lag 330 test program
that were intentionally concealed from it,
Testing

(for

insurance

configurations

purposes)"

of Thermo-Lag 330

to issue "Acceptance of

forms

relating

allegedly

to

the

in the

test

conspiracy

that

tested

reports submitted to ANI.
51.

It

was

a

further

part

of

the

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN sent fraudulently-obtained ANI
"Acceptance of Testing (for insurance purposes)"

forms to the NRC

and to utilities and their agents.
52.

It

was

a

further

part

of

the

conspiracy

that

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN caused utilities and their agents,
acting

in

reports,
forms,

ANI

on

false,

"Acceptance

letters,

-s-E•ements

about

reliance

of Testing

(for

installation manuals,

and representations,

the Thermo-Lag 330

concealed

fictitious

from

them,

test program
purchase

fraudulent

insurance

test

purposes)"

sales brochures and other

and acting

to

and

without material

that were

more

than

$58

facts

intentionally
million

of

Thermo-Lag 330 products and install them as fire barriers in more
than 70 nuclear power plants.
53.
defendants

It

TSI

purchasers with

was
and

a

further

RUBIN

part

FELDMAN

of

the

shipped

"Certificates of Conformance"
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conspiracy

Thermo-Lag 330

that
to

which represented

that the materials were identical to materials "tested by" ITL or

used in tests "performed by" ITL.
54.
defendants

It

was

a

further

part

of

the

conspiracy

TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN caused utilities

fictitiously
installing

and

fraudulently

Thermo-Lag

330

in

represent
nuclear

to

the

power

that

to falsely,

NRC

plants,

that,

by

they

had

complied or would comply with Appendix R and related requirements.
55.
defendants

It

TSI

was
and

a

further

RUBIN

part

FELDMAN

of

made

the

false,

conspiracy

that

fictitiou,;

;nd

fraudulent statements and took numerous other steps to conceal the
true facts about the ThermoTLag 330 test program from the NRC.
Overt Acts
During
conspiracy,

the

course

of

and

in

furtherance

of

the

the defendants and their coconspirators performed the

following acts in the District of Maryland and elsewhere:
1.

In or about January 1982,

defendants TSI and RUBIN

FELDMAN hired Allan M. Siegel and ITL to send witnesses to fire
endurance

and ampacity

derating

tests

of Thermo-Lag

330

to be

conducted at the premises of TSI and to sign test reports to be
prepared by TSI.
2.
RUBIN

FELDMAN

On or about February 4,
conducted

a

three-hour

1982,
fire

defendants TSI and
endurance

test

of

Thermo-Lag 330.
3.
FELDMAN wrote,

On or about March 1, 1982, defendants TSI and RUBIN
prepared,

caused Allan M. Siegel and ITL to sign,
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and issued ITL Report

82-3-2

relating to the February 4,

1982

three-hour fire endurance tests.
4.
FELDMAN,

On or about March 8, 1982, defendants TSI and ROBIN

in -connection

with

proposed

tests

of

Thermo-Lag 330

relating to the WPPSS nuclear power plant, prepared and submitted
the second revision of a Proposed Engineering Test Plan which
represented that "(tihese tests will be witnessed and the results
reported

by

an

independent

testing

laboratory"

and

that

the

laboratory would be hired to "participate in the testing as needed,
witnessing and publishing the report of the test results."
5.
FELDMAN caused

On or about March 16, 1982, defendants TSI and ROBIN
ANI to

issue a

letter

finding

defendant TSI's

Engineering Test Plan-acceptable to ANI for insurance purposes.
6.
RUBIN

FELDMAN

On or about May 17-28,
conducted

one-hour

1982,
fire

defendants
endurance

TSI and
tests

of

Thermo-Lag 330 for WPPSS.
7.

In or about May-June 1982, defendants TSI and ROBIN

FELDMAN caused an ITL representative to sign, initial and backdate
daily work sheets, prepared by defendant TSI, which recorded steps
in

the manufacture

and assembly of test

articles

used in

the

one-hour fire endurance tests of Thermo-Lag 330 for WPPSS that the
ITL representative had not witnessed.
8.
FELDMAN wrote,

In or about June 1982,
prepared,

defendants

TSI and RUBIN

caused Allan M. Siegel and ITL to sign,

and issued ITL Report 82-5-355A relating to the May 1982 one-hour
fire endurance tests for WPPSS.
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9.

On or about June 26, 1982, defendants TSI and RUBIN

FELDMAN sent copies of

ITL Report

82-5-355A

to ANI and WPPSS's

agent Burns & Roe.
10;

On or about July 1, 1982,

defendants TSI and RUBIN

FELDMAN sent a copy of ITL Report 82-5-355A, described as "a copy
of the test report issued by Industrial Testing Laboratories,"

to

WPPSS.
11.
FELDMAN

caused

insurance

On or about July 20,
ANI

to

purposes)o

issue
form

an

1982,

defendants; TSI and RUBIN

"Acceptance

relating

to

of

Testing

configurations

(.for
of

Thermo-Lag 330 allegedly tested in tests described in ITL Report
82-5-355A."
12.
RUBIN

FELDMAN

On or about June 18-25,
conducted

three-hour

1982,
fire

defendants TSI and
endurance

tests

of

Thermo-Lag 330 for WPPSS.
13.

In or about June-July 1982, defendants TSI and RUBIN

FELDMAN caused an ITL representative

to sign,

initial

and backdate

daily work sheets, prepared by defendant TSI, which recorded steps
in the manufacture

and

assembly of

test articles

used in the

three-hour fire endurance tests of Thermo-Lag 330 for WPPSS that
the ITL representative had not witnessed.
14.

On or about July 16,

1982,

defendants TSI and RUBIN

FELDMAN wrote ana sent to ANI a letter stating that "[t]he 3 hour
report should be available from I.T.L. soon
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15.

In or about July

FELDMAN wrote,
and

issued

prepared,

ITL

Report

1982,

defendants TSI and RUBIN

caused Allan M. Siegel and ITL to sign,
82-5-355B

relating

to

the

July

1982

three-hour fiTe endurance tests for WPPSS.
16.

On or

about April

29,

1982 and July

13,

1982,

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN conducted an ampacity derating
test for 1000-volt power cables protected with a three-hour rated
version of Thermo-Lag 330 for WPPSS.
17.

In or about July

1982,

defendants

TSI and RUBIN

FELDMAN wrote, prepared and caused Allan M. Siegel and ITL to sign
ITL

Report

82-5-355F

82-5-355C,

and

relating to the

issued

ITL

Reports

82-5-355C

and

1000-vol-t ampacity derating test for

wPPSS.
18.
FELDMAN

issued

82-5-355-F-1)
FELDMAN,

In or about July 1982,
as

defendants

ITL Report 82-355-F-1

TSI and RUBIN

(also referred

to as

a test report written by defendants TSI and RUBIN

and never reviewed or approved by ITL,

relating

to a

600-volt ampacity derating test that had been conducted in October
1981 without any participation by ITL.
19.

On or about August 26,

1982,

defendants

TSI and

RUBIN FELDMAN sent a copy of ITL Report 82-5-355B to ANI.
20.

On or about September 16,

1982,

in connection with

the WPPSS project, defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN sent Burns &
Roe a letter which described enclosed documents written by TSI as
.pages,

which

Laboratories,

were

just

received

from

Industrial

Testing

that comprise Revision I" to ITL Report 82-5-355B.
20

21.

On or about September 30,

1982, defendants TSI and

RUBIN FELDMAN caused ANI to issue an "Acceptance of Testing (for
insurance

purposes)"

form

relating

to

configurations

of

Thermo-Lag 330 allegedly tested in tests described in ITL Report
82-5-355B.
22.

On or about October 4,

1982,

defendants TSI and

RUBIN FELDMAN wrote, prepared, signed and PE stamped, caused Allan
M. Siegel to co-sign and PE stamp, and sent to the NRC in Bethesda,
Maryland

a

letter

which

represented

specific

facts

about

the

manufacture and assembly of test articles referenced in ITL Reports
82-5-355A and 82-5-355B that had been manufactured and assembled
without an ITL representative present.
23.

On or about August 2, 1982, defendants TSI and RUBIN

FELDMAN wrote and sent to ANI a letter concerning generic one-hour
and three-hour fire endurance tests which they planned to conduct
pursuant to the Engineering Test Plan previously approved for the
WPPSS tests.

The letter stated:

"We have contracted Industrial

Testing Laboratories in St. Louis, Missouri to supervise, monitor,
formally report and authenticate all phases of this test program.;,
24.

On or about August 6, 1982, defendants TSI and RUBIN

FELDMAN caused
Engineering

ANI

Test

to

Plan

issue
for

a letter
the

finding

generic

fire

defendant

TSI's

endurance

tests

-acceptable to ANI for insurance purposes.
25.

On or about September 3,

1982,

defendants TSI and

RUBIN FELDMAN wrote and sent to ANI a letter representing that the
one-hour

and

three-hour

generic
21

fire

endurance

tests

"will be

performed in accordance with the ANI approved test plan including
the participation of Industrial Testing Laboratories of St. Louis,
Mo."
26.

On.or about September 9-28, 1982, defendants TSI and

RUBIN FELDMAN conducted generic one-hour fire endurance tests of
Thermo-Lag 330.
27.

In or about September-November 1982, defendants TSI

and RUBIN FELDMAN caused an ITL.representative to sign, initial and
backdate

daily

work

sheets,

prepared

recorded steps in the manufacture

by defendant

TSI,

whi.cb.-

and assembly of test articles

used in the one-hour generic fire endurance tests of Thermo-Lag 330
that the ITL representative had not witnessed.
28.
October 12,

From
1982,

on

or

about

defendants

TSI

September

10,

and

FELDMAN conducted

RUBIN

1982

through

generic three-hour fire endurance tests of Thermo-Lag 330.
29.

In or about September-November 1982,

defendants TSI

and RUBIN FELDMAN caused an ITL representative to sign,

initial and

backdate

TSI,

daily

work

sheets,

prepared

by defendant

which

recorded steps in the manufacture and assembly of test articles
used

in

the

three-hour.

generic

fire

endurance

tests

of

Thermo-Lag 330 that the ITL representative had not witnessed.
30.
FELDMAN wrote,

In or about November 1982, defendants TSI and RUBIN
prepared,

caused Allan M. Siegel and ITL to sign,

and. issued ITL Report 82-11-80

relating

generic one-hour fire-endurance tests.
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to the September

1982

N

31.

In or about November 1982,

FELDMAN wrote,

prepared,

defendants TSI and RUBIN

caused Allan M. Siegel and ITL to sign,

and issued ITL Report 82-11-81 relating to the September-October
1982 generic three-hour fire-endurance tests.
32.

On or about November 20,

1982,

defendants TSI and

RUBIN FELDMAN sent copies of ITL Reports 82-11-80 and 82-11-81 to
ANI.
33.
RUBIN FELDMAN
insurance

On or about December

2,

caused ANI

"Acceptance

purposes)-

to

forms

issue

1982,

relating

to

defendants TSI and

the

of

Testing

configurations

(for
of

Thermo-Lag 330 allegedly tested in tests described in ITL Reports
82-11-80 and 82-11-81.
34.

On or about March 7,

1983,

defendants TSI and RUBIN

FELDMAN sent copies of ITL Reports 82-11-80 and 82-11-81 and ANI
acceptance of testing forms to Bechtel in Gaithersburg,
35.

On or about September 13,

1983,

defendants TSI and

RUBIN FELDMAN sent a copy of ITL Report 83-5-472,
along

with

a

cover

letter

which

incorporates revisions which I.T.L.
36.

claimed

Maryland.

Revision I to ANI
that

the

"report

made at your request."

On or about January 23,

1984,

defendants TSI and

RUBIN FELDMAN sent copies of ITL Reports 82-11-80 and 82-11-81 and
ANI acceptance of testing forms to NUS in Gaithersburg,
37.

On or about January 23,

1984,

Maryland.

defendants TSI and

RUBIN FELDMAN caused a letter typed on ITL stationery, stamped with
the signature of Allan M. Siegel,
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and containing representations

about Thermo-Lag 330 and ITL Report 82-3-2 to be sent to Carolina
Power & Light Company.
38.

On or about October 23,

RUBIN FELDMAN wrote

and sent

Impell

1984,

defendants TSI and

a letter which

presented

information relating to "[t]he one and three hour fire resistance
tests performed by Industrial Testing Laboratories..
39.

In or about December 1984, defendants TSI and RUBIN

FELDMAN wrote,
and

issued

prepared,

ITL

representative,

Report

caused Allan M. Siegel and ITL to sign,
84-12-181,

which

identified

who was not a professional engineer,

the

ITL

as "Cameron

Duncan, P.E."
40.

On or about December 14,

1984,

defendants TSI and

RUBIN FELDMAN wrote and sent to ANI a letter which represented that
with respect to an upcoming fire endurance test:

"The test agency

performing the test and preparing the report will be Industrial
Testing Laboratories of St. Louis,
41.

Missouri."

On or about. January 4,

1985,

defendants

TSI and

RUBIN FELDMAN wrote and sent a letter to Sargent & Lundy which
represented

that

ITL

Report

84-3-275

recorded

"results

of

a

carefully designed and instrumented test program conducted by an
independent test laboratory" and that the written test plan had
been "implement(ed]
42.

by the test laboratory."

On or about January 11, 1985,. defendants TSI and

RUBIN FELDMAN wrote and sent a letter to Stone & Webster which
represented that a recent fire endurance test had been •performed
under the auspices of Industrial Testing Laboratories of St. Louis,
24

I

Mo."

"

The letter further stated:

"A report is being prepared by

the Laboratory and willibe issued shortly."
43.

On or about January 26,

RUBIN FELDMAN

wrote

and sent

a letter

1985,

defendants

TSI and

to the Tennessee

Valley

Authority which set forth information relating to a fire endurance
test and stated:

"A formal test report is expected shortly from

Industrial Testing Laboratories.

As soon as received, a copy will

be transmitted to you."
44.

In

or about January 1985,

defendants TSI and RUBIN

FELDMAN caused the first revision of ITL Report 82-355-F-i, a test
report they wrote
relating

to

a

that was never

600-volt

reviewed or approved by ITL,

ampacity

derating

test

that

had

been

conducted in October 1981 without any participation by ITL, to be
prepared in part on ITL stationery and issued.
45.

In

FELDMAN wrote,
and

issued

or

about June

1985,

defendants

TSI and RUBIN

prepared, caused Allan X. Siegel and ITL to sign,
ITL

representative,

Report

85-5-314,

which

who was not a professional

identified
engineer,

the

ITL

as "Mike

White, P.E."
46.

In

FELDMAN wrote,
and

issued

or about June

prepared,
ITL

representative,

Report

1985,

defendants

TSI and RUBIN

caused Allan H. Siegel and ITL to sign,
85-6-283,

which

who was not a professional

Siegel, P.E."
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identified
engineer,

the
as

ITL
"Dave

47.

In or about July 1985,

defendants TSI and RUBIN

FELDMAN wrote and sent a letter to Stone & Webster which responded
to comments by Stone & Webster concerning an ITL test report by
stating:

"I.T.L.

has been advised of your request to effect the

referenced corrections."
48.

On or about September 20,

1985,

defendants TSI and

RUBIN FELDMAN sent copies of ITL Reports 82-11-80 and 82-11-81
ANI

acceptance

of

testing

forms

to

Bechtel

in

and

Gaithersburg,

Maryland.
49.

On or about November 4,

1985,

defendants TSI and

RUBIN FELDMAN wrote and sent a letter to GPU Nuclear Corporation in
New Jersey which represented that with respect to an upcoming fire
endurance test,

"[i]t is

contemplated that" ITL "will supervise,

monitor and otherwise be in total control of the test program.

It

will also undertake the responsibility of reporting the results and
submitting its conclusions.."
50.
FELDMAN wrote,

On or about July 14, 1986, defendants TSI and RUBIN
prepared,

caused-Allan M. Siegel and ITL to sign,

and sent a letter on ITL stationery
Connecticut which stated:

"We

to Northeast Utilities in

confirm: that the following fire

tests were performed under the auspices, control and supervision of
Industrial Testing Laboratories" and listed ITL Reports 82-11-80,
82-11-81,

85-6-263,
51.

85-5-314 and 85-2-382.

On or about January 15,

1987,

defendants TSI and

RUBIN FELDMAN responded to a request for test data from Arizona
Public Service

Company by writing and sending a letter
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to the

utility

and

....requested
(I.T.L.)

Bechtel which

this

stated:

information

"Thermal

Science,

from Industrial Testing

Inc.

has

Laboratories

and will forward the information as soon as possible.0
52.

On or about April 13,

1987, defendants TSI and RUBIN

FELDMAN sent copies of ITL Reports 82-355-F-1 and 84-3-275A to the
NRC in Bethesda,
53.

Maryland.

On or about April 14,

1987, defendants TSI and RUBIN

FELDMAN sent copies of ITL Reports 82-355-F-1 and 84-10-5 to the
NRC in Bethesda,
54.
RUBIN FELDMAN
82-3-2,

Maryland.

On or about January
sent

copies

of

12,

ITL

1989,

Reports

defendants TSI and
82-11-80,

82-11-81,

87-5-77 and 84-12-181 and ANI acceptance of testing forms

to Bechtel in Gaithersburg,
55.

Maryland.

On or about February 27,

1989,

defendants TSI and

RUBIN FELDMAN sent copies of ITL Reports 82-11-80 and 82-11-81 and
TSI Technical Note 206841

Revision V,

an installation procedures

manual for Thermo-Lag 330 that included ANI acceptance of testing
forms,

to the NRC in Rockville, Maryland.
56.

On or about October 31,

1989,

defendants TSI and

RUBIN FELDMAN sent a copy of TSI Technical Note 20684,
to the NRC in Bethesda,
57.

Revision V,

Maryland.

On or about January

12,

1990,

defendants

RUBIN FELDMAN sent a copy of ITL Report 86-1-143

TSI and

to The Toledo

Edison Company in Ohio.
58.
FELDMAN

wrote

On or about March l7, 1990, defendants TSI and RUBIN
and

sent

a

letter
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to

Gulf

States

Utilities

in

(

Louisiana which represented that with respect to upcoming tests
relating

to the Thermo-Lag 330

nuclear power plant,
the analyses.

installations at the River Bend

"recognized third party experts will perform

Industrial Testing Laboratories of St. Louis will be

responsible for conducting the tests and reporting the results."
59.

On or about June 14, 1990, defendants TSI and RUBIN

FELDMAN wrote and sent a letter to Texas Utilities Electric which
represented

that the Thermo-Lag 330 one-hour rated fire barrier

system had been "extensively tested (over 50 independent tests) by
Industrial Testing Laboratories under the auspices of the American
Nuclear Insurers and others, with very successful results."
60.

On or about June 20, 1990, defendants TSI and RUBIN

FELDMAN sent a copy of ITL Report 82-11-80 and an ANI acceptance of
testing form to Zion Nuclear Power Station in Illinois.
61.

On or about September 14,

RUBIN FELDMAN sent copies of
84-5-387

-i-sconsin

and

85-2-382

and

ANI

1990, defendants TSI and

ITL Reports 82-11-80,
acceptance

of

testing

82-11-241,
forms

to

Electric Light & Power Co.
62.

On or about December 22,

RUBIN FELDMAN wrote,

1990,

defendants TSI and

prepared, caused Allan M. Siegel and ITL to

sign, and sent a letter on ITL stationery to Gulf States Utilities
which represented that certain fire endurance tests conducted in
1990

"were

performed

at

[TSI]

.

.

.

under .our direction"

and

represented facts about test articles that had been manufactured
and assembled without an ITL representative present.
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63.

On or about July 19,

1991, defendants TSI and RUBIN

FELDMAN sent copies of ITL Reports 82-11-80,

82-11-81 and 86-1-43

and ANI acceptance of testing forms to Arizona Public Service.
64.

On or about October

RUBIN FELDMAN sent ANI acceptance
ITL Reports

82-11-80,

85-2-382, 85-5-314,
65.
RUBIN

82-11-81,

Thermo-Lag 330,

sent

defendants

of testing

82-11-241,

October

copies

forms

TSI and

relating

83-5-472A,

to

84-12-294,

5,

of

1991,

defendants

installation

TSI and

manuals

for

including all versions of TSI Technical Note 20684,

to the NRC in Rockville,
66.
RUBIN

1991,

and 85-6-283 to the NRC in Rockville, Maryland.

On or about

FELDMAN

5,

Maryland.

On or about October

FELDMAN

submitted

a

5,

1991,

written

defendants

statement

to

the

TSI and
NRC

in

Rockville, Maryland which.represented the following information for
T
"Test

ITL Report 82-5-355-F-I:
Laboratories,

Laboratory:

Industrial

Testing

Inc."

67.

On or about October

17,

1991,

defendants TSI and

RUBIN FELDMAN orally stated to the NRC in Rockville,
representatives

of

ITL

"offic.iated

during

the

Maryland, that
phases

of

the

that

ITL

representatives at tests were licensed professional engineers,

and

testing.

That's

how

the

reports

were

published,"

that ITL representatives at tests described in test reports "were
very independent.
*the data.

It

They reviewed all the data..

They analyzed all

was as independent as you can make it."
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68.
RUBIN

On or about October 28,

FELDMAN

85-6-283,

sent

82-11-80,

ANI acceptance

copies
82-11-81,

of

ITL

1991,

Reports

82-11-241,

defendants
85-2-382,

TSI and
85-5-314,

83-5-472A and 84-12-294,

of testing forms and TSI Technical Note 20684 to

Georgia Power Company.
69.

On or about November 12,

1991,

defendants TSI and

RUBIN FELDMAN sent copies of ITL Reports 82-355-F-1 and 84-10-5 to
the NRC in Rockville,
70.

Maryland.

On or about December 3,

1991,

defendants

TSI and

RUBIN FELDMAN sent copies of ITL Reports 82-11-80 and 82-11-81 and
ANI

acceptance

of

testing

forms

to

the

NRC

in

Rockville,

Maryland.
71.
FELDMAN

sent

On or-about March 6,
copies

of

ITL

Reports

Florida Power & Light.

18 U.S.C.

1992,

§ 371

30.

defendants TSI and RUBIN

82-355-F-I

and

84-10-5

to

COUNT TWO

The Grand Jury

for the District of Maryland

further

charges:All

1.

the

allegations

contained

in

paragraphs

1

through 22 and 24 through 55 of Count One of this Indictment are
incorporated

by

reference

as

though

fully

set

forth

in

this

paragraph.
2.

On or about September

10, 1991,

the NRC sent a

letter to defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN stating the NRC "had
concerns regarding the ability of Thermo-Lag 330 to perform as a
fire

rated

barrier"

and had

"developed a number of

technical

questions concerning the Thermo-Lag material and installation and
The NRC requested that defendants TSI and RUBIN

test procedures."

FELDMAN provide responses to an attached list of questions about
Thermo-Lag 330.
3.
defendants

The
TSI

and

NRC's
RUBIN

questions
FELDMAN

included

identify

requests

fire

endurance

that
and

ampacity derating test reports that had been used to substantiate
the performance of Thermo-Lag 330 fire barrier systems provided for
use

in

nuclear

power

to

reactors

meet

NRC

requirements

and

guidance.
4.

In response to the NRC's letter, between October and

December 1991 defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN submitted written
and oral statements and copies of alleged ITL test reports,
acceptance of testing forms,
documents

to

the

NRC

in

TSI installation manuals,
Rockville,
31

Maryland.

On

ANI

and other
or

about

October 17,

1991,

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN attended

meeting with NRC employees at the NRC in Rockville,

a

Maryland and

made oral statements relating to Thermo-Lag 330.
5.-

On or about October 17, 1991, in the the District of

Maryland and elsewhere,

the defendants
TSI
and
RUBIN FELDMAN

in matters within the jurisdiction of the NRC,
United States,

an agency of the

knowingly and willfully falsified,

covered up by trick,

concealed and

scheme and device material facts- and made

false, fictitious and fraudulent statements and representations as
to material facts,

in that defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN made

oral statements to the NRC in Rockville,

Maryland which

(1) represented that representatives of ITL "officiated
during the phases of the testing.

That's how the reports

were published"; and
(2)
*

--

represented

described in

that

ITL

representatives

at

tests

test reports "were very independent.

They

reviewed all the data.

They analyzed all the data.

It

was as independent as you can make it."
Whereas in truth and in fact, as the defendants TSI and
RUBIN FELDMAN well knew,
(1) while ITL representatives attended tests, the test
reports

were

written,

prepared

and

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN; and

32

published

by

(2)

ITL

representatives

did

not

know

how

the

test

articles had been manufactured and assembled and did not
review and analyze Oall the datao relating to the tests,
and ITL did not function as an independent laboratory in
connection with the tests.

18 U.S.C.
18 U.S.C.

§ 1001
§ 2
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COUNT THREE
The

Grand

Jury

for

the

District of

Maryland

further

charges:
1. All the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through
22

and

24

through

Paragraphs 2

through

incorporated

by

55

of

Count

One

of

this

Indictment

and

4

of

Count

Two

of

this

Indictment

are

reference

as

though

fully

set

forth

in

this

paragraph.
2.

At the conclusion of the October 17,

1991 meeting,

the NRC agreed to provide defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN with a
transcript of the meeting and defendants agreed to submit to the
NRC additional documents relating to issues that had been discussed
during the meeting.
3.

On

or

about

October

31,

defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN a list

1991,

the

NRC

sent

to

-of the items concerning

which defendants had agreed to provide additional information.
4.

On or about October 31,

1991,

the NRC requested,

amoag other things,

that defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN provide

copies

correspondence

of

all

TSI

Underwriters Laboratories

("UL")

and documents

related

to an

report on an ampacity derating

test that had been provided to "nuclear utility related customers
(NRC

applicants

and

licensees,

Architect-Engineers,

and

constructors)."
5.

On or about November 12,

1991," defendants TSI and

RUBIN FELDMAN submitted to the NRC in Rockville, Maryland a portion
of TSI Technical Note 1130-83A,

a compilation
34

of documents that

included, among other things, copies of the requested UL report and
ITL Report 82-355-F-i.
6.

On or about November 12,

Maryland and' elsewhere,

1991,

in the District of

the defendants
TSI
and
RUBIN FELDMAN

in matters within the jurisdiction of the NRC,
United States,

an agency of the

knowingly and willfully falsified,

concealed and

covered up by trick, scheme and device material facts,

and made

false, fictitious and fraudulent statements and represetitations as
to material facts, and used false writings and documents knowing
*the same to contain false, fictitious and fraudulent statements and
entLries., in that they sent to the NRC in Rockville, Maryland a copy
of

ITL Report

82-355-F-i which purported to be a test report

prepared and issued by ITL.
Whereas in truth and in fact,
_ RUBIN FELDMAN well knew,

as the defendants TSI and

ITL Report 82-355-F-i was not prepared

and issued by ITL and ITL did not participate in any manner in the
test described in the test report or in the preparation of the testreport.
18 U.S.C.
1001
1
18 U.S.C. § 2
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COUNT FOUR
The Grand Jury

for

the District of Maryland

further

charges:
1. All the allegations contained in paragraphs 1 through
22 and 24 through 55 of Count One of this Indictment, Paragraphs 2
through 4 of Count Two of this Indictment, and Paragraphs 2 and 3
of Count Three of this Indictment are incorporated by reference as
though fully set forth in this paragraph.
2.

On or about October 31,

among other things,

1991,

the NRC requested,

that defendants TSI and RUBIN FELDMAN provide

full copies of ITL Reports 82-11-80 and 82-11-81,
work

(

sheets,

quality assurance

documentation,

including daily
and thermocouple

temperature records.
3.

On or about December 3,

Maryland and elsewhere,

1991,

in

the District of

the defendants
TSI
and

RUBIN FELDMAN
-n

matters within the jurisdiction of the NRC,

United States,

an agency of the

knowingly and willfully falsified,

covered up by trick,

concealed and

scheme and device material facts,

and made

false, fictitious and fraudulent statements and representations as
to material facts,

and used false writings and documents knowing

the same to contain false, fictitious and frauduleht statements and
entries, in that they sent ITL Reports 82.-11-80 and 82-11-81 to the
NRC in Rockville,

Maryland which

36
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(1)

purported to be test reports prepared and issued by

Allan M. Siegel and ITL;
(2)
haa

represented that the tests described in the reports
been performed

"under

the supervision and

total

control of Industrial Testing Laboratories of St. Louis,
Missouri,
(3)

an independent testing laboratory";

represented

that

the

test program

utilized

the

methods and standards set forth by ANI;
(4)

represented

that

the

test

program

had

been

-conducted in accordance with all applicable s!ctions of
TSI's

Engineering

March 8,

1982,

Test

and as

Plan,

second

revision

supplemented by Minutes

dated
of the

Meeting dated 2 June 1982 and TSI's letters to ANI dated
August

2 and

September

3,

1982"

and

"reviewed

and

approved by the American Nuclear Insurers prior to the
commencement of the test program";
-(5)

represented that "[a]ll instrumentation used in this

test program was
Nuclear Quality

calibrated
Assurance

in accordance

Program Manual

Control Operating Procedures Manual.

and Quality

Calibration records

for this test instrumentation are on file

(6)

with TSI's

at TSI,

Inc.";

represented that "the protective envelope and the

manner in which it was applied can be considered typical
of

those

prescribed by

installation"; and

37

TSr,

Inc.

for

nuclear

plant

(7)

represented that an ITL representative had reviewed

and

approved

daily

work

sheets

relating

to

the

manufacture and assembly of test articles on the same day
that the work had been performed by defendant TSI.
Whereas in truth and in fact, as the defendants TSI and
RUBIN FELDMAN well knew,

(1) the test reports were not prepared and issued by
Allan M. Siegel and ITL;
(2)

the tests described in

the reports had not been

performed under the supervision and total control of ITL;
(3)

the test program had not utilized the methods and

standards set forth by ANI,
documentation

in that the necessary test

had not been prepared. by

a

recognized

testing laboratory or consultant;
(4.(4) the
accordance

test

program
all

with

contrary

not

been

conducted

sections

applicable

..Engineering Test Plan,

(a).

had

as accepted by ANI,

to the

Engineering

of

in

TSI's

in that

Test Plan,

the

test results were not reported by an independent
testing laboratory;
(b)

contrary

reports

the Engineering

to

were

not

Test Plan,

the

independent

published

by

an

August

2,

1982

testing laboratory;
(c)

contrary

defendants

TSI

the

to

and
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RUBIN

FELDMAN,

letter

ITL

did

by
not

k.,..

supervise,

monitor,

formally

report

and

authenticate all phases of the test program; and
(d)

contrary

to

the Engineering Test Plan,

the

calibration status of all test instrumentation was
not checked prior to each test;
(5)

the furnace

thermocouples

that

measured

furnace

temperatatures had never been calibrated and defendant
TSI did not possess any calibration records;
(6)

the Thermo-Lag

manner

in

which

330

protective

Thermo-Lag

330

envelope

was

construction of the test article were

applied

and

the

during

not typical of

construction and installation techniques prescribed by
defendant TSI for nuclear plant installation; and
(7)

an ITL representative

had not been present when

defendant TSI manufactured and assembled test articles
and did not review and approve daily work sheets relating
to the manufacture and assembly on the same day that the
work was performed, but rather had signed and backdated
the daily work sheets at a later time.
18 U.S.C. § 1001
18 U.S.C. §2

LYNNE A. BATTAGLIA
United States Attorney
A TRUE BILL:

Foreperson

Date:
39

May 4. 1995

EXHIBIT C

AO 245 S (Rev. 4/90)(N.D.Ala. rev.) Sheet 1 - Judgment in a Criminal Case

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COUR-T-•Lomo_.__EE
District of Maryland
AUG 0 1 1995
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

ATOREENIELT
CLERK U&.OISTRICT ouR

vW.

Case Number CR OKC 94-0380

v.

WMNCAW40
DEKUT

THERMAL SCIENCE, INC.
Defendant.
JUDGMENT
The defendant, THERMAL SCIENCE, INC., was represented by Martin S.. Himeles, Jr..
The defendant has been found not guilty on count(s) one, two, three, and four and is discharged as to
such count(s).
Signed this the

.. J.

day of

____________,

19a5".

United States District Judge

Ihutyaand ffyon1r
vuft
1WeW1:rngobW4
cn~ h&in ay nrice Erd in cc
NoW
COPY Of te h9a
... .. . ......
J!..-L.*

..JUL 2 5 1995
IN THE UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
FOR THE DISTRICT OF MARYLAND
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

v.

Criminal No.

THERMAL SCIENCE,

INC.

DKC 94-0380

and

RUBIN FELDMAN
VERDICT FORM
COUNT I -What is

your verdict as to.defendant TSI?

Not guiltyx.
What is

Guilty_

your verdict as to defendant Rubin Feldman?

Not guilty-

GuiltyCOUNT II

What is

FALSE STATEMENT

--

your verdict as to defendant TSI?

Not guiltyx
What is

Guilty-

your verdict as to defendant Rubin Feldman?

Not guiltyX.

GuiltyCOUNT III

What is

--

FALSE STATEMENT

your verdict as to defendant TSI?

Not guiltyX
What is

CONSPIRACY

Guilty__

your verdict as to defendant Rubin Feldman?

Not guilty-.

Guilty_

COUNT IV --

What is

your verdict as to defendant TSI?

Not Guilty
What is

FALSE STATEMENT

X

Guilty

your verdict as to defendant Rubin Feldman?

Not Guilty-

Guilty

DATE
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UN(Tfb STATE

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMI8ION
WAIHINOTON, D.C. XWU-W

October 1, 1996
EA

09

The 0l Science, Inc.
ATTO-,,i r.
Rubin Feldman
resident
22061Ca.sonz Drive
St. Louis, Missouri 63026
SUBJECT:
NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTIES $900,000

Dear M00. Feldman:
The: n~losed Notice of Violgtion and Proposed Imposition of Civil Penalties
(NotiCO) is being issued to Thermal Science, Inc, (TS), for violations of NRP
requi rments comittod in representations made by TSI to the NRC concerning
TheW~o•Lag 330 or 330-1 fire barrier products. These representations were
madf1 $ response to concerns about Thermo-Lag raised by the NRC in both oral
and-ur tten communications With TS5,
The NRC has determined that in making
the epresontations,
I
TSI qngaged In deliberate misconduct as defined in
10 CFR 1IBO.5, *Deliberto Wro gdoitg.' The specific actions which constitute
the; violations are set forth in the unclosed Notice.
The nI conduct consisted of TSI deliberately providing inaccurate or
incbtplete information to the NRC concerning TSI's fire endurance and ampkcty
teosJtn programs. The NRC'S regulations, specifically 10 CFR 150.5, prohibit
a cot actor of a NRC licensee froM deliberately submitting information to the
NRC th t the contractor knows to be incomplete or inaccurate in some respect,
mat 1i1 to the NRC. Contrary to this requirements TSI deliberately provided
ink'Cu ate information to the NRC by two general methodsi (1)TSI directly
misvp esented the level of involvement of a test laboratory, Industrial
Teoinh Laboratories Inc (MTL), in fire barrier and apacity derating tests
on le
o-Las products in both oral and written statementl to the NRC and; (2)
TSl Aln rectly misrepresented the res pective levels of involvement of TSI and
test 1 boratoriest including ITL, in the testing of Thermo-Lag products wnn
It :proldided test reports and other documents to the NRC that it knew containid
iniqcu~rate and/or incomplete infoimation.
Thq first submission of inaccurate and/or incomplete information, which is t~e
suOeot of this enforcement action, was in a T$S lotter dated October 6, 1991,
whidh ie;ponded to an NRC letter dated September 10 1991. Both the October
5th 'letter and Its attachments responding to specific NRC questions contain
do !borate misrepresentatidns which are designated as Violation l.A in the
an loged Notice. These misrepresentations include statements by TSI that 1)
Thetmd-Lag products had been subjected to independent testing; Z) TS! had no
kn wl dge of deviations from its installation procedures; and 3) Underwriter's
La 6r tories (UL) had total control of impacity testing performed at UL
fa~il ties and that these test results were the mmost conservative data'
avAillble to TSI. Contrary to TSI's representations, the NRC'; review has
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deter•ted that: (1) Thermo-Lag product testing was actually performed by TSI

with on y minimal Involvement of ITL; (2) TSI had knooedge of install ation
devisti ns occurring at licensee fa iities; and (3)th anmiacity derating

tests, performed at UL were not undeo the total control of UL and the data
pros nttd by TSI concerning these tests was not "the most conservative data'
Avat1•ble to TSI,
The :secbnd submission of inaccurati information that is covered by this
pro'seH enforcement action bqcurrd In a meeting at NRC Headquarters on
Octd8er 1?, 1991, and consisted of deliberately inaccurAte and/or Incomplete
oral rst teents made by Hr. Rubin Feldman to NRC staff members concerning
Ther'o-Lag fire barrier tests, These Inaccurate statementt are designated as
Viol titn 1.B in the enclosed'Notioe. Again the inaccurate information
cons stied o( TSI misrepresenting the respective levels of involvement of T91
and.T% in the fire barrier and anWacity derating tests on Thermo-Lag
proddcts.
The remaining Instances of TS1 deliberately providing inaccurate and/or "
inc iplete information to the NRC ire designated as Violations [.C through 1.I
in whe enclosed Notice. These Instances reflect a pattern of written and/or
ora& r:presentations concerning teit results and testing methods or the
subt&Ial of test reports that contained a broad spectrum of Inaccurate and/or
incb, p1ete information.

For px let, in response to several NRC requests for Information, TS!
deli be ately submitted test reporti which were rep resented as having been
prepkr d by ITL when, in fact, they had actually been prepared by T$! with an
ITL kre resentative merely witnessing the
and verifying
furnace
te!Tr ture readouts. In addition, these test
reports contained the
falsified
doou#e ts which were submittad to Ihe NRC to support TSI's claim that ITL had
indepe dently tested Thermo-Lag products, These falsified documents Includeq
dMIX' og sheets and other quality assurance documents onto which a copy of in
ITL :representative's signature had been photo-copied deliberately
ml~ep~esentlng the role of ITL in varlous test-relaied activities. Noreovet,
on two occasions TSI submitted reports to the NRC that alleged that the ITL
repres~entattve at the test was a Professional Engineer when TSI knew that this
statement was false. 1rm Violations JC, 1.D, and Iola
Furthermore, in written statements to the NRC, TSI deliberately misrebrdsant~d
the roles of two other test laborttories that performed tests on Therfa-La
Fo;aeXample, on three occal|qns T4I represented to the NRC that tests at t a
Om a!P nt Laboratories (OPL) had bean under OPL1s "total control,' On
anothdr occasion TSI reprds~nted.to the NRC that ampacity testing performed
at.Un erwriters LaboratorIdo (UL).was performed under UL's 'total control.'
HoWevor, TSI know that neither 0 nor UL had total control of their
rekoeotive test programs. bia Viblations I.E, I.F, 1,G, and ,.N.
Folloing a review of the Inaccurote information deliberately submitted by TSI
in: (I he October 6, 1991 lette ; (2)the October 17, 1991 meetingi and (3)
other{ietters and test reports subsequently submitted by TS! as described I
the NOtice, the NRC has concluded that this information was material to an
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IsluewWthin the NRC's jurisdiction'. As more fully explained in the Notice,
th1is 'nformatlon was material to thh NRC because It was provided to the NRC In
order. to alleviate concerns ibout the quality and adequacy of ThemrotLag
mateor~ia, which NRC power vektor licensees relied upon to sattisfy the
req*iretents of 10 CFR 150.48 and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R, and conditions
in th.hel own operating licenies; aed thereby influencing the need for, and
netqPe pf, any regulatory action taken by the NRC directed toward its
Moreqver, compliance with these regulations is not 4ust an end in itself.
Instda(, compliance it a significaot step in the NRC's responsibility to
maiA altn adequate protection of public health and safety. Accordinglyt the
NRC .olstidors it unacceptable that:TSI deliberately misrepresented the
indeoerdence of the fire barrier and impacity testing as a res onse to NRC
conc rIs about the qulity and performance of Thermo-Lag when TSI was fully
awar* that (1)no such independence existed and (2) the NRC would place
sub Itill weight on inforiatlon that'it believed was obtained from truly
indbeident testing.
Based On its review, the NRC has cbncluded that these deliberate
misrppresentations constitute violktionu of 10 CFR 150.58 Violations
invo1v ng multiple Instance$ in which a vendor deliberately provides
Inacicurate and/or incomplete inforination related to the performance and
quality of its important-to safety products, constitute a very significant
regula •ry concern, are wholly unacceptable, and will not be tolerated. These
violattons are further agravated because they were committed in the context
of -in .*ngoing NRC investigation Into concerns about the quality and
povfb nance of Thermo-Lag product( with significant implications regarding the
coPMlilnce of a substantia number of nuclear power plant licensees with the
ComnlIslionls regulations. These ropresentations were provided after specific
coqe. s were raised by the NRC stiff about the nature of the testing that wi.
aroorfned to qualify Therio-Lag products for use in nuclear power plants.l
Fui'he_ more, these representationg were made to the NRC in an apparent attempt
to on.vince the NRC that impartial, inde endent test laboratories with no
financial interest in Thermo-Lag had evaluated this product and had €onfirmeo
1 published claims of Therma-Lag's fire barrier capabilities.
TSis
Therefore,
Violations I.A through 1.1 in the enclosed Notice have each been classified as
Soyrlaty Level I violations In accordance with the 4Genel Statement of
Po cy and Proceduresefor NRC Enforcement Actions" (Enforcement Policy),
Un orithe NRC's Enforcement PolicY, a base civil penalty in the amount of
$190O 0 is normally considered for A Severity Level I violation involving a
li hn ee contractor. In arriving at the decision to propose an appropriate
retid &I sanction for the Significant number of violations in this case, the
NRC •c~nsdered the egregious, deliberate, and repeated nature of these
vioailions. For example, T1S con1nued to provide inaccurate information in
the f¢r of additional test reports and letters concerning testing activities
during the ig9g calendar year, lo)g after having been informod of the NRC's
conce ns about the adequacy of Thermo-Lag products in letters, meetings, and a
fo6ma inspection report.
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Moreqver, as noted in the attached:Notice, many of the test reports that NRC
determined contained inaccurate information dated from the early 1980's.
Duriog ;that period of time NRC licensees, using alleged 'ITL" test reports as
a ba is for judging product quality and serviceability, installed fire
barýte8s constructed of Theaftio-Lag in order to satisfy the requirements of 10.
CFR 15Q.48 and 10 CFR Part 50, Appendix R, as well as specific conditions In
many of the individual plant operating licenses. In turn, the NRC accepted
theto #ire barriers as meeting itc:Fire Protection requirements and
Guidli nes. For some plants, these barriers formed a part of the plant's
licotting basis and their adequacy was relied on when the NRC made Its
decipi Qn to issue an operating license for those plants.

However, the NRC has

deter ned that the use of Thermo-Lag products resulted in a degradation in
the re utred fire safety margins ahd an increase in the potential consequence
a fi-ielcould have on plant sgfety. Thus, tupplying insufficiently tested
Thoth Lag to NRC reactor licensees not only place those licensees 1i
J #pa'|y of being in violation of NRC regUlations, but also resulted in a
cop'ro t:se of the level of plant fire safety. Because the misreprosentationg
cited
qAs Violations in the enclosed Notice were submitted in support of these
earllei, misrepresentations, they have a very high regulatory significance.

Thqqe facts, In conjunction with the monetary benefit that TSI received.by the
maekoting of inadequately tested Thermo-Lag 330- products to NRC licensees
constitute a very significant regulatory concern whtch requires that the NRt
take a significant enforcement action in this case. Therefore, in order for
TSI :t understand the magnitude of NRC concern that TSI's actions are
unjkc~ptable for a licensee contractor and to provide TSI an appropribte
incentive to ensure that it provides the NRC complete and accurate informstlpn
in thd future, the NRC has decided to utilize its full civil penalty authority
und#rethe Atomic Energy Act by in~oking enforcement discretion in accordance
with Section VI1 ,A of the NRC's Enforcement Policy and escalate the civil
peh8l0y to the maximum statutory |lmit of $100,000 for each of the 9 Severity
Levl ; violations, Thus, the total civil penalty for this action will be
S930,000, if fully Imposed,
YoP a e required to respond to this letter and the enclosed Notice and Whould
folloW the instructions specified in the Notice when preparing your response,
As explained more fully in the Notice, you should document in your response.
the tes ecific
corrective
actions already taken, an additional actions ou plan
to
o in order
to prevent
recurrence of these violations, and any other
ra.ato s you believe that the NRC phould not impose this proposed civil
penals y. After reviewing your response to this Notice, including any propo~ed
corre tive actions, the WRC will determine whether to impose the full civil
penalty as proposed, impose a reduced civil penalty, or retract the proposed
civil penalty altogether. If the NRC issues an order imposing a civil
penal y, you wfll be provided an !opportunity to request a hearing under the
prqv1iions of 10 CFR 12.205 and 10 CFR Part 2, Subpart G.
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Thoetal; Science, Inc.
'Rules of Prtctic,'a, copy of
Inicordance with 10 CFR 1i,790 of the NRC's will
Publ1i
be placed inthe HNRf
thisolqter, its enclosure and your response

not includo
DoCU~oot Room (POR). To t e extent possible, your rekponse should
itcan bb
that
so
information
ane•py,8oans privacy, proppletaryor saifeguardi
platcd Inthe POR without rdiactioh.

Sincerely,
James Lieberman, Director
Office of Enforegmelnt

c r

t

Encl,6os)re: 'As Stated
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NOTICE, OFANDVIOLATION
PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTIES
Theval Science, Inc.

EA 95-00i

Based qpon a review of documents submitted to the NRC by Thermal Science[ Inc.
(T$I), 'on and after October 5,199 a review of the transcript of a m.• ing

betWiel Rubin Feldman of TSI and NRC Staff members on October 17, igg0,

and a

revliw of the transcript of the criminal proceeding against TSI in the United
States :District Court for the District of Maryland, the NRC has identified
violotions of NRC regulations. In accordance with the "General State rnt of
Poliyoand Procedure for NRC Enforcement Actionsto HURE-1600, the Nuclear
Regulatory Commission prop ases to Impose civil penalties pursuant to Section
234
f the Atomic Energy ot of 19540 as -amended, 42 U.S.C. 12282, and 10
C.F:,41162.206...
The violations identified blow cobcern matters that are important and
ateri Il to the NRC's statutory mission of maintalni ng an adequate level of
pr~tecion of public health and safety. As detailedbelow, tnformatton
sut tt~ed by TSI in the form of statements and reports was submitted to the
NRC Ou ing NRC Investigations concerning Thermo-Lag 330-1 subliming material
and 'Thrmo-Lag 330-660 Flexi-Blanket mAterill (hereinafter "Thermo-Log" or
"Th~rmp-Lag products"). These investigations raised significant Issues
regarding whether a substantial number of power reactor licensees wear in
co41lijnce with 10 CF.R. I 50,48and 10C.FR, Part 50, pendix R as these
lic4nsees had relied, in Part, on'Thermo-Lag and the uderlying test reports
to.uet NRC's fire protection reqdirements, or conditions in their operating
lit nges. Accordingly, the Inforuation at issue w&s material to the NRC
beo 4ue the statements and reportq were submitted by TSI: (1)In response to
coO eOns the NRC had raised a=ut-the quality and adequacy of Thermo-Lag,
intl uding specific concerns about'the nature of the testing performed to
.
que ify Thermo-Lag for use in nuclear power plantsl and.(2) to influence thi
NRC s investigation Into whether Themo-Lag met NRC's fire protection
reooiiemants, and to persuade the NRC that no further NRC regulatory action
regarding Thermo-Lag products was needed, Thus, the violations are of high
reati tory significance,
Thp particular violations and proposed civil penalties are set forth below:
I.

10 CF.R. 1 50.5 requires, in part, that any contractor (Inclu4ing a
supplier or consultant)# .. ", of any licensee, who knowingly provides ýo
any licensee, contractor, or subcontractor components, equipmqnt,
materials, or other goods or services, that relate to a licensee's
activities regulated by the NRC, may not deliberately submit to the N4C
information that the person submitting the information knows to be
incomplete or inaccurate in some respect material to the NRC.
A.

Contrary to 10 CF.R,' 150,, TSI deliberately made statements in
an October S,19h1 ltter to the NRC which it knew contained
inaccurate and incomplete information material to the NRC, as
evidenced by the following examples:
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In itvOctober g,; 1991 letter, TSt stated that Themo-Lag

had been "... extensively tested by Independent testing
laboratories on Many occasions .... " L TS[ Letter of

t 1. TS'Is statement was incomplete and
October 5, 1991a,
inaccurate in thit the NRC later determined during an
inspection it TSP' offices that test reports bearing the
logo of Industrial Testing Laboratories, Inc. (ITL) were
9typed by TSI, and issued bY TS,.
actually drafted by TI,
ITL's role was limited to aving one of its represent&tIveat
witness data acquisition on the date of the test, and verify
furnace temperatUre readouts, without having had any.
involvement in the construction or approval of thttest
article. Thus, with respect to ITLI the statement that
Thermo-Lag had been '... extensively tested by independent;
testing l1boratories on many occasions ... " mlisreprsented
the respective roiles of TSI and ITL in Thermo-Lag testing,.
2.

In its October 5, 1991 letter# TSI stated that Therno-Lag
rovides OA fire barrier of consistent perforfance[3I when.
nstatled 'In accordance with the instruction manuals in
concert with training programs of Thermal Science ' and that
this performance had 'been r•ven by independent testing
multtple occasions,' Ien TSI Letter of ctober 6, 2991, a
2. This statement was -haccurate in that most of the
configurations tested by TSr, in those tests that were
submitted to the NRC, were not Installed in accordance with
the TSI Instruction manual.

3,

In TSI's "Response To The United States Nuclear RegUlatory,
Coimission's Letter Dated 10 September 1991," attached to
Its October 5, 1991 letter, TSI provided results from 2986
tests conducted •yUnderwter 's Laboratory (UL) regarding
ampacity derating tests of one-hour and three-hour ThermoLa fire birrier systems, and stated that the values
obtained by the UL tests reflected 'the most current and
conservative results of tests .$.,
and wear "the most
conservative information Available to us." In TSI
Response at 6 ahd 12. Those statements were inaccurate in
that TSI was aware of an alternate baseline UL ampatity
derattng test that was more current and provided more
conservative values than the test results submitted to the
NRC on October 5,1991,

T~s answer responded to NRC Questlon ,A.S,, "What are ampaelty doratinp
gfo• 1hour fire rated THERMO-LAG fire birrier systems;,]" and N•RC Question I.B.S, 'What 4ra
arppaoity deratings for 3-hour fire rat~d THERMO-LAG fire barder systems;,].•'* SNRC
leter'to TSI dated September 10, 1991, Enclosure at 1.
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These statefentl were Naterial to tLhý.NRC because they were mede
by TSI: (1)in response to concerns the NRC had raised a&ut, the
quality and adequacy of Thermo-Lag, including specific concerns
about the nature of the testing performed to qualify Therma-Lhg
for use In nuclear power plants; and' (2) to influence the NRC's
investigation Into Ahether Thermo-Lag met NRC's fire barrier
requirementa and guidelines.
This is a Severity Level I violation (Supplpment ViI)
Civil Penalty - $100.000
B.

Contrary to 10 CFR 1 50.5 during an October 17, 1901 meeting with
the NRC Staff, Hr. Rubin Feldman, the President of TSZ,
deliberately made oral statements to the NRC that he knew
contained Inaccurate Information matefial to the NRC. With
respect to the participation of ITL io the fire barrter-testiMg of
Thermo-Lag, the following exchtn9e taok place:
Mr. West (NRC): You mentioned in your (October 5,
letter6-in fact, you provided us with an
enclosure that identifies quite a few tests that had
been sponsored, presumably, by 11. Zt looks like the
bulk of the tests were actually done at your facility,

.1991]

although there seemed to be some involvement of a

testing outfit called ITL, Industrial Testing
Laboratory. We are not familiar with .ft; it's not UL
or Southwest, Could you fill us in oi who ITL is and
toll us what involvement they have in each test, in
terms
of planning,
documentation
bass?conduct and report ýriting and
Mr. Feldmoan Industrial Test Laboratories is a St, Louisbased laboratories. ... We needed a third part (sic)
obhjrviD9 bfgariousn5h1
a of the teo ting. We have asked
them if they would be-willing to do thit. They indicated

that they would, so they offiela-tedi du

4kn
- PthshisesOfh

tueting. That's how the reports wear ýublished'.

Tr. at 167-8 (emphasis added)@ The discussion about ITL continued &I
follows;

Mr. Westl ,.what I'm trying to find oot is, I think

we need to decide if their [ITL's] invqlvemont inthe
test really would constitute the tndeplndence for the
test.

l,

Mr. Feldman he@ were very ndeoend
r eat e70( the date.,)nal
Tr. at 170 (eMph18is added.)
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Mr. Feldman's statements were inaccuratetnd misrepresented thr
and TS1 InTh)mi-Lan testonge Mr. Feldmon
Frespective roles of bTL
know
the
t
TC
L
did
not
function
h limited
s an to
indtpend
of itsof ThrmohavinQ ntonetesqar
Lag's and thee ITL's role was
representaztive1 witness data acquisition an Ih data of the test,
ind verify furnace temperature readou~l, without having any

constructron or approval of the fire
involvudint inthe
test'article,
battler/raceway
Mr. Faldman's, statements were lateriai to the eRC because Mrs
~Feldman made them, on behalf of T$I; (1) in response to cohcf~ns
'
NRG had raised about the quality 4nd adequacy of Them410-44
~~the
including specific concerns about the nature of the relatlgnsnlp

between 1S1 and IYTL regarding the tesling performed to qualify

Thermo-Lag as I-hour and 3-hour fire barrier material for yse in

nuclear power plants; (2)to influence the NRC'S inveltiogaion
Into whether Thormo-LUg met NRC'Is fire protection requireonmnts and
guidelines; and (3) to persuade the WRC that, for those TheratoLag tests in which ITL had involvement, ITL had acted as an
independent, third-party reviewer and analyzer of all the test,
data,
This isa Severity Level I violation (Supple pent VII)
Civil Penalty - $100,000
C,

Contrary to 10 CFR 50.5 TSI deliberately submitted inaccurate
information material to t6 NRC on November 1., 1921, in rospohse
to NRC questions sent to TS1 by lItteo dated October 31, 1991, as
evidenced by the following examples:
1.

The HRC asked TS1 to "provide copies of all TS$
correspondence and documents related to UL ProJect Report
86-NK-23820, File R-G-802, datediJanuary 27, 1987' detlikg
with ampacity dorating testing u ad to qualify Thor0•La4 as
1-hour and 3-hoUr rated fire baPier material. lI NHC ;
letter of October 31 1091 Enclosure at 1, Question V. In
pMrtial response, TSi submitted ,TL Report 82-365-F- and
ITL Report 84-10-5. ju ISI's "Partial Response To The
United States Nuclear Regulatory Comisslon's Letter Oated
31 Octobor 1991' (attached to TS('s letter dated Nave be•
12$, 199), Answer 7-2 (2), at 9,and Attachment 4. T is..
response was inaccurate inthat t$1 knew ITL Report 8i-35•F-1 misrepresented the respective roles of TSl and ITL in:
the testing of Thermo-Lag. This report's cover sheet
carries the ITL logo, indicating that the report was written
by ITL. This report isTS Technical Note 111782, with ap
ITL cover sheot attached to it.TSI Technical Note 111782.
had been written and issued by TSý in November 1981. ITL had
no involvement in creating or tss~ing ITL Report 82-35$-F41,
did not witness the subject ampacity test, and had no role
in documenting or analyzing the test result:.
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Regarding ITL Report 84-10-5, T$1's November 12, 1991
response was further inadcuratein that TSI knew that t is

ITL Report also misrepretented the respective roles of !Sl

and ITL inthe testing of Thermo-Lag. The report's bea•ings
and
indicate
retort was
by ITL -In
fact.titles
TSI weots
ITI that
Reportthe84-10-5,
usingwritten
ITI 8tatt~o~er
that TSR had obtained from ITL. ;Section I of the reftar
represents that %TL compared tho test data to baseliite •ata
obtained Inan October 1981 test (areference to the test

reported In ITL Report 82-355-FN1).
comparison was performed by ITL.

In fact, no such d#ta

The inaccurate information TS3 submitted to the NRC on November

i

12 1991, Inthe form of theRITLI reports, was material to th;
NR6 because TS7's submittal was made: (1)in response to concerns
the NRC had raised about the quility &d adequay of Theru-Lat,
including specific concerns, about the ampacity derating testinj
used to qualtfy Thermo-Lag ias -hour apd 3-hour rated fire barrier
material for use in Ruclear powor plants; and (2)to influenc#
the NRC's investigation into whether Toerto-Lag met NRC's fire
protection requirerants"
This is a Severity Level I violation (Suppleqent VII)
Civil Penalty - $100,0000
0. Contrary to 10 CFR 150.15 TSR deliberitely submitted inaccurate
Information iaterial to the NRC on Decomber 3, 1991, infurth#0
response to HRC questions sent to TSR ýy letter dated October 31,
19919, as evidenced by the following exomples:
1.
The NRC asked TSI to nprovide full copies of ITL fire test
reports 82-11-80 and 82-11-01, including daily work sheets,
quality assurance documentation, and thermocouple
tmperature records.4 NRC lettIr of October 31, 1991,
Enclosulre at 3, Question 19. TThie request was generated by
Mr. Feldman's offer to provide the quality control rucord•
attached to ITL reports 82-11-80 'nd 82-11-81, which were:
needed to answer a question concerning test article
construetion. •U October 17, I991 transcript, at 89-90;
190-91. In response, TSI submittt)d complete copies of ITL
Report 82-11-80 and ITL Report 82611-81, which were the
l enerlc 1-hour and 3-hour test r.~orts used to quAlify
hermo-Lag as I-hour and 3-hour fire barrier material for
use innuclear power plants. amL-TSR's 'Supplemental
Response To The Remaining questio &Contained In The Upitid
States Nuclear Regulatory Commiss on's Letter Dated 31
October 1991' (attached to TSR's oetter dated December 3,
1991), Answer 19, at 9, and Enclo urms 8 and 9. This
response was inaccurate in that T11 knew ITL Report 82-1140
misrepresented the respective roels of TSI and 11L inthe
testing of Thermo-Lag. The Proprietary Rights statement oý
TS-1, Included as part of the report, stated that the repoft

tfrl'WmqL 6Uit.NGE [NC.
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wayrs paeredby ITL. In fact, the report was not prepared
by ITL. TSI wrote ITL Report 82,t11-80 using ITL statpoery
that 3S1 had obtained from ITL.' Sectlsou 3 of ITL Repor 8211-80 states that the subject tbsting was perfomed Ounder
the supervision and total control of Industrial Testing!
Laboratories, of St. Louis, Missouri, an independent toiting
lIboratory," In fact, the test:was conducted under the;
supervision and controa of TSI,iwith an ITL representat ve
merely witnessing the test and yerifying furnace teniferfture
readouts.
2.

Regarding ITL Report 82o11-81, 51's Oecembeor 3, 1991
responpo was further inaccuratetin that T15 knew that this
ITL Report also misrepresented the respective roles Of TSI
and ITL in the testing o Thermo-Lag 1 he Proprietaq Rights
statement of TSI, included as pert of the report, ststed
that the report was repared by 17L. In fact, the repert
was not prepartd by PT. TSI w~ote ITL Report 82-11381.,
usalng ITL stationery that TSI hld obtained from ITL.
Sect on 3 of ITL Report 82-11- 8 stated that the subject
testing was performed Ounder tho supervision and total
control of Industrial Testing Laboratories, of St, Lquis,
Missoufi, an independent testin0 laboratory,' In fact the
test w s conducted under the supprvision and control of ISI,
with TIL representative Donald Storment merely witnes;slng
the tests and verifying furnace UempPeIture readouts,. which
took place between SQptember 10 and October 12, 1982,
Moreover, several daily work sheot pag as from Section 7 of
the report are represented as haying been signed by Mr.
Storment, In fact,- those pages ;ontain replicated
signatures of Mr, Storment, whIch TS! added to the report
wilthout the knowledge or Consent of either ITL or Mr.
Storment. For the daily work Ahgets that Mr. Stormený did
sign, TSI instructed Mr. Starmient to backdate those s ccls
to make It appear that he had witnemsed TSI work perf66rd
In August and early September ofl982, when, in fact, Mr,
Storment had not witnessed that work.

The Inaccurate information TS8 submitttd to the NRC on Deceiber 3,
1991 was material to the NRC because 7 I's submittal was made:
(1) in response to concerns the NRC had raised about the qulity
Wnd adequacy of Tharme-Lag, including specific questions about the
test articles discussed in ITL Riport 128-11-80 and 52-11-01,
which were generic tests TSI had used to qualify Thermo-Lag as Ihour and 3-hour rated fire barrier material for use in nuclear
power plantaj and (2) to influence thý NRC's Investigation into
whether Thermo-Lag met NRC'i fire protection requirements,
This is a Severity Level I violation (Supplempnt VII)
Civil Penalty - S100,000
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E, Contrary to 10 CFA 1 30.50 TSI deliberately maide a .statement in a
May
8, 1992 mateiral
letter to tothetheNRCNRCo
whichIn Itthis
knewletters
contained
inaccurote
information
T$1 stated
that
it~sonjoong test pro_gram ot Omlega Poiot. Laboratorios was "ondlr

the to &IControl of
Point."
T31 Letter of May $ imga
1992,
nj
at
2.
This
statement
was
inaccurate
In
thatLaboratories.
this test pro for
ran : was
not under the total tontrol of.Omega Point
exampl, the construction of the test:articles and placement of
-the test thermocouples was under TS1'1 control,
This statement was malarial to the NRC because TSI submitted it:
(1) in response to concerns the NRC hqd raised about the qQ4l ly
nd adequ| of Thermo-.Lhe 1 Including specific concerns abqut the
misleading nature of theITL; reporti: and (2) to persuade ths
HRC that TSI~was now subJecting T ermo-Lag to truly independont
testing,
This isa SevorityLevel I violation (Supplement VII)
civil Penalty - $100,000
F.

Contrary to 10 CFR 1 50,5, TSI deliberately made statements ina
Juno 16, 1991 letter to the NRC which It knew contained inaccurate
information material to the NRCt including but not limited to the
following extmpleso
1.

T3! stated that Its continuing test program at Omega Point
Laboratories was sunder the total control of Omega Pojnt'
In TS3 Letter of June 15, 1, 2,;at 2. This stattment W41
naccurAte Inn that this tist program was not under the t tal
control of Omega Point. For exa#ple the constructiofl o
•
the test articles and placement Of t6e test thermocouple$
was undprTSJ's control.

2,

TS!
tests were
ing conducted
in accordance
with stated
among that
otherthecriteria
the b applicable
prerequisttes
of, ARC Generic Letter Be-i0.
TS5! Letter of June 1,
1992% at 3. -This stateient was -1accurats inthat these
tests were not being conducted Id accordance with the
guidance of NRC Generic Letter 8-10,

These statements were material to the NRC because TSI submtted
them: (1) in iesponse to concerns the NRC had raised about the
quality and adequacy of Thermo-Lag, Inc uding specific concerns
about the mis Wing nature of the UITL, reports; and (2) to
persuade the ARCthat TSI was now subjaeting Thermo-Lag to truly
independent tqstlng,
This Is a Severity Level I violation (Supplemont V11)
civil Penalty - $100,000
Go

Contrary to 10 CFR 150 5 TSI deliberately made a statement in a
June 22, 1992 letter to the NRC which it know contained inacourqte
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information material to the NRC. In this letter, TS3 stated that
the TSI-sponsored tests conducted at Qmega Point Laboratories'were
"under their [Omega Point Laboratoriel'] total control which :lso
included quality control during consttuction." •n T3I Letter of
June 22, 1992, at 2. This statement '44s inaccurate in that (1 TS!
knew that the test program was not under the total control of
Omega Point and that (2)TS1 knew that quality control during
construction of the test articles was not under the total oon~rol

of Omega PMolt.

This statement was material to the NRQ because TS1 submitted 1t:
(1) in respohse to concerns the NRC h4d raised about the quality
including specific concerns abqut the
and adequacy of Therdo-.La
and (Z) to persuade thF
u
misleading nature of the "ITL riport';
NRC that TSIwas now subjecting Therm-Lag to truly indmpoldent
testing.
This -s

a Severity Level I violatfon (Supplement VII)

Civil Penalty - $10,0000
H.

Contrary to 10 CPR .0.5, TS deliberately made a statement in a
July 29l, 1992 letter to the NRC which It knew contained inapcUlate
information raterial to the NRC, In t•is lettert, TSR stated that
the 1980 Ampacity testing "was done by Underwriters Laboratoriis
[sic] in Chitago under its [Underwrlters Laboratory's] total
control." TS3 Letter of July 29, 1992 at 4. This statement Was
inaccurate ir that ISI knew that the r ferenced ampacity testing
was not under the total control of Und rwriters Laboratory.
This statement was material to the NRC becauso TS1 submitted it;
(1) in responie to concerns the NRC haj raised About the qua11ty
and adequacy of Thermo-Lag, including specific concerns aboqt the
amp acity derating testing used to qualify Thermo-Lag as 1-hour and
3-hour rated fire barrier material for use in nuclear power
plants; and (2)to Influence how the HNC disseminated information
to the nuclear industry about the performance of Thermo-Lig
products,

This is a Severity Level I violation (Supple ent VII)
Civil Penalty - $100,000
I.

Contrary to 10 CFR § 50.5, on or about August 31, 1992, TS!
deliberately submitted to the NRC ITL Roports 8 -6-203, 865-238Z,
85-5-314, 85-11-227, 86-7-472, 87-5-435) 87-6-350, 85-1-106, and
85-4-377, Those reports misre resented the respective roles of
TSl and ITL In the testing of ;hlrmo-Lag. TSI knew these reports
contained inaccurate information mater$l to the NRC, as evidended
by the followtng examples:
1.

Regarding ITL Report 85-6-283, thj report's headings and
title Itndicate that the report w~s prepared by ITL.This
information was inaccurate In that TS wrote this report,

T"-r"mAL SCIENCE INC,
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using 17L stationery that TSI hld obtained from ITL, Section
3 of the report stated that the subject testing was
conducted "under the direct suplrvi1son and total control of
Industrial Testing Laboratories inct"
In fact, the test
had bein conducted under the su ervision and control of TSR,
with an ITL representative merely witnessing the test and
verifying furnace temperature readouts. Page () of the,
report rsprusedts that the ITL eepresentitive wilnesstný the
test (Dave Siegel) was a prof$tsional engineer. However
subsequent NRC review has dete ined that Dave Siegel w,
not a professionial engineer d i not have a college degree,
and that TS! was aware of' hts 10k of qualifications. Page
(i) of.the report also representj that Allan Siegel
reviewed, approved, and sTgned t~e report an behilf of ITL.
Nowoveo, subsequent NRC review hbp determined thet I Ie )
contains the replicated s1gnaturp of Allan Siegeal wA chil
added to the report without the knowledge or consent of
Allan Siegel. Daily work sheetsicontained in Section 6 of
the report were altered by TSI to make it appear that Bile
Siegel witnessed TSI's constructlon of the test Article qn
May 17, 19s5, when in fact Dave ffegel only witnessed th#
test itself which was performed.on June 19 19a65
Similarly, In Section 7 of the renar, TSI forged the
initial$ of Dive Siegel on work Gheets to make It pr
that DaWe Siegel was present on May 17, 1986, when TSZ
constructed the test article.
2.

Regardthg ITL Report 85-2-382, the report's headings and.
titles indicate that the report was prepared by 1TL.* This
information was Inaccurate in th't TS! wrote this report,
using ITL statiqnery that TS1 he4 obtained from ITL,
SectI on 3 of the report'stated t1at the subject testing was

cQnductid 'under the direct supervision and total control' of

Industrial Testtng Uaboratories, Inc,' In fiat, the test:
had been conducted under the supovision and control of TSI,
with an ITL representative meruly, witnessing the test and'
verifying furnace temperature reapouts.
3.

Regarding ITL Report 85-5-314, the report's headings and
titles tndicate that the report ws prepared by ITL. This
informasion was inaccurate in thai TSI wrote this report,
using ITL stationery that TSI had, obtsined from ITL,
Section 3 of the report stated th t the subject testing w)s
conducted *under the direct super' sion and total control of
Industrial Testing Laboratories. nc.' In fact, the thst
had been conducted under the supetvision and control
with an ITL representative merely witnessing the test ofandT$I,
verifying furnace temperature readouts, Page (1)of the
report represents that the ITL re resentative witn sslng the
test (Mike White) was a professio al engineer. This is
Inaccurate in that Mr. White was iot a professional
engineer, and at that time TS1 knqw that Mr. White was not a
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e daily
professional
the tr ,port
arework
onstl sheets
1 nod. byMike
contained In engineer.
Section $ofAmong
White, regarding st article w rk performe by TS3 on gay
14, 1986. These work shoots ar inaccurate in that hr.

on May 21,
presentT31only
during t a test
White
Whiteitself
to backdatt
In
19e5. WAS
he had th*
appear
that
to make ilrt.
eshetsfaetq
he signedinstructed
work

'

witneSad Tl May 14 work whe;n,:;n fact, he had not

witnesled that work.
4.

Regarding ITL go ort 85-11-227, the report's hea ings a d
1is
titll'sindicitt that tha report wal repared by ITL.
report,
informltlon was inaccurate int at T11 wrote this

using TL stationery that TSI hid obtained from ITL. Section
3 of the report stated that the subject testin was

conducted 'under the direct sup rvision and to

flcontral of
test
the
In
fact,
Inc,'
1ndustrial Tasting Laboratories
had beon conducted under the su ervislon and control of tSI,
with h 1TL'representative merel witnessing the test Ano
verifying furnace temperature rladouts. Among the dailyý
work sheats contained In Section( 6 of the report are one;
signed.by Mike White, regarding test article work porfor$ ed
by TSI on November S 1986. Section 6 is Inaccurate inthat
Nr. White was presen only durinj the test itself on
November .1195. In facts Mr. White was instructed by.TSI
to sign work sheets to make it &'pear that he had withesiod
' S?' November 8 work when, infct, he had not wltnese*4
that work.

5.

Rgardilng ITL Repoat 86-7-472, týe report's headings and.
titles indicate that the report as prepared by 1TL. This
Information was inaccurate in th t I wrote this report,
using IYL stationeary that TS1 ha obtained from IlL.
Sect on- $of the report stated t at the subject testiA; was
conducted on August 1,1988 Ound r the direct supervision
end totil control of Industrial 1asting Laboratories, ln."
In fact, the teat had been condu ted under the supervision
and control of 134 with in ITL epresentatlve merely
witnessing the tea and verifyinO furnace temperature
readout. Contained within this report is a *Verificatiop
of Applicationo document dated J'1l 31, 1986 And signed by
R. A. Ldhman on behalf of TSI. This document refers' to ITL
Tet.ArtIcle No. 8~6-472. This i)formation was inaccurate
in that'there were never any ITL est articles, is ITL

neither built nor helped to asseomIe any of the articles
tested by iS.
6.

-

Reg ArdNg ITL Report 87-5-436, th* report's headings and
tillie Indicate that the report wis prepared by IT[. This
information was inaccurate In thai TE1 wrote this report,
using ITL stationery that TSe had~obtained from ITI.
Sect on 3 of the report stated th t the subject testing ws

ltf~t
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c'r,

conducted "under the direct tuoervision and total contral of
Indus rHal Testing Laboratorieo, Inc." In fact, the teot
had blen conducted under the supervision and controtl of TSI,
with an ITL representative mereIy witnessing the test and
verifying furnace temperature oadouts$
1
7.

Regar1ing ITL Report 87-6-350, the report's headings and
titlet indicate that the report, was prepared by ITL, This
infaroation was inaccurate in that TS wrote this report,

using.iTL stationery that TS! h d obtained from InL.

Sect in 3 of the report stated that the subject testingwas
condu ted 'undor the direct suptrvision and totAl contr6l of
Industrial Testing Laboratories Inc.' In fact, the te;t
had b~en conducted under the su ervision and control ofT51,
with in ITL representative merely witnessing the test god
verifying furnace temperature r adouts.
G.

Re arding ITL Report65-l-106p Jhe report's headin I and
t iles indicate that the report was prepared by IT?. This
1nformition was inaccurate in tI at TSI wrote this report,
using IPL stationery that TSI h d obtained from ITL.
Sectiop 3 of the report stated that the subject testing Was
conducted 'undtr the direct supilrvtsion and total control of
Indust ill Testing LaboratorieS, 1 Inc.' In fact, the tes't
had been conducted under the supervision and control of TSI,
with a& i1L representative meraly witnessing the test and
verifying furnace temperature rtadouts.

9.

Regarding ITL Report 86-4-377, the report's headings and
titles;indicatt that the report as prepared by ITL. This
informotion was inaccurate In th t TS1 wrote this report 1
using ITL stationery that TS] ha obtained from ITL. P4e
(1) of the report represents tha the ITL representative
witnessing the test (Clarence Be tor) was a professional
enginee. Thit is inaccurate in that Mr. Baster was not a
rofeskional engineer, Section of the report stated that
the subect testing was conducte 'under the direct
supervikion and.total control orilndustrial Testing
Laborat'ries, Inc." In fact, thl test had been conducted
under tae supervision and controe of TS1, with an ITL
represehtatlve merely witnessing'the test and verifying
furnace tmperature readouts.

The reports T$! submitted to the NRC on or about August 31, 1991
were material,to the NRC because they were submitted by TSI: (1)
In response to concerns the HRC had raOlod about the quality &n•
adequacy of T lrmo-Lag products; (2) i the con.text of an ongoing
NRC invet 1gation into. concerns about the quality and performance
of Thermo-Lag productst hand (3) to inf)uence the NRC's
investigAtion 'into who ther Thermo-Lag products met the fire
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T1HF`nA^ SCIENCE INC.
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12
barrier requirements of 10 CFR 1 50.48 and 10 CFR Part 50,
AppendIx R.
This Is a Severity Level I violation (Supplement V1I)
Civil Penalty - JimOO
Pursuant to the provisions of 10 CFR 12.201, Thermal Science, Inc. (TSI) is
hereby required to submit a written stateoent orexplanation to the Direqtor,
Office of Enforcement U S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, within 30 day$ of
this Notice of Vilta
oh and Proposed imposition of Civil Penal tis (tjotc4c).
'This Reply should be clearly marked as a "Reply jo a Notice of Violt ion'l and
should Include for each'alleged-violations (1) to admission or denial of the
lalloged violation, (2)ý he reasqns for the violation, if admitted or If
deniedt the reasons why:the alleged violation ha: been denied; (3) ths
corrective steps that hive been taken and the reoults achieved; (4) the
,correctiv.o steps that w 11 be taken to avoid any further violations; and (5)
;the date when full compliance will be achievedd If in adequate reply is not
:received within the tie specified in this Notice-, a Demand for Informati n
may be issued. Consideration will be given to extending the time specifi*d
'for a reply for good caqse shown. Under the authority of Section 161(c) Qf
the Atomic Energy Act, as amended, 42 U.s.¢. 1 221(c), this reply shall be
*submitted under oath or affirmation. Should TS! fail o file a Reply within
the time specifiedi an Oder imposing the civil pfnalties may be issued.
Ithin the same tiie as Orovided for the Reply requtred above under 10 C.FR,
2.201, TSI may pay the tivil penalties by leatter addressed to the Director,
ffice of Enforcement, UW.S. Nuclear Regulatory Coqoission, with a check,
Oraft, money order or electronic transfer payabl to the Treasurer of the
nited States in the amo nt of the civil ponaltie4 proposed above. In the
Iternative, TSI may proeast the imposition of th: proposed civil pmntltieo,
n whole or in part, by written Answer addressed to the Director, Office-of
nforcement, US,
c¢lear Regulatory Commission, i:n accordance with the
rovisions of 10 CFA #2.405. Should TS1 elect to file an Answer in accordonce
ith 10 CFR 12.205 prote4ting the-proposed civil phnaltites, either in wholi or
n part, such an Answer should be clearly marked 'Answer to a Notice of
I olAtion' and may (1)d ny the violation or violai ions listed in this Notice,

lither in whole or inpart; (2)demonstrate extenu ting circumstances; (3)
siow error in this Notice; or (4) show other reaso s whY the proposed civ1l
penalties should not be iupostd. In addition to protesting the imposition of
ne proposed civil penalties, etither inwhole or i• part, such an Answer may
r quest remission or mitigation of the proposed c1jil penalties.

*Aywritten Answer submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 12.205 should be set
forth separately from the Reply submitted in accordance with 10 CFR 12.201,
blt may Incorporate parts-of the Rply by specific reference (e.g., citing
p ge and paragraph numberS) to avoid repetition.
Ti* documents described a1ove, *.g,, a Reply to a Notice of Violation, a
P meqt of Civil Penaltie4, and/or an Answer to a Np tice of Violation should
bo addressed to; Jaons Liqberman, Director, Office f Enforcement, U.i.
NHclear Regulatory Cminmslion, One White Flint North, 11555 Rockvlllo Pike,
Rockville, .Maryland 208521?738.

I-

_do

jjL.r-nL. 'jVLL11%jr_ ""j,

1J.UQ

JUL

ifthe NRC determinet to impose a civil penal byafter reylew of TSI's Reply
the civil penalty and will
pOvid* TS1 the'oppottunity to reou~st an adju~catory hearingV inaccodac
~i~t 10CFR12.05 ~d he RC s fult's of Pra cbc in10 CFA Part 2 ~pr
6. following 1inPOSiMOn of a civil penalty in-accordance with the appl icable
provisions of 10 CFR '12.205 An4 after exhaust an of Mearini rIgMt un or 10
C.F.R. Part 21 and upton failur, to gay any civ 11 penalties, ue tAlt halt been
determined inatcerdahce with that hearing, this matter may be referred to the
Attorney General and the penalties unless cam romisedp remitted, or.
mitigated, may Ole collected by a civil action pursuant to section 234c of the
Atomic Energy Ac~t, as. amended, 42 U.SC. 122021.
Because your filings V11l be placed inthe NRC 'Public Oocwuent Room (PDR), to
the extent pos....s t ey should not Include aot personal rivacy, roprietarys
or safeguards inf'orma~ion so that tbey can be P~acad inta POR w1hout.
redaction. However, tf you find itnecessary to Include such information, you
should clearly indicat~e the specific. informatioo you wish to have withhold
and Answer the. NRC v¶ll issue In Order impos

from public disclosure, and the provide the legal basis to support that

request.
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Ca ed at Rockvtllls
thls•_da y of Octo'ber 1096.
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AO 440 Mew~ 1/901Summr.onsin a CIVi ACtIon

'N Lr

pniteb ,States Distrirt Taurt
DISTRICT OF

THERMAL SCIENCE,

MISSOURIR

INC.

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION
CASE NUMBER:

V.
UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR

REGULATORY COMMISSION

4 96CvVO22U2G
TO: (

s.

and Address 01 Del•onoa•

Edward L. Dowd, Jr., Esq.
United States Attorney for the
Eastern District of Missouri.
401 U.S. Court & Custom House
1114 Market Street
St. Louis, MO
63101
YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED and required to file with the Clerk of this Court and serve upon
PLAINTIFFS ATTORNEY (nm-ne snd oddess)

an answer to the complaint which is herewith served upon you, within
Fn
days after service of
this summons upon you, exciusiv., of the day of service. If you fail to do so, judgment by default will be taken
against you for the relief aemandeo in the complaint.

CLERK

/C&7*
p,"i

BY DEPUTY CLERK

DATE

90) Sumrnf"OfnSm a C-1l Amton
ft
AO "0 IA.1

AnitEb
R Itatrs
EASTERN

THERMAL SCIENCE,

_DISTRICT OF

CASE NUMBER:

UNITED STATES NUCLEAR
REGULATORY COM4ISSION

hNa-~ an AG~ress

al

MISSOURI

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION

INC.

V.

TO:

istrirt
M Ourt

4 :96C V02282CA S

Deoenoart

James Lieberman, Director
Office of Enforcement
United States Nuclear Regulatori,
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
20852-2738
Rockville, Maryland

Commission

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED and required to file with the Clerk of this Court and serve upon
PLAINTIFF'S ATTORNEY ina-e s.a W•dersi

days after service of
an answer to the complaint which is herewith served upon you, within
this summons upon you, exciusiv.; of the day of service. If you fall to do so, judgment by default will be taken
against you for the relief demandeo in the complaint.

CLERK

/ /"ý ýJ'

BY DEPUTY CLERK

/)- -ý DATE

AO 440 IRO. 1901 Summnori

Action
r a Cwvd

0%Lr

pnifieb ý$tatrs Bistrirt Taurt
EAST1PERN

THERMAL

SCIENCE,

DISTRICT OF

mT.,scn[JRT

INC.,

SUMMONS IN A CIVIL ACTION
CASE NUMBER:

V.

4:96C V02282.CAS

UNITED STATES NUCLEAR
REGULATORY COMMISSION

TO:

hm

n

drs

fDtmor

Janet Reno, Esq.
Attorney General of the United States
10th Street,
Washington,

N.W.
D.C.

& Constitution Avenue
20530

YOU ARE HEREBY SUMMONED and required to file with the Clerk of this Court and serve upon
PLAINTIFF'S ATTORNEY

fnrye

and "orss)

an answer to the complaint which is herewith served upon you, within
An
days after service of
this summons upon you, exciusiv., of the day of service. If you fail to do so, judgment by default will be taken
against you for the relief demandeo in the complaint.
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CLERK

BY DEPUTY CLERK

DATE
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CIVIL COVER SHEET

(Rev. 07/89)

The JS-44 civil cover Uheet and the information contsa'ed herein neither reolace nor supplement the filing and service of pleadings or other paoers as required by low. exceot as
.nitiating
rules of court. This form. agoroted by the Judicial Conference of the United States in September 1974. is required for the use Of the Clerk of Court 0"l.'Aw
lt
e
oU
s'eet. ISEE INSTRUCTIONS ON THE REVERSE OF THE FORM.1)1
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(a) PLAINTIFFS

(b)

NOV 2 o ;q

DEFENDANTS

United States Nuclear Recgqatory
Commission
U. S. DISTRICT COURT
EýSTERN DISTRICT OF MO

Inc.

Thermal Science,

S-_

COUNTY OF RESIDENCE OF FIRST LISTED PLAINTIFF
(EXCEPT IN U.S. PLAINTIFF CASES)

ATTORNEYS (FIRM NAME. ADDRESS.
Thomnson
Coburn

(C)

oovinded by local
the Civil docket

Inni
T-

(IN U.S. PLAINTIFF CASES ONLY)
NOTE: IN LAND CONDEMNATION CASES. USE THE LOCATION OF THE
TRACT OF LAND INVOLVED

A*

AND TELEPHONE NUMBER)

One Mercantile Center,
St. Louis, MO 63101.
(314) 552-6000

COUNTY OF RESIDENCE OF FIRST LISTED DEFENDANT
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#3500

II. BASIS OF JURISDICTION

LACE A..
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0 3 Federal Question

1 U.S. Government
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PTF DEF

(U.S. Government Not a Party)
/

Citizen of This State

0 1 0 1
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0 2 02
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Foreign Country

0 3 0 3

0 4 Diversity

2 U.S. Government
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(indicate Citizenship of
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of Business in This State
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PTF DEF
04 024
0 5 0 5
0 6

0 6

(CITE TI U.S. CIVILSTATUTEUNOERwMIOCH
YOU ARE FILINGANDWRITEABRIEFSTATEMENTOFCAUSE.

brought pursuant to the
Action for injunctive relief
Double Jeopardy Clasue of the Fifth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution and the
Atomic Energy Act, 42 U.S.C. § 2011, et seq., to halt unlawful NRC penalty
proceeding,
,
y
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